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ABSTRACT 
The experiments in this dissertation exploited the transposed-letter effect to investigate the status 
of the morpheme boundary at early, intermediate, and later stages of lexical access. It was 
observed that constituent morphemes are identified early in the process of word recognition. 
Effects of frequency and context on morphological processing were also explored. Frequency 
effects arose after identification of the morphological subunits, indicating decomposition is not 
contingent on frequency, but frequency does influence whether the morphemic subunits continue 
to play a role in lexical access after decomposition. Syntactic, but not semantic, context 
influenced morphological processing, with morphological decomposition occurring earlier when 
the morphological complexity was syntactically predictable. Morphological processing in second 
language learners was also investigated, and it was observed that learners are also sensitive to 
morphological structure, with the onset of that sensitivity contingent on experience in the second 
language. Learners‟ morphological processing was not sensitive to the effects of context. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The role of the internal structure of words in lexical access, and specifically in visual 
word recognition, has been the subject of much debate. The debate has been a long one, having 
begun in earnest when Taft and Forster (1975) first proposed that all complex words are stripped 
of their affixes and accessed via their stems. Other researchers have proposed that all words are 
recognized as full-forms (Butterworth, 1983; Lukatela, Grigorijevic, Kostic, & Turvey, 1980), 
that complex words are sometimes decomposed, sometimes not (Caramazza, Laudanna & 
Romani, 1988; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995), or that any apparent role of morphology in word 
recognition is an epiphenomenal byproduct of orthographic and semantic overlap (McClelland & 
Patterson, 2002, Seidenberg & Gonnerman, 2000). 
 The persistent nature of this debate suggests a need for new methods to test these 
different proposals. The present proposal represents an attempt to refine and apply a new tool 
that has been recently introduced to the study of morphology in lexical processing. In the visual 
word recognition literature, it has been repeatedly observed that certain letters can be transposed 
without disrupting word recognition too much (Perea & Lupker, 2003a, b, 2004; Schoonbaert & 
Grainger, 2004). That is, jugde works as a prime in the masked-priming paradigm (Forster, 
Mohan & Hector, 2003) for judge about as well as judge itself does, and better than a prime in 
which letters are substituted instead of transposed (i.e. jupte). The discovery and study of this 
transposed-letter effect has had a large impact on theories of visual word recognition (cf. Gomez, 
Ratcliff, & Perea, 2008; Grainger & Whitney, 2004; Lupker, Perea, & Davis, 2008). The 
transposed-letter (TL) effect has also recently been used to investigate the role of morphology in 
visual word recognition. Christianson, Johnson and Rayner (2005) found that, for English 
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compound and derived -er words, a TL prime that contained a letter transposition across a 
morpheme boundary produced no facilitation, relative to an orthographic control in a masked-
prime naming study. This is notable because, as mentioned, research with monomorphemic 
words has shown that masked primes containing word-internal transpositions are always at least 
somewhat facilitative relative to substitution controls. As a result, Christianson et al. concluded 
that because a transposition at the morpheme boundary would make identification of the 
component parts of a complex word difficult, and because such transpositions are disruptive to 
word recognition, it must be that the morphological structure of complex words plays a role in 
the early stages of word identification. Dunabeitia, Perea and Carreiras (2007) replicated and 
extended this morphological TL effect in Basque and Spanish. They observed a similar absence 
of TL effects when the transposition occurred between morphemes, although the TL effects were 
present when the transposition occurred within a morpheme. 
 These findings suggest that the morpheme boundary is privileged, and that transpositions 
that cross the morpheme boundary can disrupt visual word recognition (but cf. Rueckl & 
Rimzhim, 2010, who did not observe any penalty for between-morpheme transpositions). The 
purpose of the experiments proposed here is to extend this research in four ways. First, 
Christianson et al. (2005) and Dunabeitia et al. (2007) both focused on derived words. The 
studies reported here will explore the status of the morpheme boundary primarily in inflected 
words, specifically past-tense verbs. Second, most TL studies, including Christianson et al. and 
Dunabeitia et al., employ a masked priming paradigm, which only taps the earliest stages of 
visual word recognition. Another purpose of the present studies is to explore the status of the 
morpheme boundary across the entire time course of visual word recognition, using both masked 
and unmasked presentations of words containing transpositions. Third, some theories of 
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morphological processing suggest that morphology is only sometimes involved in lexical access 
(Caramazza, Laudanna & Romani, 1988; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995), and it has been suggested 
that factors such as the frequency of the full form and/or its components (Alegre & Gordon, 
1999) and the context in which the word appears (Bertram et al., 2000a, 2000b; Luke & 
Christianson, 2011; Taft, 2004) can alter the role of morphology and thus the importance of the 
morpheme boundary. With this in mind, the third purpose of the present research is to explore 
the effect of frequency and context on the status of the morpheme boundary, as measured by the 
degree of disruption caused by between-morpheme transpositions. The effects of context on 
morphological processing also suggest that the conflicting results in morphological processing 
research may be due an excessive reliance on paradigms like lexical decision tasks that present 
words in isolation. Therefore, the experiments reported below present complex words in 
sentences only. Finally, it has been suggested that second-language learners process 
morphologically complex words differently than do native speakers (Clahsen, Felser, Neubauer, 
Sato & Silva, 2010; Clahsen & Neubauer, 2010; De Diego Balaguer, Sebastian-Galles, Diaz & 
Rodriguez-Fornells, 2005; Neubauer & Clahsen, 2009; Silva & Clahsen, 2008). The fourth 
purpose of the research proposed here is to use TL effects to test this assertion. 
 To accomplish these goals, a series of seven experiments were conducted. Some of the 
experiments (Experiment 1 and 2) employed a variant of the masked priming paradigm, in which 
transposed-letter primes and targets are embedded in sentences presented in a self-paced reading 
task. The others (Experiments 3-7) involved unmasked presentation of words containing 
transpositions using an eye-tracking methodology. Experiments 1, 2, and 3, which are reported in 
Chapter 3, explored the effects of frequency on the status of the morpheme boundary. 
Experiments 6 and 7 (Chapter 5) explored the effects of context. Experiments 4-7 included as 
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participants not only native speakers of English but also second language (L2) learners in order 
to explore differences in morphological processing between English native speakers and English 
L2 learners (Experiment 4 and 5 in Chapter 4), as well as possible differences in sensitivity to 
context between the two groups (Experiments 6 and 7). 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 The studies outlined in this dissertation are intended to investigate factors that influence 
morphological processing across the entire time course of visual word recognition. To provide a 
background for these studies, Chapter 2 contains a review of the literature on four separate 
topics: first, the time-course of morphological processing, specifically the extent that 
morphology is involved in lexical access at the early and late stages; second, the various factors 
that might influence the role of morphological structure in lexical processing, including 
frequency and context; third, findings and theories on the difference between first and second 
language processing of morphologically complex words; and fourth, the transposed-letter effect 
and what it has revealed about lexical access in general and morphological processing in 
particular. 
Morphology and the Time-Course of Visual Word-Recognition 
In recent years a great deal of evidence has emerged supporting the idea that morphology 
is involved in lexical access at an early stage (for a thorough review, see Rastle & Davis, 2009). 
Much of this research has been done using a technique called masked priming, in which a word 
target is preceded by a prime, a word or nonword that is presented for 35-60 ms. This prime can 
facilitate recognition of the target when the prime and target are related in ways that are 
meaningful to the visual word recognition system (Forster, Mohan & Hector, 2003). Using this 
technique, Rastle, Davis and New (2004; Rastle & Davis, 2003) reported that, in a masked 
priming experiment, morphologically related (cleaner-clean) and pseudo-related (corner-corn) 
prime-target pairs produced facilitation relative to unrelated primes, while morphologically 
unrelated but formally overlapping prime-target pairs (scandal-scan) did not. Rastle et al. and 
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other such studies (Marslen-Wilson, Bozic & Randall, 2008) have shown that the appearance of 
morphological complexity is sufficient to trigger decomposition. That is, corner primes corn as 
well as hunter primes hunt, even though corner is not actually multimorphemic. Furthermore, the 
fact that facilitation was observed when the primes were presented for less than 60 ms suggests 
that recognition of the morphological complexity of a word occurs quickly. 
Studies in other languages seem to confirm the universality of this observations (in 
Hebrew: Deutsch, Frost, Pollatsek & Rayner, 2000, 2005; in Finnish: Jarvikivi, Pyykkonen & 
Niemi, 2009; in Russian: Kazanina, Dukova-Zheleva, Geber, Kharlamov & Tonciulescu, 2008; 
in French: Longtin, Segui & Halle, 2003). Decomposition seems to occur not only for real words 
that are pseudo-complex but also for pseudo-complex nonwords. Longtin and Meunier (2005) 
constructed nonwords either of real French stem and suffix combinations or of stems plus non-
suffix word endings, and observed that the morphologically complex nonwords (e.g. walk-ity) 
primed their stems, but the non-suffixed nonwords (e.g. walk-nef) did not produce facilitation. 
The existence of early, automatic morphological processing that has been observed in the 
behavioral results reported above has also been confirmed by neurological evidence, including 
ERP studies (Lavric, Clapp & Rastle, 2007; Morris, Grainger & Holcomb, 2008), fMRI studies 
(Bozic, et al., 2007; Gold & Rastle, 2007) and an MEG study (Zweig & Pylkkanen, 2008). 
In spite of the weight of evidence, not all researchers accept the idea of early, obligatory 
decomposition (cf. Giraudo & Grainger, 2000, 2001, 2003; Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000). Some 
researchers have observed a graded effect of semantic transparency, even at the earliest stages of 
word recognition (Feldman, O‟Connor & del Prado Martin, 2009; Morris, Frank, Grainger & 
Holcomb, 2007), suggesting that only semantically transparent complex words are decomposed. 
This contradicts the idea that early morphological processing is based only on orthography. 
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Others have suggested that perhaps multiple systems exist to deal separately with opaque or 
pseudo-complex word and semantically transparent complex words (Diependaele, Sandra & 
Grainger, 2005). 
While it is still unclear whether semantic transparency plays a role at the early stages of 
lexical access, a great deal of evidence indicates that at later stages transparency is very 
influential. Feldman, Barac-Cikoja & Kostic (2002) observed no effects of semantic 
transparency when Serbian primes were presented at a short SOA of 48 ms, but at a 250 ms 
SOA, semantically transparent derived-word primes produced more facilitation than opaque 
derived primes did. In English, Feldman, Soltano, Pastizzo and Francis (2004) observed a similar 
absence of semantic transparency effects for short SOAs, but strong effects at long SOAs, 
regardless of prime modality (auditory or visual). In French, Longtin et al. (2003) observed 
morphological priming independent of semantic transparency for visual masked priming, but 
observed a re-emergence of semantic transparency in a cross-modal (auditory prime, visual 
target) priming task. Taken together, these results suggest that morphological decomposition is 
attempted for semantically opaque words, but the decomposed representations are quickly 
inhibited by top-down feedback from semantic representations. The weight of the evidence 
suggests that morphological structure influences lexical access from the earliest stages, and, if 
the morphological structure is genuine, that influence continues into the later stages. 
Influences on Morphological Processing 
 A great many different factors may influence morphological processing, including word 
formation type (inflection vs. derivation; Bertram, Laine & Karvinen, 1999), semantic 
transparency (Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, Waksler & Older, 1994; Nikolova & Jarema, 2002; 
Vannest & Boland, 1999; Zwitserlood, Bolwiender & Drews, 2005; but c.f. Jarema, et al, 1999; 
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Pollatsek & Hyona, 2005), productivity of the affix (Bertram et al., 1999; Bertram, Schreuder & 
Baayen, 2000c; Forster & Azuma, 2000; Golato, 2006; Vannest & Boland, 1999), homonymy 
and allomorphy (Bertram et al., 2000b; Bertram et al., 1999; Bertram et al., 2000c), frequency 
(Alegre & Gordon, 1999; Meunier & Segui, 1999), and context (Bertam, Hyönä & Laine, 2000a; 
Bertram et al., 2000b; Hyönä, Vainio & Laine, 2002; Taft, 2004). Most of the experiments 
outlined in the subsequent chapters will focus on these last two factors: frequency and context. 
Frequency 
It is well established that, for monomorphemic words, highly frequent words are 
recognized more quickly than infrequent words (Rayner, 1998). For morphologically complex 
words, like greeted or airport, the relationship between frequency and response time is less 
straightforward. Because morphologically complex words are made up of morphemic subunits 
(greet + edand air + port), both the full form and the component parts have frequencies that 
could potentially influence processing speed. The role of these morphemic subunits in the 
processing of complex words has been a topic of much debate, in which effects of morpheme 
frequency (i.e. the frequency of the stem or of one of the constituents of a compound) have been 
taken as evidence of decompositional processes, while effects of the frequency of the word as a 
whole have been interpreted as evidence for lexical access via the full form (Andrews, Miller & 
Rayner, 2004; Baayen, Dijkstra & Schreuder, 1997; Beauvillain, 1996; New, Brysbaert, Segui, 
Ferrand & Rastle, 2004; Taft & Forster, 1976).  
If stem frequency effects do indeed represent activation of decomposed representations, 
whereas whole-word frequency measures represent activation of full-form representations that 
have no morphological structure, then most models of morphological processing would either 
predict only stem frequency effects (Taft & Forster, 1975), only whole-word frequency effects 
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(Butterfield, 1983), or stem frequency effects for some words and whole-word frequency effects 
for others (Caramazza et al., 1988; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995). Unfortunately, when stem and 
whole-word frequency are manipulated together, the results are seldom a straightforward victory 
for either decomposition or full-form access. Rather, effects of both types of frequency are 
usually observed. For example, Cole, Beauvillain and Segui (1989) manipulated both the stem 
and the whole-word frequency of derived French words and reported facilitative effects of both 
stem and whole-word frequency. They posited full decomposition as the source of the base
1
 
frequency effects and suggested that accessing the stem provides access to the whole 
morphological family. Once the family has been accessed, the individual family members are 
sorted through in a frequency-ordered search, giving rise to whole-word frequency effects. 
Similarly, in several lexical decision experiments, Alegre and Gordon (1999) observed effects of 
whole-word frequency for inflected words with a frequency greater than six tokens per million 
(or 'words per million,' wpm) when stem frequency was held constant. In a comparison between 
experiments, they also observed that stem frequency also influenced response times. They 
concluded that inflected words with low whole-word frequency (below a threshold of about six 
wpm) are always decomposed, while words with whole-word frequencies above the threshold 
have full-form representations as well. 
 In an eye-tracking study, Niswander, Pollatsek and Rayner (2000) observed effects of 
both whole-word and stem frequency for both derived words and plural nouns. For the derived 
words, the stem frequency effect appeared earlier than the whole-word frequency effect, while 
                                                 
1
 The term base frequency is used here and elsewhere instead of stem frequency when discussing derived words. The 
stem of a word is the form from which inflectional variants are obtained, while the base or root is obtained by 
removing derivational affixes as well. For the word hunters, for example, the stem is hunter but the base is hunt. 
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for the plural nouns both frequency effects appeared on the first fixation. For inflected verbs, no 
effect of stem frequency was observed, but Niswander et al. concluded that this was a result of 
the unusual nature of the verb stems, most of which were more commonly used as nouns (e.g. 
handed). They concluded that the decomposition and full-form routes coexist and are both 
involved in lexical access. 
 Baayen, Wurm and Aycock (2007) used mixed-effects modeling to examine the effects 
of whole-word and stem frequency (and many other variables) on reaction times in both visual 
and auditory lexical decision and naming. In spite of the fact that Baayen et al.‟s stimuli were of 
extremely low whole-word frequency (less than six wpm), they observed strong effects of whole-
word frequency and no effects of stem frequency, except in the visual naming task. This result 
contradicts Alegre and Gordon‟s (1999) conclusion that inflected words with low whole-word 
frequencies do not have full-form representations. Baayen et al. suggested that the traditional 
interpretation of stem and full-form frequency effects as diagnostic of decomposition and full-
form access, respectively, needs revising. Instead, stem frequency should be thought of as a 
measure of the probability of the stem appearing in isolation or as a morphemic constituent, 
whereas whole-word frequency reflects the joint probability of the stem and affix occurring 
together. This joint probability helps to distinguish between true instances of morphological 
complexity (land in landing or badlands) and false ones, where an interpretation of a letter string 
as a morpheme is not warranted (land in bland or clandestine). 
 Baayen et al. (2007) also analyzed a corpus of approximately 8000 derived and inflected 
words and again observed a strong effect of whole-word frequency. They also observed an effect 
of stem frequency, although the effect of stem frequency was weaker than the whole-word 
frequency effect. Interestingly, they observed an interaction of the two frequency types; stem 
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frequency was facilitative for lower whole-word frequencies but slightly inhibitory for higher 
whole-word frequencies. Baayen et al. suggested that this interaction indicates that stem and 
whole-word frequency effects represent non-independent processes. 
 In sum, when complex words are presented in isolation, both stem and whole-word 
frequency effects are often observed simultaneously, and these effects can even interact with 
each other. These findings suggest that the relationship between stem and whole-word frequency 
measures is not a simple either-or relationship. To further clarify the role of frequency, some 
new tool that can be used to measure decomposition is required. 
Context 
The context in which a complex word appears also influences how it is accessed. For 
example, Taft (2004) observed a significant effect of stem frequency in a lexical decision task in 
which the nonword fillers were simply nonsense strings of letters that do not represent any 
English word or morpheme (e.g. milphs). However, Taft found that the stem frequency effect 
was eliminated or even reversed (low stem frequency words were faster than high) when the 
nonwords in a lexical decision task were made up of illegal stem-affix combinations (e.g. 
mirths). Taft suggested that this finding indicates a task-sensitive recombination or checking 
stage for morphologically complex words. 
 Bertram et al. (2000b), in a lexical decision study using inflected Finnish nouns, observed 
only effects of whole-word frequency. However, when these same inflected words were 
presented in sentences in an eye-tracking study, Bertram et al. (2000a) reported that effects of 
both stem and whole-word frequency on reading times were observed. The particular inflectional 
suffix investigated in both studies was homonymous, in that it served as both an inflectional and 
a derivational suffix. Bertram et al. (2000a) interpreted the emergence of stem frequency effects 
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in sentences as evidence that the sentence context removed the penalty associated with this 
homonymy and made decomposition feasible again. This conclusion is consistent with data from 
Hyönä, Vainio and Laine (2002), who found that morphologically complex Finnish words were 
more effortful to process (i.e. longer response times) as compared to monomorphemic controls in 
a lexical decision task. In an unbiased sentence context, however, this disadvantage for 
morphologically complex words disappeared. 
 Luke and Christianson (2011) observed a strong effect of stem frequency in a lexical 
decision task using inflected verbs. When these same verbs were embedded in sentences and 
presented as part of a self-paced reading study, an effect of whole-word frequency was observed, 
along with an interaction of whole-word and stem frequency, such that high stem frequency 
reduced and even reversed the facilitative effect of whole-word frequency. Taken together, the 
Taft (2004), Bertram et al. (2000a, b), and Luke and Christianson studies show that the same 
complex words can be processed very differently in different contexts.  
It is possible that some contexts are more helpful for morphological effects than others. 
Deutsch et al. (2005) found that whereas a semantically incongruent context did not influence the 
processing of (or reduce the facilitation provided by) a prime previewed in the parafovea during 
the reading of sentences in Hebrew, a syntactically biasing context (i.e. the prime was a verb, 
when the syntax of the sentence required a noun) eliminated any morphological priming effect, 
at least at the later stages of lexical access. This suggests that the syntactic structure of the 
sentence can provide a context that facilitates decomposition, but the semantic context will not. 
Of course, the Deutsch et al. study focused on parafoveal preview, and it is quite possible that 
foveal processing is influenced by different factors. Furthermore, because effects of semantic 
transparency seem to arise later in the process of lexical access (see above), it is possible that 
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semantic context effects, which were not observed in the Deutsch et al. study, would also arise 
later. Overall, it is still uncertain which aspects of context influence morphological processing, 
and when. 
Morphology and Second Language Processing 
 Second language learners consistently have difficulty with inflectional morphology 
(DeKeyser, 2005; Jiang, 2004, 2007; Johnson & Newport, 1989; Sato & Felser 2006; White, 
2003). Some second language acquisition researchers theorize that the cause of this difficulty lies 
in the process of lexical retrieval. For example, Lardiere (1998a) suggests that learners possess 
the appropriate abstract morphosyntactic features but have difficulty mapping those features onto 
particular morphological forms. Lardiere (1998b) presents evidence of a dissociation between 
morphosyntactic knowledge and the morphological expression of that knowledge. In a detailed 
case study of a single woman‟s end-state L2 English grammar, Lardiere observed that the 
woman almost never produced correct verbal inflections but was perfectly accurate at producing 
the correctly case-marked pronouns. In other words, she clearly had knowledge of 
morphosyntactic features, such as case, but had difficulty mapping those features onto 
phonological forms in the case of regular verbal inflection. Prevost and White (2000) provide 
support for a similar idea, which they term the Missing Surface Inflection Hypothesis (MSIH). 
The MSIH distinguishes between knowledge of surface morphology and knowledge of the 
abstract underlying features. Learners may be unable to select the appropriate phonological form 
to express the appropriate morphosyntactic features, even though they know which features 
should be expressed, and so they fall back on some default form instead. Presumably, this 
mapping difficulty would affect comprehension as well, and make it difficult for learners to 
access the appropriate morphosyntactic features when recognizing an inflected word. 
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McDonald (2000) proposes a purely processing-based account of L1/L2 differences that 
is based on the assumption that L2 learners operate under a greater processing load than natives. 
This increased processing load can be attributed to a greater difficulty decoding surface forms. 
The result of this extra load is that L2 learners have fewer resources available to compute 
morphosyntactic agreement or complex syntactic structure. Note that McDonald does not claim 
any special distinction between L1 and L2; a native speaker under pressure or with fewer 
cognitive resources would become insensitive to morphology just as L2 learners are. McDonald 
(2006) provides evidence for this view and touches specifically on inflectional morphology. 
McDonald compared the performance of natives and second language learners on a 
grammaticality judgment task, as well as measuring their English working memory, decoding 
ability, and processing speed. On all of these measures, learners performed more poorly than 
natives. On the grammaticality judgment task, learners showed a greater disadvantage for some 
structures (such as the regular past tense) than for others (such as word order). However, when 
the native speakers were placed under memory stress (a digit load task) or decoding stress 
(perceptual noise), their performance came to resemble that of the learners, and those structures 
that presented the greatest difficulty to learners were most affected by the increased processing 
burdens on native speakers. Further, individual differences in processing capacity influenced 
performance on the grammaticality judgment task, with learners with higher working memory 
and better decoding ability performing better. The same was true for the native speakers, but 
only when they were under memory or decoding stress. 
A final approach that relies heavily on neurological methods and ideas is exemplified in 
the declarative/procedural model of Ullman (2001). Ullman proposes that L1 acquisition relies 
on two separate memory systems: declarative memory, which is responsible for lexical 
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knowledge, and procedural memory, which is responsible for grammatical, rule-based 
knowledge. The ability to rely on procedural memory is hypothesized to decrease as a function 
of age, and increase as a function of practice, so that L2 learners (at least late L2 learners) must 
rely more heavily on declarative memory for grammatical tasks. Using declarative memory in 
this way is less efficient and more error-prone, which accounts for L1/L2 differences.  
 The declarative/procedural model is closely related to the words and rules theory of 
Pinker (Pinker, 1999; Pinker & Ullman, 2002), which proposes a dissociation between lexical or 
memory-based knowledge and processing and grammatical or rule-based processing. 
Specifically, these theories predict that regularly inflected forms, such as the past tense verb 
jumped, will be processed via the rule-based, procedural route in native speakers, while an 
irregular form, such as fell, will be accessed via the memory-based declarative route. If L2 
learners cannot rely as heavily on the procedural system, one might expect that they would not 
show such a dissociation between regulars and irregulars. For example, Birdsong and Flege 
(2001) observed an interaction of frequency and regularity, with non-natives less able to select 
the appropriate past tense or plural form of low-frequency irregulars than high-frequency 
irregulars. This effect of frequency was not nearly as strong for the regular verbs and nouns, 
indicating that regulars and irregulars are processed differently. This finding is somewhat 
inconsistent with the declarative/procedural model, which predicts such a dissociation for natives 
but not for learners. But since all of Birdsong and Flege‟s (2001) participants had been in the 
U.S. for at least 10 years, it is possible that their extensive practice allowed them to achieve a 
native-like dissociation between regulars and irregulars. Less proficient learners might not show 
the same dissociation. Birdsong and Flege also observed an interaction of age of arrival and 
regularity. Learners who had arrived in the U.S. later had more difficulty with irregulars, but 
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performance was more uniform for regulars. This finding in some respects also contradicts the 
declarative/procedural model, which predicts decreased reliance on procedural memory, which 
should underlie the processing of regulars, and no effect of age on the declarative memory 
system. 
 Other researchers have also observed a dissociation between regular and irregular 
inflection in L2 processing. Hahne, Mueller and Clahsen (2006) reported that L2 learners of 
German showed the same ERP patterns to morphosyntactic violations as natives. When the 
regular plural rule was incorrectly applied, both natives and learners exhibited a P600 response, 
while over-irregularization elicited an N400 response.  
 In an ERP study of early bilinguals, De Diego Balaguer, Sebastian-Galles, Diaz and 
Rodriguez-Fornells (2005) also found a dissociation between regular and irregular inflection, 
with a different topographical distribution suggesting different neural generators. However, 
learners did respond differently than natives to semi-regular verbs. The fact that all of De Diego 
Balaguer et al.‟s participants were early bilinguals (exposed to their L2 in childhood) and still did 
not exactly pattern with the native speakers suggests that some L1/L2 differences in the 
neurological basis of morphological processing may continue to exist even if behavioral results 
say otherwise, as in Birdsong and Flege (2001). It also suggests that age of acquisition cannot 
entirely responsible for the observed differences, since these bilinguals were exposed to their L2 
at a relatively young age. 
 The weight of the evidence suggests that learners‟ processing of complex words is 
somewhat or mostly like that of native speakers (at least with increasing proficiency), contrary to 
the declarative/procedural model. Still, because the existence of a regular/irregular distinction is 
controversial even in L1 research (Beretta et al., 2003; Clahsen 1999; McClelland & Patterson, 
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2002; Pinker & Prince, 1988; Pinker & Ullman, 2002; Plaut & Gonnerman, 2000; Seidenberg & 
Gonnerman, 2000), it should not be surprising that the L2 research is also inconclusive. This 
uncertainty suggests the need for new methods and approaches to the question of morphological 
processing differences between L1 and L2. 
 A study by Silva and Clahsen (2008) represents an attempt to apply a new approach. 
Silva and Clahsen used a masked priming paradigm, a more sensitive behavioral measure of 
processing than the multiple-choice questions of Birdsong and Flege (2001), to investigate 
whether L2 learners rely on the memory-based declarative route or are able to decompose 
complex words. They found that for native English speakers the primes pray and prayed both 
facilitated recognition of the target pray, but for L2 learners of English only the identity prime 
pray was facilitative. Some priming was observed for derived words (baldness primes bald), but 
this priming was only partial for L2 learners; derived primes produced some facilitation, but not 
as much as identity primes. For native speakers, full priming was observed. Silva and Clahsen 
interpret these results as evidence for a greater reliance on lexical, full-form storage in L2, 
consistent with the declarative/procedural model. Based on these results and similar results from 
other studies (Clahsen & Neubauer, 2010; Neubauer & Clahsen, 2009), Clahsen et al. (2010) 
suggested that learners are less sensitive to morphological structure than natives, and that 
learners rely more on lexical storage than natives do (i.e. more use of declarative memory). 
Sliva and Clahsen‟s (2008) results must be interpreted with caution, however, for several 
reasons. First, in masked priming the prime is presented a short time, 60 ms in Silva and 
Clahsen‟s experiments, so the results reported by Silva and Clahsen do not necessarily show that 
L2 learners never access the morphological components of complex words, only that they may 
not do so within 60 ms because they are, perceptually, too slow (see McDonald, 2000, 2006). 
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Second, the presence of partial priming for the derived words suggests that L2 learners are only 
quantitatively different from natives. Third, at least a third of the inflected targets used by Silva 
and Clahsen are used primarily as nouns in English, while the inflected primes were verbs (cure - 
cured, lock - locked). For inflected words, such a mismatch could serve to inhibit access via the 
morphological constituents (see Niswander et al., 2000). Finally, it is not clear that bilinguals can 
be expected to respond to masked primes in the same way that native speakers do (see 
Finkbeiner, Forster, Nikol & Nakamura, 2004; Jiang, 1999). 
In sum, many theories suggest a processing difference between L1 and L2 at the level of 
the word, whether it be an inability to map morphosyntactic features onto morphemes and vice 
versa (Lardiere, 1998a, b; Prevost & White, 2000), perceptual and decoding difficulties that 
make word access effortful and error-prone (McDonald, 2000, 2006), or a reliance on a separate 
memory system that requires lexical access via a different route for L2 learners (Ullman, 2001; 
Silva & Clahsen, 2008).  
If there is indeed a fundamental difference between L1 and L2 processing of 
morphologically complex words, it is also possible that L2 learners would be affected differently 
by frequency and context than native speakers are. For frequency, it does not appear that this is 
the case; the little evidence that exists suggests that learners are affected by frequency in much 
the same way that native speakers are. Lehtonen and Laine (2003) found that native speakers 
took longer to process morphologically complex Finnish words than monomorphemic controls 
for low- and medium-frequency words, but for high-frequency words no difference was 
observed. They concluded that the reaction time difference in the low-to-medium frequency 
range suggests decompositional processing, while the absence of any difference for high 
frequency words suggests full-form processing of complex words. The Finnish-Swedish 
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bilinguals, who had begun learning Finnish and Swedish before school age, showed longer 
reaction times for complex words across the whole frequency range, suggesting that the 
morphological structure of the complex words always played a role in processing.  
Lehtonen, Niska, Wande, Niemi & Laine (2006) performed a similar experiment in 
Swedish, which is morphologically a much poorer language than Finnish. In both Swedish 
monolinguals and early Finnish-Swedish bilinguals, low-frequency complex words were 
processed more slowly than frequency-matched monomorphemic controls, but this was not true 
for medium- and high-frequency words. This same pattern - evidence of decomposition for low-
frequency words - was also observed in a group of late learners of Swedish, regardless of 
proficiency. The evidence from Swedish suggests that learners are more likely to make use of 
morphological structure for low-frequency words, just as native speakers seem to be, while the 
evidence from Finnish suggests that learners‟ more limited exposure makes them even more 
likely to rely on structure than natives are. 
Although there is little reason to expect that learners and natives differ qualitatively in 
how frequency affects the processing of morphologically complex words, the same is not true for 
the effect of context. The approaches to L1/L2 differences presented above suggest a word-level 
processing distinction between L1 and L2, at least with regard to morphological processing. 
Other theories, most notably the shallow structure hypothesis (SSH) of Clahsen and Felser 
(2006a, 2006b; Felser & Clahsen, 2009) suggest that learners‟ syntactic parsing is often 
incomplete. Clahsen and Felser (2006a) account for the observed L2 morphological insensitivity 
described above by suggesting that L2 learners are unable to construct the more complex 
syntactic structures necessary to establish long-distance dependencies. Learners‟ structures are 
“shallow," lacking the hierarchical complexity necessary for accurate grammatical feature 
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matching. These features are assumed to be present, however, because non-natives are able to 
establish local dependencies that do not depend so much on a deeply hierarchical syntactic 
structure.  
Keating (2009) provides evidence that English-speaking learners of Spanish can detect 
adjective-noun gender disagreement, but only when the adjective and noun are in the same 
phrase, as predicted by the SSH. Using eye-tracking, Keating found that the learners slowed 
down at post-nominal adjectives that disagreed with the noun they modified, as compared to 
control sentences with correct agreement. However, this was only true when both the noun and 
the adjective were in the DP. When the syntactic separation (both linear and structural) was 
greater, learners did not slow down. Natives, on the other hand, slowed down whenever there 
was disagreement, irrespective of syntactic distance.  
In a self-paced reading study, Jiang (2007; see also Jiang, 2004) found that L2 learners 
did not slow down at the target word coin in (1), even though the singular form is ungrammatical 
following several of the. Native speakers did slow down. 
 (1)  *The visitor took several of the rare coin in the cabinet. 
Jiang interpreted these results to indicate that the nonnative speakers did not detect the 
inconsistency. On the other hand, both natives and nonnatives showed reading time disruptions 
when encountering verb subcategorization errors, further suggesting that morphosyntax is an 
area that presents special difficulty for second language learners.  
In the Keating (2009) and Jiang (2007) studies, native speakers showed signs of disruption 
when they encountered a morphosyntactic violation, indicating that they detected the violation, 
while the learners did not (except for the local dependencies in Keating (2009); but cf. Foote, 
2011, where learners showed sensitivity to both local and non-local dependencies, contrary to the 
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SSH). Given that the SSH does not propose any differences in lexical processing between L1 and 
L2, these studies suggest that L2 learners have access to morphosyntactic information, but that 
they cannot make use of it because they lack the necessary syntactic competence. As a result, 
learners should be less sensitive to the influence of syntactic structure on morphological 
processing than natives. In light of the evidence, summarized in the previous section, that syntax 
may affect morphological processing in L1 word recognition (Bertram et al, 2000a, b; Deutsch et 
al., 2005), the SSH seems to suggest that syntactic structure will affect the recognition of 
complex words for native speakers but not (or not always) for learners. 
The Transposed-Letter Effect 
 Recently, a great deal of research has shown that letter position coding in visual word 
recognition is flexible, rather than fixed. Many of these studies have involved masked priming, 
and have consistently shown that a nonword constructed by transposing two letters of a real word 
(like jugde, a nonword constructed from judge) can facilitate recognition of that word when 
compared to unrelated or orthographic controls (Forster, Davis, Schoknecht, & Carter, 1987; 
Perea & Lupker, 2003a, b; Schoonbaert & Grainger, 2004). Other research has shown that words 
with neighbors that differ only in the transposition of two letters (silver/sliver) take longer to 
identify than do words without such neighbors (Acha & Perea, 2008; Andrews, 1996; Johnson, 
2009). These various effects of transposed-letter confusability directly contradict models of 
visual word recognition that propose position-invariant coding (cf. Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, 
Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Paap, Newsome, McDonald, & 
Schvaneveldt,1982; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982; these models are discussed in more detail 
below). In the following section, research on TL effects in early and late lexical processing will 
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be summarized, followed by an overview of models of visual word recognition, then a review of 
recent studies linking the TL confusability effect to morphological processing. 
TL Effects in Masked Priming 
 Perea and Lupker (2003a; see also Perea & Lupker, 2003b, 2004) created nonwords by 
transposing two letters of a real word (e.g. jugde for the target judge). When these TL nonwords 
were presented as primes in a masked priming task, the TL nonword primes produced as much 
facilitation as identity primes, and were more effective primes than unrelated words or letter 
substitution primes (e.g. judpe). TL nonwords were only effective primes when the 
transpositions involved internal letters, however; TL nonword created by transposing the final 
letters (e.g. judeg) were no more effective than substitution primes. This finding suggests that, at 
least at the early stages of visual word recognition, letters are not strictly bound to particular 
positions. It also suggests that some letter positions are more important than others; whereas 
internal letters can be transposed without much penalty, final letters cannot be (see also 
Chambers, 1979; Perea & Lupker, 2003b). Perea and Lupker also observed that substitution of 
the final letters was less disruptive, relative to an unrelated word prime, than substitutions of 
earlier letters. They concluded that word recognition proceeds left-to-right, and so earlier letters 
are more important than later letters. Another important conclusion that this result leads to is that 
substitution primes are generally better and more representative control condition for TL primes 
than are unrelated primes. 
 Schoonbaert and Grainger (2004) employed primes with transpositions of the initial, 
internal, and final letters of both five- and seven-letter words. For the five-letter words, they 
observed significant facilitation only for internal TL primes relative to an unrelated word control 
prime condition. For the seven-letter words, all three TL conditions were facilitative, relative to 
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control. When Schoonbaert and Grainger (2004) used substitution primes instead of TL primes, 
no difference was observed between the substitution primes and an unrelated word control prime 
condition, except that word-final substitutions for seven-letter words were facilitative. These 
findings are broadly consistent with Perea and Lupker (2003a), although the absence of any 
difference between the initial and internal transpositions for seven-letter words suggests that the 
external letters may become less privileged when more bottom-up input is available. 
TL Effects in Later Processing 
 Andrews (1996) utilized words with orthographic neighbors that differ by a single 
transposition of two letters (e.g. salt/slat) to test theories of visual word recognition. She 
observed that words with TL neighbors took longer to identify as words in a lexical decision task 
and longer to name in a naming task than did matched control words. She further observed that, 
for words with higher frequency TL neighbors, most of the naming errors produced involved 
production of the higher-frequency TL neighbor. Andrews concluded that models of visual word 
recognition that propose strict letter-position coding (Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & 
Ziegler, 2001; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Paap, Newsome, McDonald, & 
Schvaneveldt,1982; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982) cannot explain these TL-confusability 
effects.  
Johnson (2009) presented words like those used in Andrews (1996) that have TL 
neighbors (angel/angle, clam/calm) in sentences and measured participants‟ eye movements at 
the target word and in the following region. She observed slower reading times for words with 
TL neighbors than for matched control words without TL neighbors. These reading time 
differences appeared only in very late measures of reading time at the target word, such as total 
time and second pass time, and measures of reading times at the post-target region. Acha and 
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Perea (2008) also observed inhibitory effects of TL neighbors, and this inhibition also occurred 
only for later reading measures.  
When Johnson‟s (2009) words were embedded in constraining sentences that made the 
TL neighbor an unlikely continuation of the sentence, the difference between words with TL 
neighbors and controls disappeared. Johnson suggested two possible causes for the TL 
interference effects. First, it may be that multiple lexical candidates are activated simultaneously 
when an orthographic string is being processed, and that the correct candidate is chosen via a 
process of facilitation from lower levels (i.e. feature or letter representations) and inhibition 
between candidates. If both the target word and its TL neighbor are activated and then inhibit 
each other, this would account for longer reading times for words with TL neighbors than for 
words without them. Alternatively, it may be that, at least part of the time, the incorrect member 
of the TL pair is activated, and difficulty integrating the incorrectly identified word into the 
sentence would account for the slowdown in late reading measures. This second account is 
consistent with the pattern of naming errors observed by Andrews (1996). 
Andrews (1996), Johnson (2009) and Acha and Perea (2008) all used existing English 
words as targets in their eye-tracking studies. White, Johnson, Liversedge, and Rayner (2008) 
presented participants with nonwords constructed by transposing two letters of a real English 
word. They reported four major findings. First, a word with transposed letters was always read 
more slowly than the unaltered version of the word. This was true no matter where the 
transposition occurred. This is in contrast to the TL masked priming literature summarized 
above, and suggests significant differences between early and later stages of word recognition. 
White et al. also found that external transpositions (transpositions of the beginning or ending 
letters) were more disruptive, in that they took longer to read, than internal transpositions. When 
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parafoveal preview was not available, the importance of the external letters did not emerge until 
later measures of processing. This is consistent with Johnson, Perea and Rayner‟s (2007) finding 
that external letters are not privileged in parafoveal processing. Third, early transpositions 
(transpositions of letters near the beginning of the word) were more disruptive than 
transpositions of later letters. Note that these findings are highly consistent with previous studies 
using masked TL primes. Lastly, White et al. also found that letter transpositions within low-
frequency words were more disruptive than the same transpositions within high-frequency 
words. Unlike the results with real words derived from transposing letters, where interference 
effects appeared only in late measures, all the effects observed in White et al. appeared from the 
earliest measures. 
Models of Visual Word Recognition 
 The TL effects reported above have had a significant impact on models of visual word 
recognition. This is because one important way that the many models of visual word recognition 
differ is on how they code the position of letters within a word. Many models are channel-
specific, meaning that they propose that each letter is bound to a particular position within a 
word. Such models include the interactive-activation (IA) model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 
1981; Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982), the dual-route cascaded (DRC) model(Coltheart, Rastle, 
Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001), and the activation-verification (AV) model (Paap, Newsome, 
McDonald, & Schvaneveldt,1982). For these models, jugde should be no more similar to judge 
than jupte is, as both nonwords only share the same letters at three letter positions. Thus, these 
models cannot account for the TL effects summarized above. Some models use a coding scheme 
called Wickelcoding, which is based on letter trigrams (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; 
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Seidenberg & McClelland,1989). This approach has also been criticized as being too inflexible 
to account for TL effects (Davis & Bowers, 2006). 
Models that use bigram encoding, such as the SERIOL model (Grainger & 
Whitney,2004; Whitney, 2001) can account for TL effects. Bigram encoding involves encoding 
the input word into a series of letter pairs. For example, the word CAT would activate the 
bigrams CA, AT, and CT. Note that the letters that these bigrams are composed of are not 
necessarily adjacent in the word, but are always in order. The SOLAR model of Davis (1999), 
which proposes that letter position is encoded by varying amounts of activation for each letter, is 
also flexible enough to account for TL effects. Lastly, the overlap model of Gomez, Perea and 
Ratcliff (2008) assumes that letters are not bound to a particular position, but that each letter‟s 
position is represented by a normal curve that overlaps several letter positions but is centered on 
the actual position. This model can also account for TL effects. 
Another way that models differ is in whether they consider lexical access to proceed 
serially or in parallel (see Whitney, 2008, for an overview). The SERIOL model and the SOLAR 
model both propose serial access, although the SERIOL model proposes strictly serial access, 
while the SOLAR model suggests that activation of the second letter begins before the first letter 
is finished firing. In other models, such as the IA and the DRC, parallel processing is assumed 
(although the DRC assumes serial access for the sub-lexical phonological route). Overall, the 
results of the TL experiments reported above support the idea of serial access. Specifically, the 
findings that initial letters are privileged (Chambers, 1979; Schoonbaert & Grainger, 2004) and 
that disruption from transpositions or substitutions is greater for beginning than ending internal 
letters (Perea & Lupker, 2003a; White et al., 2008), suggest that word recognition proceeds 
serially from left to right. 
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TL Effects and Morphology 
 The research on TL effects summarized above shows that, while transposition of the 
external letters often is disruptive, transposition of internal letters is not, or in the case of 
unmasked presentation, is less so. Recent research indicates that not all internal letters are equal, 
however. In a masked priming study, Christianson et al. (2005) found that compound word 
primes that were identical to the target except for a transposition of two letters (sunhsine) 
produced more facilitation that substitution primes (sunbcine), but this was not true when the 
transposition occurred at a morpheme boundary (susnhine). The same was true for derived -er 
words. These findings indicate that the morpheme boundary is privileged, in much the same way 
that the external letters are. Christianson et al. interpreted this effect as evidence for early 
morphological decomposition, consistent with the masked morphological priming studies of 
Rastle et al. (2004) and others. This absence of facilitation when transpositions occur across 
morpheme boundaries was replicated by Dunabeitia et al. (2007) in Basque and Spanish. This 
effect has not been observed by every researcher, however (Rueckl & Rimzhim, 2010), further 
suggesting that context and task effects might influence the status of the morpheme boundary. 
The use of the transposed-letter effect to investigate morphological structure has not been 
restricted to masked priming studies. Velan, Deutsch and Frost (2010) presented Hebrew words 
that contained transpositions in sentences as part of an eye-tracking study, in a manner similar to 
White et al. (2008). Velan et al. observed that transpositions caused significantly more disruption 
when they occurred within morphologically complex words compared to morphologically simple 
controls. Velan et al.‟s findings demonstrate that morphological structure plays a significant role 
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in orthographic coding, and that fully visible TL nonwords can be used to study morphological 
processing. 
Rationale for the Present Studies 
The research described in this document represents an attempt to use the transposed-letter 
effect as a tool to assess the extent to which morphological structure is involved in visual word 
recognition, both for native speakers and L2 learners. All the experiments share a common logic. 
Because letter transpositions at the morpheme boundary involve word-internal letters and 
transpositions involving word-internal letters are less disruptive than either substitutions 
(Schoonbaert & Grainger, 2004) or external transpositions (Perea & Lupker, 2003a; White et al., 
2008), transpositions across morpheme boundaries should only be more disruptive than controls 
if the internal structure of the word is involved in lexical access. Thus, disruption caused by 
between-morpheme transpositions, relative to controls, should be diagnostic of decomposition; if 
the between-morpheme transposition is more disruptive than control conditions, then the visual 
word recognition system is capable of detecting the morpheme boundary and is attempting to 
make use of the internal structure of the word. If, on the other hand, inflected words are accessed 
via full-form representations, then a between-morpheme transposition should produce the same 
pattern of disruption as any other internal transposition, namely reduced disruption relative to 
controls. 
 As noted in the introduction, transposed-letter effects were used to investigate four 
separate issues related to morphological processing. First, the time course of morphological 
processing in visual word recognition was explored, in Chapter 3 for natives by using a both a 
modified masked priming paradigm and eye-tracking, and in Chapter 4 for L2 learners using 
eye-tracking. Second, TL effects were used to explore the role of frequency in the 
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decomposability of multimorphemic words in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 of Chapter 3. Third, the 
difference between L1 and L2 processing of complex words was investigated in Experiments 4 
and 5 of Chapter 4. Fourth, the effect of context on the degree to which morphology is involved 
in word recognition in both L1 and L2 was explored in Experiments 6 and 7 of Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER 3 
THE INFLUENCE OF FREQUENCY ON THE PROCESSING OF MORPHOLOGICALLY 
COMPLEX WORDS 
The experiments outlined in this chapter used transposed-letter effects to investigate the 
influence of frequency on morphological processing. As noted previously, frequency is thought 
to play a role in how morphologically complex words are processed (Caramazza et al, 1988; 
Schreuder & Baayen, 1995). The experiments reported here investigated the role of frequency 
across the entire time course of complex word processing. A secondary purpose of these 
experiments was to see if the morphological TL effects that have been observed for derived 
words (Christianson et al., 2005; Dunabeitia et al., 2007) extend to inflected words. To 
accomplish these goals, Experiments 1 and 2 combined transposed-letter masked priming, both 
within and between the stem and suffix of inflected verbs, with a manipulation of stem and 
whole-word frequency in order to test various theories on the role of frequency in early 
morphological processing. Experiment 3 presented these same verbs, many containing letter 
transpositions, in sentences as part of an eye-tracking study to investigate the later stages of word 
recognition as well. Thus, the experiments reported below reveal how frequency affects 
morphological processing, and how these effects change over the time course of complex word 
recognition.   
Experiment 1: Masked Priming in Sentences 
The primary purpose of Experiment 1 was to see if previous findings regarding the 
privileged status of the morpheme boundary in compounds and derived words extend to inflected 
words. A second purpose of Experiment 1 was to lay the groundwork for a test of the possibility 
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that the frequency characteristics of an inflected word could determine whether or not the 
morpheme boundary is privileged.  
Experiment 1 employed a new experimental paradigm, which permits masked primes and 
targets to be presented in a sentence context during self-paced reading instead of in isolation 
(details below). This technique has several advantages over masked priming in isolation. It 
eliminates the need to introduce a task such as lexical decision or naming. Instead, participants 
simply read the word, so this task is much closer to natural language processing than masked 
priming of words in isolation. Furthermore, previous research has shown that inflected words are 
processed differently in sentence contexts than in isolation (Luke & Christianson, 2011), so 
findings from studies using masked priming of words in isolation may not accurately represent 
word recognition in normal reading.  
Method 
Participants. Forty-eight people from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
community participated. The large majority of participants were recruited from the Educational 
Psychology subject pool. All were compensated for their time with either course credit or $5. 
Materials. Forty-two regular past-tense verbs were selected for Experiment 1. All the 
verbs were seven or eight letters long. Frequency measures were obtained from the CELEX 
lexical database (Baayen, Piepenbrock & Gulikers, 1995). These verbs had a mean CELEX 
whole-word frequency of 92
2
, and a mean CELEX stem frequency of 138. Thus, the past-tense 
form of these verbs is by far the most frequently-occurring form. For future reference, this group 
of verbs will be called the LowWW-LowStem frequency group. 
                                                 
2  Note that all frequencies reported here and elsewhere represent the number of occurrences of a particular 
word form in the CELEX corpus of a little less than 18 million words, and not words per million. 
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For each verb, six primes were created (see Table 1). The six prime conditions were: (a) 
Identity primes (the prime is identical to the target), (b) transposed letter internal (TL internal) 
primes (two adjacent internal letters of the target, the third and fourth for seven-letter words or 
the fourth and fifth for eight-letter words, were transposed), (c) substitution internal (SUB 
internal) primes (the two transposed internal letters of the TL internal prime were substituted 
with other letters of a similar overall shape), (d) TL morph primes (the final letter of the stem 
and the „e‟ of the suffix were transposed, so that the transposition occurred across the morpheme 
boundary), (e) SUB  morph primes (the two transposed letters of the TL morph prime were 
substituted with other letters), and (f) Unrelated word primes, which were monomorphemic 
words of the same length as the target.  
 
Table 1 
Prime Conditions for Experiment 1 
 
Identity TLInternal SUBInternal TLMorph SUBMorph Unrelated 
alleged alelged alapged alleegd alleijd blossom 
 
 
Each verb from Experiment 1 was embedded in a non-constraining sentence context. In addition 
to the 42 sentences from Experiment 1, 78 other sentences were included in the experiment, 
bringing the total number of items to 120. Six lists were created, with each target word preceded 
by one of the six possible primes in a Latin Square design. Each participant saw only one of the 
six lists. 40 yes/no comprehension questions were created about 40 of the 120 sentences. These 
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questions were presented pseudorandomly to ensure that participants were paying attention to the 
task. The items for Experiment 1 can be found in Appendix A. 
 Procedure. The experiment was run using E-prime professional software (Schneider, 
Eschman & Zuccolotto, 2002), version 2.0. Participants were seated in front of a 20-inch 
monitor, with the refresh rate set to 100 MHz. Participants made responses on a standard game 
controller. All items were presented in black text on a white background. Participants first saw a 
fixation cross at the left side of the screen. When a participant pressed the NEXT button, the 
target sentence appeared on the screen, with hash marks (#) in the place of letters. Each time the 
participant pressed the NEXT button, the following steps occurred. First, the letters of the 
currently visible word (word N - 1) were replaced with underlines (_). Then there was a 10 ms 
pause to ensure that the participant had completed a saccade to the next word (word N). The hash 
marks of word N were replaced by the prime, which remained on screen for 50 ms.Unless word 
N was a target word, the prime was the same word as word N. If word N was a target, the prime 
was one of the six conditions described above. After 50 ms, the prime was replaced by the target 
word. A subsequent button press replaced word N with underlines, and after a 10ms pause, the 
sequence began again for word N + 1. After the last word in the sentence was presented and the 
NEXT button was pressed, participants saw either a fixation cross again (2/3 of the time), or they 
saw a yes/no comprehension question in the center of the screen (1/3 of the time), which they 
answered by means of buttons labeled YES and NO on the game controller. Between each pair 
of sentences with questions there were between 0 and 3 intervening sentences without questions. 
After the question was answered, the fixation cross reappeared and the process began again. 
Sentences were presented in a random order for each participant. 
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 The procedure described above represents a refined and improved version of the masked-
priming self-paced reading paradigm introduced by Trueswell and Kim (1998). More details 
about the design specifications of this paradigm and improvements over the paradigm of 
Trueswell and Kim are detailed in Luke & Christianson (submitted), in which the paradigm was 
also validated by replicating various aspects of both single-word masked prime experiments and 
eye tracking experiments. 
Results 
Trials during which the participant gave an incorrect answer to the comprehension 
question were excluded from the analysis. Also, all trials with RTs shorter than 100 ms and 
longer than three standard deviations from the grand mean were excluded. Altogether, 3.3% of 
the data at the target word and 3.5% at the spillover word were discarded.  
The data were analyzed using a linear mixed effects model (Baayen, Davidson & Bates, 
2008), with Participant and Item as random effects. Response times were log transformed. Prime 
Type was the predictor variable, with the Unrelated prime condition as the baseline control. The 
models were fitted using a stepwise model selection procedure, in which only those predictors 
that were significant or marginally so (p <0.1) were retained in the model. P-values were 
obtained using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling. 
The results of the mixed model analyses of RTs at the target word are summarized in 
Table 2. No priming effects were observed at the spillover region (all ts< -1.64) and so the 
analysis at the spillover region is not reported here.  
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Table 2 
Fixed effects in Experiment 1 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Intercept 5.87 0.05 108.83 p < .001 * 
Prime Type = Identity -0.08 0.03 -2.56 p < .05 * 
Prime Type = TL Internal -0.06 0.03 -2.02 p < .05 * 
Prime Type = SUB Internal -0.01 0.03 -0.39 p > .69 
Prime Type = TL Morph -0.05 0.03 -1.75 p > .08 . 
Prime Type = SUB Morph -0.04 0.03 -1.22 p > .22 
Note. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
 
  
 
Figure 1. Priming effects in Experiment 1 
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The analysis at the target word revealed that both the Identity prime condition and the TL 
Internal prime condition had significantly faster RTs than the Unrelated prime control condition. 
The magnitudes of the priming effects at the target word are represented in Figure 1. The two 
SUB prime conditions did not differ significantly from the Unrelated prime control condition. 
The TL morph condition was marginally faster that the Unrelated prime condition, but as Figure 
1 shows, the TL morph condition was not faster that the SUB morph condition, indicating that 
the TL morph prime was no more facilitative than a matched substitution prime.  
 Frequency was tightly controlled in the group of verbs used in Experiment 1. Because of 
this, the stem and whole-word frequency were highly correlated (r = 0.98) and would be difficult 
to differentiate. Nevertheless, LME analyses with stem and whole word frequency (log 
transformed and centered) as predictors were conducted at the target and spillover region. The 
primary motivation for these analyses was to explore the time course of frequency effects. Both 
stem and whole-word frequency were significant predictors of reading time at the spillover 
region (Stem Frequency: Estimate = -0.03, SE=  0.011, t = -2.59, p < .01; Whole-Word 
Frequency: Estimate = -0.029, SE =  0.011, t = -2.65, p < .01) but not at the target region (both 
ps> .46).  
Discussion 
 The results of Experiment 1 are unsurprising in many ways. The identity prime facilitated 
word recognition relative to the unrelated prime, just as expected. Further, the TL internal prime 
was facilitative, relative both to the unrelated prime and the SUB internal prime. The prime 
conditions at the morpheme boundary also conformed to expectations. Previous masked-priming 
research which transposed letters across morpheme boundaries (Christianson et al., 2005; 
Dunabeitia et al., 2007) observed no facilitation for primes containing TL transformations that 
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crossed morpheme boundaries, relative to substitution primes, and this is what was observed 
here; the reading times in the TL morph prime condition did not differ from those in the SUB 
morph prime condition. While the TL internal primes produced more facilitation than a 
comparable substitution nonword, the TL morph primes did not, indicating that for these verbs, 
the morpheme boundary is privileged. 
 The fact that the TL morph prime was marginally more facilitative than the unrelated 
prime is consistent with other research. Perea and Lupker (2003a) observed that substitution 
primes in which early letters were substituted were more disruptive than primes in which later 
letters were substituted. Specifically, they observed that early substitutions are as non-facilitative 
as an unrelated word, while late substitutions produce some facilitation, relative to an unrelated 
prime. These findings are consistent with models of visual word recognition that propose serial, 
left-to-right processing in visual word recognition (e.g. Davis, 1999; Whitney, 2001), and 
indicate that orthographic overlap, especially of the initial letters, can produce some facilitation, 
although not of the same magnitude as transposed-letter or identity priming. Based on these 
findings, Perea and Lupker concluded that substitution primes are a better control condition for 
TL primes than are unrelated primes that do not overlap orthographically with the target at all. In 
the present case, the TL morph prime condition overlapped with the target on the first four or 
five letters (see Table 1). The fact that RTs were not significantly faster in the TL morph than in 
the matched SUB condition indicates that the non-significant difference between the TL morph 
and Unrelated conditions is the result of orthographic priming from the first four or five letters of 
the prime.  
 A great deal of research supports the conclusion that morphological decomposition 
occurs early and automatically (Rastle et al, 2004; Christianson et al., 2005). The current study 
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also supports this conclusion, and extends the findings to inflected words. However, as noted in 
Chapter 2, some theories of morphological processing suggest that the frequency properties of 
the morphologically complex word influence whether or not decomposition occurs (Caramazza 
et al., 1988; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995), and research exists that supports this idea (Alegre & 
Gordon, 1999; Meunier & Segui, 1999). It is therefore possible that the mean whole-word 
frequency of the verbs in Experiment 1 is low enough (92, or about five wpm) that 
decomposition occurred, but that it would not, and that the morpheme boundary would lose its 
privileged status, for more frequent words. This possibility will be tested in Experiment 2. 
Experiment 2: Masked Priming in Sentences 
 The purpose of Experiment 2 was to see if the morpheme boundary retains its privileged 
status for inflected verbs that are more frequent than the verbs in Experiment 1. 
Method 
 Participants. Ninety-six people from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
community participated in Experiment 2. The large majority of participants were recruited from 
the Educational Psychology subject pool. None participated in Experiment 1. All were 
compensated for their time with either course credit or $7. 
 Materials. Eighty-four regular past-tense verbs were selected for Experiment 2. All the 
verbs were seven or eight letters long. The verbs were divided into two groups of 42. The first 
group, called the Low WW-HighStem Frequency Group, had a mean CELEX whole-word 
frequency of 91, and a mean CELEX stem frequency of 506. These verbs were matched with the 
verbs of Experiment 1 (the LowWW-LowStem Frequency Group) in whole-word frequency 
(t(41)< 1, p = .92) but had a significantly higher mean stem frequency (t(41)= -7.7, p <.001). The 
second, or HighWW-HighStem Frequency Group, had a mean CELEX whole-word frequency of 
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217, and a mean CELEX stem frequency of 538. The HighWW-HighStem verbs had a 
significantly higher whole-word frequency than the LowWW-HighStem verbs (t(41)= -18, p 
<.001), but both groups were matched in stem frequency (t(41)< 1, p = .54). 
For each verb, six primes were created. The prime conditions are the same as Experiment 
1. Each verb from Experiment 2 was embedded in a non-constraining sentence context. In 
addition to the 84 experimental sentences, 86 other sentences were included in the experiment, 
bringing the total number of items to 170. A yes/no comprehension question was presented after 
each sentence to ensure that participants were paying attention to the task. The items for 
Experiment 2 can be found in Appendix A. 
 Procedure. The procedure was the same as Experiment 1, with the exception that a 
question was asked after every sentence. 
Results 
Response times at the target word were analyzed, as were response times at the following 
word to look for spillover effects. All trials with RTs shorter than 100 ms and longer than three 
standard deviations from the grand mean were excluded. Trials were also discarded when the 
comprehension question was answered incorrectly. Altogether approximately 5.4% of the data at 
the target word and 5.5% at the spillover word were discarded. 
The data were analyzed as described in Experiment 1.The results of the mixed model 
analyses of RTs are summarized in Table 3. The analysis at the target word revealed that both the 
Identity prime condition and the TL internal prime condition had significantly faster RTs than 
the Unrelated prime control condition. The magnitudes of the priming effects at the target word 
are represented in Figure 2. The TL morph prime condition and the two SUB prime conditions 
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did not differ from the Unrelated prime control condition. There was also no effect of Frequency 
Group, and Frequency Group did not interact with Prime Type (all ps> 0.1). 
 
Table 3 
Fixed effects in Experiment 2 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects at the target word 
Intercept 5.71 0.03 189.67 p <.001 * 
Prime Type = Identity -0.03 0.01 -2.08 p <.05 * 
Prime Type = TL Internal -0.03 0.01 -2.22 p <.05 * 
Prime Type = SUB Internal 0 0.01 0.14 p >.89 
Prime Type = TL Morph -0.01 0.01 -0.76 p > .44 
Prime Type = SUB Morph -0.01 0.01 -0.92 p > .34 
Frequency Group = LowWW-LowStem 0.01 0.02 0.9 p > .34 
Fixed effects at the spillover word 
Intercept 5.74 0.03 179.68 p < .001 * 
Prime Type = Identity -0.05 0.01 -3.65 p <.001 * 
Prime Type = TL Internal -0.05 0.01 -3.48 p < .001 * 
Prime Type = SUB Internal -0.01 0.01 -0.43 p > .66 
Prime Type = TL Morph -0.02 0.01 -1.57 p > .11 
Prime Type = SUB Morph -0.02 0.01 -1.44 p > .14 
Frequency Group = LowWW-LowStem 0.02 0.02 0.96 p > .33 
Note. „*‟ p < .001 
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Figure 2. Priming effects at the target word in Experiment 2 
 
The magnitudes of the priming effects at the spillover word are represented in Figure 3. 
The analysis at the spillover word revealed a pattern of priming identical to that observed at the 
target word. Both the Identity prime and the TL internal prime conditions produced a priming 
effect, but priming was not observed in any other prime condition. Again, neither Frequency 
Group nor its interaction with Prime Type was significant (all ps > .1). 
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Figure 3. Priming effects at the spillover word in Experiment 2 
 
To determine more directly if there was any effect of the whole-word frequency 
manipulation, another set of mixed model analyses were conducted on the data, this time with 
stem and whole-word frequencies (log transformed and centered) as predictors. Stem frequency 
was a significant predictor of reading time at the spillover region (Estimate = -0.04, SE =  0.017, 
t = -2.31, p < .05) but not at the target region (p > .68). The effect of whole-word frequency was 
not significant (both ps > 0.42). As in Experiment 1, frequency effects did not arise until the 
spillover region, while priming effects were observable at the target word. In Experiment 1, it 
was impossible to dissociate stem and whole-word frequency, but in Experiment 2 the two 
frequency measures were manipulated separately. The fact that only an effect of stem frequency 
was observed indicates that these inflected verbs were recognized via their stems. 
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Discussion 
The research that exists on the topic of morphological processing suggests that early 
morphological decomposition is automatic and obligatory, not just for truly complex words but 
also for pseudo-complex words (Jarvikivi et al., 2009; Longtin & Meunier, 2005; Marslen-
Wilson, et al., 2008; Rastle et al., 2004). Taken together, the findings of Experiments 1 and 2 
support the idea that morphological decomposition is early, obligatory, and also independent of 
frequency. In fact, while priming effects appeared at the target word in both Experiments 1 and 
2, frequency effects did not appear until the spillover region, suggesting that frequency effects 
arise later, perhaps after the component morphemes of a complex word have already been 
detected. The only difference in priming effects that might be attributable to frequency is the fact 
that priming effects were restricted to the target word in Experiment 1 but appeared on both the 
target and spillover word for the higher whole-word-frequency words of Experiment 2. Even so, 
there was no evidence that frequency affected the decomposability of the target words. 
Experiment 3: Eye-tracking 
In Experiments 1 and 2, no effect of frequency on the status of the morpheme boundary 
was observed. The role of morphological structure in lexical processing may change at different 
stages in the word recognition process, so to gain a complete understanding of morphology‟s role 
in word recognition, the early, intermediate, and later stages of word recognition must be 
examined. Recording reading times and eye movements using an eye tracker is the best way to 
explore all stages of visual word recognition. Eye tracking is much closer to natural reading than 
other methodologies. Further, while other methodologies, such as lexical decision or self-paced 
reading, can only provide a measure of total time spent processing a word, eye-tracking provides 
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total time measures as well as measures such as first fixation duration and gaze duration that 
reflect early or intermediate stages of lexical processing (Rayner, 1998).  
In Experiment 3, participants read sentences that contained inflected verbs. These verbs 
were presented either with no transposition, with the initial letters transposed, with two interior 
letters transposed, with the letters at the morpheme boundary transposed, or with the letters of 
the -edsuffix transposed. White et al. (2008) employed the same transposition conditions in an 
eye-tracking study using monomorphemic words. They observed that external transpositions 
(e.g., rpoblem, problme) were more disruptive than internal transpositions (e.g., porblem, 
probelm). They also observed that word-beginning transpositions (e.g., rpoblem, porblem) were 
generally more disruptive than their later counterparts (e.g., problme, probelm). Finally, they 
observed that transpositions of the final letters were not disruptive early on compared to internal 
transpositions, but became more disruptive for later reading time measures. White et al.'s 
findings provide an interesting comparison that should reveal differences between the processing 
of inflected and monomorphemic words. 
Since the delayed frequency effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that 
frequency effects arise at a later stage of word recognition, it is possible that the effect of 
frequency on morphological decomposition arises later as well. To test this possibility, 
Experiment 3 also included a manipulation of frequency to explore the effects of frequency on 
the sensitivity of the morpheme boundary to TL disruption across the time-course of reading. 
White et al. (2008) also included a frequency manipulation, which should again provide a useful 
point of comparison between inflected and monomorphemic words. 
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Method 
Participants.Thirty people from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
community participated. The large majority of participants were recruited from the Educational 
Psychology subject pool. All participants were compensated for their time with either course 
credit or $7. 
Apparatus. Eye-movements were recorded via an SR Research Ltd. Eyelink 1000/2000 
eye tracker, which records the position of the reader‟s eye once every millisecond (1000 Hz 
sampling rate), and has a high spatial resolution of 0.01°. Text was displayed in 12 point Courier 
New font. Participants were seated 69 cm away from a 20 inch monitor. At this distance, 
approximately 3.5 characters subtended 1° of visual angle. Head movements were minimized 
with chin and head rests. Although viewing was binocular, eye movements were recorded from 
the right eye. 
Materials. The items for Experiment 3 were 120 sentences containing regular past-tense 
verbs, 40 of the 42 from Experiment 1 and 80 of the 84 (40 from each frequency group) from 
Experiment 2. The frequency relationships between the three groups of verbs remained the same 
as described in Experiment 2. The target verb in each sentence appeared in one of five 
transposition conditions (see Table 4): no transposition (None), with the first two letters of the 
word transposed (TL Initial), with two adjacent internal letters of the target transposed (TL 
Internal), with the final letter of the stem and the „e‟ of the suffix transposed, so that the 
transposition occurred across the morpheme boundary (TL Morph), or with the two letters of the 
past-tense suffix („e‟ and „d‟) transposed (TL Suffix). 
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Table 4 
Transposition Conditions for the Verbs in Experiment 3 
 
None TL Initial TL Internal TL Morph TL Suffix 
alleged laleged alelged alleegd allegde 
 
 Only the target word in each sentence ever contained a transposition. The five TL 
conditions were rotated across five lists using a Latin-square design. In addition to the 120 
sentences from Experiment 3, 50 other sentences were included which contained non-inflected 
words with transpositions, bringing the total number of sentences to 170. In each list, 20% of the 
sentences did not contain any transposition, while the other 80% did contain a word with a 
transposition, including fillers. Comprehension questions appeared after 1/3 of the sentences. 
The items for Experiment 3 can be found in Appendix A. 
Procedure. Participants were told that many of the sentences they would read contained 
misspelled words, and that the purpose of the experiment was to see how well people are able to 
read and understand sentences that contain such errors. Participants were further told that the 
misspelled words should still be understandable, and that they should try to read the sentences as 
normally as possible and to understand them.  
Each trial involved the following sequence: Each trial began with a gaze trigger, which 
consisted of a black circle presented in the position of the first character of the text. Once a stable 
fixation had been detected on the gaze trigger, the sentence was presented in full. The participant 
pressed a button on a standard game controller to indicate that s/he had finished reading the 
sentence. At this point, the sentence disappeared. After this, a question about the content of the 
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sentence sometimes appeared, which participants answered by pressing Yes or No on the 
controller. Then, the next trial began. Sentences were presented in a random order for each 
participant.  
 
Table 5 
Descriptive statistics for Experiment 3 
  First fixation duration (ms)  Gaze duration (ms)  Total time (ms) 
Transposition Frequency Group Mean SD  Mean SD  Mean SD 
None LowWW-LowSF 256 57  349 122  519 181 
 LowWW-HighSF 243 58  316 98  418 144 
 HighWW-HighSF 251 50  313 78  463 149 
Internal          
Beginning LowWW-LowSF 267 48  408 120  637 255 
 LowWW-HighSF 244 42  355 113  486 161 
 HighWW-HighSF 260 58  363 131  536 224 
Ending LowWW-LowSF 262 57  386 91  585 231 
 LowWW-HighSF 267 65  372 119  490 157 
 HighWW-HighSF 250 67  364 155  488 191 
External          
Beginning LowWW-LowSF 285 74  540 250  929 533 
 LowWW-HighSF 288 68  470 178  751 313 
 HighWW-HighSF 271 59  436 143  708 353 
Ending LowWW-LowSF 270 65  472 180  765 376 
 LowWW-HighSF 277 63  404 147  592 252 
 HighWW-HighSF 256 57  396 121  615 254 
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Results and Discussion 
Three different sets of analyses were conducted. In order to compare the results of the 
Experiment 3 with those of White et al. (2008), two series of ANOVAs were performed on the 
data. To discern whether and when transpositions cause disruptions in reading, the first set of 
analyses consisted of several 3 (Frequency: LowWW-LowStem vs. LowWW-HighStem vs. 
HighWW-HighStem) X 2 (Word Type: No Transposition vs. TL nonword) ANOVAs. The 
second set of analyses was a series of 3 (Frequency: LowWW-LowStem vs. LowWW-HighStem 
vs. HighWW-HighStem) X 2 (Externality of transposition: internal transposition vs. external 
transposition) X 2 (serial Location of transposition: beginning transposition [first half of the 
word] vs. ending transposition [second half]) ANOVAs. These two sets of analyses were 
identical to those conducted by White et al., with the exception that here Frequency was a 
within-participants but between-items factor with three levels instead of two. To get a more 
detailed idea of the relationship between stem frequency, whole-word frequency, and letter 
position, a set of linear mixed model analyses was also conducted with frequency measures as 
continuous predictors.  
For all analyses, three different dependent measures of reading time were analyzed: first 
fixation duration, gaze duration, and total time. The first two measures are related to earlier 
processing of the word, while total time reflects later processing. For each ANOVA, list 
condition was included as a between-participants and between-items factor (Pollatsek & Well, 
1995). Before analysis, the data were trimmed, with fixations < 80 ms and > 800 ms excluded 
(8% of fixations). Trials where the comprehension question was answered incorrectly were also 
excluded (3% of trials). Descriptive statistics for Experiment 3 are summarized in Table 5. 
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Control Words versus TL Nonwords ANOVAs. There were main effects of Word 
Type for all three reading time measures (First Fixation:  F1(1, 25) = 18.17, MSE = 649.3, p < 
.001; F2(1, 102) = 15.81, MSE = 1068.65, p < .001. Gaze Duration:  F1(1, 25) = 37.54, MSE = 
9236.54, p < .001; F2(1, 102) = 138.51, MSE = 3392.85, p < .001. Total Time: F1(1, 25) = 38.52, 
MSE = 31873.29, p < .001; F2(1, 102) = 129.52, MSE = 11905.18, p < .001). This finding is 
identical to the findings of White et al. (2008), and indicates that words with transpositions were 
more difficult to read than control words without transpositions. 
There were also main effects of Frequency for all three measures (First fixation: F1(2, 50) 
= 2.76, MSE = 477.1, p = .073; Gaze Duration: F1(2, 50) = 14.54, MSE = 2891.43, p < .001; 
Total Time: F1(2, 50) = 24.12, MSE = 10816.54, p < .001). Interestingly, a whole-word 
frequency effect appeared for first fixation duration (i.e. both LowWW-LowStem and LowWW-
HighStem were slower than HighWW-HighStem [both ps< .05] but did not differ from one 
another [t(29)< 1.04]), while a stem frequency effect was apparent for gaze duration and total 
time (i.e. LowWW-LowStem was slower than both LowWW-HighStem and HighWW-
HighStem [bothps< .001], which did not differ from each other [t(29)< 1.15]). This somewhat 
contradicts other eye-tracking research on morphologically complex words (e.g. Niswander et 
al., 2000), in which either the stem frequency effect appeared earlier or both effects appeared 
together. This issue will be addressed later in the discussion of the LME analysis results. 
For total time only there was a significant interaction of Word Type and Frequency 
(F1(2, 50) = 4.52, MSE = 6187.84, p < .05; F2(2, 102) = 3.23, MSE = 11905.18, p < .05. (For 
first fixation and gaze duration, all Fs< 1.9). This interaction was also observed by White et al. 
(2008), and indicates that the difference in total time between TL nonwords and control words 
was contingent on frequency: 210 ms for LowWW-LowStem, 162 ms for LowWW-HighStem, 
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and 124 ms for HighWW-HighStem. The interaction also reflected the fact that the relationship 
between the two HighStem groups was contingent on WORD TYPE. For nonwords, the total times 
for the two groups did not differ reliably (t(29) = -.418, p > .67), but for words, the LowWW-
HighStem group was marginally faster than the HighWW-HighStem group (t(29) = -1.78, p = 
.086). This suggests that frequency interacts with transposition type in a complex way, a 
possibility that will be explored in more detail using LME analyses.  
Externality vs. Location ANOVAs. Thus far, the results of Experiment 3 have been 
almost identical to those of White et al. (2008). To complete the comparison between 
monomorphemic and inflected words, a series of 2 (EXTERNALITY of transposition: word internal 
transposition vs. word external transposition) X 2 (serial LOCATION of transposition: beginning 
transposition [first half of the word] vs. ending transposition [second half]) X 3 (FREQUENCY: 
LowWW-LowStem, LowWW-HighStem, or HighWW-HighStem) ANOVAs were conducted. 
As mentioned, these ANOVAs were identical to those conducted by White et al., with the 
exception that in Experiment 3, Frequency was a within-participants but between-items factor 
with three levels. 
For all three reading time measures a main effect of EXTERNALITY was observed (First 
Fixation: F1(1, 25) = 14.22, MSE = 1620.06, p < .001; F2(1, 102) = 22.77, MSE = 1552.76, p < 
.001. Gaze Duration:  F1(1, 25) = 31.16, MSE = 17804.51, p < .001; F2(1, 102) = 56.207, MSE = 
13738.85, p < .001. Total Time: F1(1, 25) = 27.73, MSE = 116705.2, p < .001; F2(1, 102) = 
90.79, MSE = 47161.98, p < .001). A main effect of LOCATION was observed in gaze duration 
and total time, but not first fixation duration (First Fixation: both  Fs < 1.85. Gaze Duration: 
F1(1, 25) = 10.29, MSE = 7723.26, p < .005; F2(1, 102) = 11.74, MSE = 9413.84, p < .001. Total 
Time: F1(1, 25) = 9.89, MSE = 66528.07, p < .005; F2(1, 102) = 25.49, MSE = 39599.6, p < 
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.001). For all three reading time measures a main effect of FREQUENCY was observed (First 
Fixation: F1(2, 50) = 4.11, MSE = 1189.83, p < .05. Gaze Duration: F1(2, 50) = 16.21, MSE = 
8112.46, p < .001. Total Time: F1(2, 50) = 25.55, MSE = 33260.77, p < .001). As in the previous 
analyses, a whole-word frequency effect appeared in first fixation duration (i.e. both LowWW-
LowStem and LowWW-HighStem were slower than HighWW-HighStem [both ps < .05] but did 
not differ from one another other [t(29)< .38]), while a stem frequency effect was apparent for 
gaze duration and total time (i.e. LowWW-LowStem was slower than both LowWW-HighStem 
and HighWW-HighStem [all ps< .001], but did not differ from one other [both ts < 1]). 
Several interactions also appeared. The interaction of EXTERNALITY and LOCATION was 
significant for all reading time measures, except in the first fixation duration analysis by 
participants (First Fixation: F1(1, 25) = 2.62, MSE = 2489.68, p = .15; F2(1, 102) = 4.79, MSE = 
2100.29, p < .05. Gaze Duration: F1(1, 25) = 5.97, MSE = 11997.84, p < .05; F2(1, 102) = 9.76, 
MSE = 11698.29, p < .005. Total Time: F1(1, 25) = 5.17, MSE = 49149.81, p < .05; F2(1, 102) = 
7.35, MSE = 55636.67, p < .01). This interaction indicates that beginning transpositions were 
more disruptive than ending transpositions for external transpositions (all ps< .005), but not for 
internal transpositions; there was never any significant difference between the two internal 
transposition conditions (TL Internal and TL Morph; all ts< .7). 
The interaction of FREQUENCY and LOCATION was marginally significant for first fixation 
duration only (F1(2, 50) = 2.5, MSE = 1259.34, p = .092; F2(2, 102) = 2.47, MSE = 1838.78, p = 
.09; other Fs < .81). This finding indicates that there was only an effect of LOCATION for the 
HighWW-HighStem frequency group, with beginning transpositions marginally more disruptive 
(t(29) = 1.7, p = .098). There was also an interaction between FREQUENCY and EXTERNALITY 
that was marginally significant by items but not participants in first fixation duration ((F1(2, 50) 
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= 2.21, MSE = 1254.9, p = .12; F2(2, 102) = 2.9, MSE = 1552.76, p = .059) and marginally 
significant for gaze duration (F1(2, 50) = 2.78, MSE = 8638.87, p = .072; F2(2, 102) = 2.58, 
MSE= 13738.85, p = .081), but non-significant for total time (Both Fs < 2.09). This interaction 
reveals that, early on, there is a greater difference between internal and external transpositions 
for lower-frequency words. 
These results are also broadly similar to those obtained by White et al. (2008) using 
monomorphemic words. There are some significant differences worth noting, however. Perhaps 
the most important one is the absence of a main effect of location in the analysis of first fixation 
duration. White et al. observed a strong main effect of location in all reading time measures, 
including first fixation duration, but in Experiment 3 location was only significant for gaze 
duration and total time. The absence of a location effect in first fixation duration suggests that for 
inflected verbs the ending letters are as crucial as beginning letters, at least very early on, while 
for monomorphemic words the earlier letters are more important at all stages of word 
recognition. The absence of a location effect in the first fixation for inflected words indicates that 
readers focus on morphological structure quite early in the process of word recognition. Instead 
of a main effect of location for first fixation duration, there was an interaction of location and 
frequency. This interaction suggests that as whole-word frequency increases, inflected words are 
processed more like monomorphemic ones, at least early on. This possibility will be explored 
further in the LME analyses below. 
 Another significant difference between the present results and those of White et al. 
(2008) concerns the nature of the observed frequency effects. First, there is the obvious fact that 
whole-word frequency effects appeared only for first fixation duration for the inflected verbs 
used in this study, to be replaced by stem frequency effects for the later measures. Second, White 
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et al. observed an interaction between frequency and externality only in total time. In the present 
data, frequency and externality interacted in the early measures of first fixation and gaze duration 
but NOT in total time. In White et al.‟s data, the effect of externality was greater for low than for 
high-frequency words. This same pattern was observed here. The earlier appearance of the 
EXTERNALITY x FREQUENCY interaction here reveals that for inflected words, frequency has a 
differential effect on internal and external letters, and that the effect of frequency emerges much 
earlier than for monomorphemic words. This relationship is explored further in the next section 
using LME modeling. 
Linear Mixed Model Analyses. The ANOVAs reported above reveal a complex 
relationship between frequency and transposition position. To further explore the relationship 
between letter position and stem and whole-word frequency, the reading time data from 
Experiment 3 were analyzed using TL Type, Whole-Word Frequency, and Stem Frequency as 
predictors. In each of the analyses, one of the frequency measures was transformed using a 
process called residualization. When a variable is residualized, it is regressed on another 
variable, and the residuals from that regression analysis become the new values for that variable. 
For example, in the analyses of first fixation duration, Stem frequency was regressed on Whole-
Word Frequency. This regression analysis yielded a predicted value of Stem Frequency for each 
level of Whole-Word Frequency. The new variable, residualized Stem Frequency, represents the 
difference between the expected Stem Frequency value and the actual value. Thus, a residualized 
stem frequency value of 0 indicates that for that word, the stem frequency is exactly what it 
would be expected to be, given the word‟s whole-word frequency. A negative value indicates a 
lower-than-expected stem frequency, and a positive value indicates a higher-than-expected stem 
frequency.  
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This process of residualization was performed for two reasons, one statistical, the other 
theoretical. Even with carefully selected targets, stem and whole-word frequency are highly 
correlated, and collinearity of this sort between predictors in a model can skew the model‟s 
output, reducing power and increasing the possibility of Type II errors. Residualizing one 
predictor against another with which it is highly correlated removes the collinearity and 
eliminates this danger.  
Theoretically, there are interesting reasons to use residualized frequency measures as 
predictors. The difference between residualized and regular stem frequency is that the former 
represents a relative measure of stem frequency, rather than an absolute one. Hay (2001; see also 
Hay & Baayen, 2005) suggests that it is relative frequency, not absolute frequency, that 
determines the decomposability of complex words. Many studies support this idea that frequency 
effects are complex and interactive, with the effect of one frequency measure dependent on the 
level of the other (Baayen et al., 2007; Balling & Baayen, 2008; Kuperman, Bertram & Baayen, 
2008, 2009, 2010; Luke & Christianson, 2011; Niswander-Klement & Pollatsek, 2006; Pollatsek, 
Slattery & Juhasz, 2008). A residualized frequency measure represents relative frequency quite 
nicely and as such may be more revealing and more appropriate than absolute measures of 
frequency. 
 Separate analyses were conducted for first fixation duration, gaze duration, and total 
time. The results of the ANOVAs reported above were used to determine which frequency 
measure to residualize; because an effect of Whole-Word Frequency was observed for first 
fixation, Stem Frequency was residualized for the first fixation analysis. An effect of Stem 
Frequency was observed for gaze duration and total time, however, so for those analyses Whole-
Word frequency was residualized. All models were fitted using a stepwise model selection 
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procedure, in which only those predictors that were significant or marginally so (p <.1) were 
retained in the model. P-values were obtained using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling. 
Based on the ANOVAs reported above, there are several frequency-related issues that 
need to be investigated in more detail. First, the ANOVAs revealed what appeared to be a whole-
word frequency effect for first fixation duration, and a stem frequency effect for gaze duration 
and total time. An LME analysis should reveal whether these patters hold when the frequencies 
are treated as continuous rather than categorical variables. It should also reveal any interactions 
between the two frequency types. Additionally, frequency interacted with several other factors in 
the ANOVAs. In the ANOVAs comparing control words with TL nonwords, frequency 
interacted with Word Type in total time, indicating that frequency might affect fixation times 
differently when the word contained a transposition than when it did not. In the ANOVAs 
comparing the different TL conditions, two relevant interactions were observed. First, frequency 
interacted with location in first fixation duration. This finding suggested that higher whole-word 
frequency decreases the disruption caused by transpositions occurring later in the word. Second, 
frequency interacted with externality in both first fixation and gaze duration, indicating that 
external transpositions are more disruptive for lower frequency words. The LME analyses will 
reveal which frequency measure has the strongest influence on this effect. 
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Table 6 
Fixed effects for first fixation duration in Experiment 3 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Intercept 5.45 0.03 171.96 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL Initial 0.097 0.02 4.82 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL Internal 0.039 0.02 1.93 p = .054. 
TL Type = TL Morph 0.037 0.02 1.84 p = .066. 
TL Type = TL Suffix 0.064 0.02 3.17 p < .005* 
Whole-Word Freq. 0.011 0.01 0.73 p > .46 
residualized Stem Freq. -0.046 0.02 -2.05 p < .05* 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Initial X Whole-Word Freq. -0.009 0.02 -0.46 p > .64 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Internal X Whole-Word Freq. -0.044 0.02 -2.27 p < .05* 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Morph X Whole-Word Freq. -0.033 0.02 -1.68 p= .093. 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Suffix X Whole-Word Freq. -0.029 0.02 -1.49 p > .13 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Initial X residual Stem Freq. 0.026 0.03 0.87 p > .38 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Internal X residual Stem Freq. 0.033 0.03 1.1 p > .27 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Morph X residual Stem Freq. 0.062 0.03 2.05 p < .05* 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Suffix X residual Stem Freq. 0.069 0.03 2.29 p < .05* 
Note. Freq. = Frequency. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
 
First Fixation Duration. The results of the best-fitted model for first fixation duration 
included TL Type, Whole-Word Frequency and residualized Stem Frequency as predictors, as 
well as the interaction of TL Type with Whole-Word Frequency and TL Type with residualized 
Stem Frequency, but not the three-way interaction. The output of this model is reported in Table 
6.  
Both initial and suffix transpositions were significantly disruptive compared to the No 
Transposition control condition, while the internal and morph transpositions were only 
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marginally disruptive. There was a significant effect of whole-word frequency in the internal 
transposition condition (Effect Size = 36 ms; see Figure 4); the disruption caused by internal 
transpositions was reduced as whole-word frequency increased, and increased as whole-word 
frequency decreased. There was also a marginal effect of Whole-Word Frequency in the TL 
morph condition (Effect Size = 24 ms), and a non-significant facilitative numerical trend in the 
TL Suffix condition (Effect Size = 20 ms). For the No Transposition control condition and the 
TL Initial condition, Whole-Word frequency had no effect. 
 
 
Figure 4. Interaction of Whole-Word Freq. and TL Type in Experiment 3 first fixation duration 
 
 
Residualized Stem Frequency was facilitative only in the No Transposition control 
condition (Effect Size = 31 ms; see Figure 5). The effects in the other conditions were much 
weaker and nonsignificant. The effect was 14 and 8 ms in the TL Initial and TL Internal 
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conditions, respectively, and slightly inhibitory in the TL Morph and TL Suffix conditions (-11 
and -17 ms, respectively). The significant interaction coefficients for TL Morph and TL Suffix 
reveal that as residualized Stem Frequency increased, the difference between these two 
conditions and the control condition also increased; participants were more sensitive to 
transpositions in those locations for words with higher relative stem frequencies.  
 
Figure 5. Interaction of resid. Stem Freq. and TL Type for Experiment 3 first fixation duration 
 
The LME analysis for first fixation duration reveals that the primary influence on reading times 
is not just whole-word frequency, as the ANOVA analyses suggested, but also relative stem 
frequency. The effects of these different frequency measures were contingent on TL Type; for 
control words without any transpositions, residualized Stem Frequency was the strongest 
predictor (see Figure 5), but for TL nonwords, no significant effects of stem frequency were 
observed. Conversely, Whole-Word Frequency had no effect for control words, but was 
facilitative for words with non-initial transpositions, with amount of facilitation decreasing for 
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transpositions later in the word (see Figure 4). These findings are highly consistent with the 
ANOVA results reported earlier. The LME analysis clarifies the interaction between externality 
and location observed in the second set of ANOVAs. Whole-word frequency does not have an 
effect on initial transpositions, but it has an effect on the other transpositions and is strongest for 
the two internal transpositions.  
Gaze Duration. The results of the best-fitted model for gaze duration included TL Type, 
Stem Frequency, and residualized Whole-Word Frequency as predictors, as well as the 
interaction of Stem Frequency with residualized Whole-Word Frequency. The output of this 
model is reported in Table 7. For gaze duration, all transposition types were highly disruptive, 
relative to the untransposed control. There was a significant effect of Stem Frequency, and no 
effect of residualized Whole-Word Frequency. The two frequency types interacted, however. 
This interaction is represented in Figure 6. In Figure 6, the X axis represents the residualized 
Whole-Word frequency, and the Y axis represents Gaze Duration. Each separate line represents 
the relationship between Whole-Word Frequency and Gaze Duration for a different value of 
Stem Frequency (the numbers on the right represent these values). Figure 6 reveals that for lower 
levels of Stem Frequency, there was an inhibitory effect of residual Whole-Word Frequency (i.e. 
slower reading times for words with higher Whole-Word Frequency). This inhibitory effect 
disappeared as Stem Frequency increased. The effect of Stem Frequency was equivalent for all 
TL type conditions, as neither Stem nor Whole-Word Frequency interacted with TL Type (all ts< 
1.5).  
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Table 7 
Fixed effects for gaze duration in Experiment 3 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value P 
Intercept 5.67 0.05 115.24 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL Initial 0.31 0.03 11.5 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL Internal 0.11 0.03 4.17 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL Morph 0.13 0.03 4.75 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL Suffix 0.2 0.03 7.46 p < .001* 
Stem Freq. -0.06 0.01 -5.32 p < .001* 
residualized Whole-Word Freq. 0.02 0.02 0.9 p > 0.36 
Interaction: Stem Freq. X residualized Whole-Word Freq. -0.06 0.03 -2.21 p < .05* 
Note. Freq. = Frequency. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
 
 
Figure 6. Interaction of resid. Whole-word and Stem freq. for Experiment 3 gaze duration 
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Total Time. The results of the best-fitted model for total time included TL Type, Stem 
Frequency, and residualized Whole-Word Frequency as predictors, as well as the interaction of 
TL Type with Stem Frequency and TL Type with residualized Whole-Word Frequency, but not 
the three-way interaction. The output of this model is reported in Table 8. As with the earlier 
measures, all transposition conditions were disruptive relative to control. There was a significant 
facilitative effect of Stem Frequency in all conditions, which was even greater in the TL Initial 
condition (see Figure 7). There was no effect of residual Whole-Word Frequency in any 
condition except the TL morph condition. Transpositions across the morpheme boundary became 
less disruptive as residualized Whole-Word Frequency increased (see Figure 8). 
The results for total time further confirm that the stem is the primary unit of processing 
for the verbs in this experiment. By this late stage in processing, whole-word frequency is no 
longer playing a major role in processing, except in one important regard: as relative whole-word 
frequency increases, transpositions across the morpheme boundary become less disruptive. 
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Table 8 
Fixed effects for total time in Experiment 3 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value P 
Intercept 6 0.06 107.94 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL initial 0.46 0.03 15.68 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL internal 0.1 0.03 3.43 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL morph 0.09 0.03 2.95 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL suffix 0.26 0.03 8.77 p < .001* 
residualized Whole-Word Freq. 0.06 0.05 1.32 p > .19 
Stem Freq. -0.06 0.02 -2.65 p < .01* 
Interaction: TL Type = TL initial X resid. Whole-Word Freq. -0.04 0.05 -0.69 p > .49 
Interaction: TL Type = TL internal X resid. Whole-Word Freq. -0.02 0.05 -0.31 p > .76 
Interaction: TL Type = TL morph X resid. Whole-Word Freq. -0.11 0.05 -2.01 p < .05* 
Interaction: TL Type = TL suffix X resid. Whole-Word Freq. -0.02 0.05 -0.41 p > .68 
Interaction: TL Type = TL initial X Stem Freq. -0.05 0.02 -2.15 p < .05* 
Interaction: TL Type = TL internal X Stem Freq. -0.03 0.02 -1.27 p > .2 
Interaction: TL Type = TL morph X Stem Freq. -0.03 0.02 -1.31 p > .19 
Interaction: TL Type = TL suffix X Stem Freq. -0.03 0.02 -1.2 p > .23 
Note. Freq. = Frequency, resid. = residualized. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
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Figure 7. Interaction of Stem freq. and TL Type for Experiment 3 total time 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Interaction of resid. Whole-Word freq. and TL Type for Experiment 3 total time 
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General Discussion 
 The goals of the experiments in Chapter 3 were as follows: to compare the processing of 
inflected verbs to monomorphemic words, to explore the influence of frequency on the status of 
the morpheme boundary across the time-course of word recognition, and to explore the 
relationship between stem and whole-word frequency. Each of these goals will be addressed in 
turn. 
Inflected vs. Monomorphemic Words. The results of Experiment 3 generally mirror 
those of White et al. (2008), and reveal several general similarities between inflected and 
monomorphemic words. First, for both types of words any transposition, regardless of location, 
is disruptive to reading. Second, the external letters, especially the word-initial letters, are crucial 
to word recognition regardless of word complexity. 
A more detailed comparison of the present results with those of White et al. (2008) reveals 
some notable differences, however. First, for inflected words, transposition of the final letters is 
more disruptive than either of the word-internal transpositions for all reading time measures, 
while for monomorphemic words the word-final transpositions were not more disruptive than 
internal transpositions until later measures. Furthermore, both the TL Internal and TL Morph 
conditions in Experiment 3 produced equivalent disruption, while White et al. observed more 
disruption for beginning than ending internal transpositions. Taken together, these findings 
indicate that the letters in the latter part of the word are more important in inflected words than in 
monomorphemic words: monomorphemic words are processed more serially than inflected 
words. In inflected words, the ending letters contain morphosyntactically important information 
that varies independently of the stem (i.e. walk can carry a variety of suffixes), so the reader 
must attend to the word-ending letters more for inflected than monomorphemic words. The 
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results of Experiment 3 indicate that readers attend to the ending letters of inflected words 
beginning with the very first fixation. 
 Frequency and the Status of the Morpheme Boundary. Experiments 1 and 2 revealed 
no influence of frequency on the status of the morpheme boundary. It appears that frequency has 
no role in the earliest stages of complex word recognition. Experiment 3 revealed a significant 
effect of stem frequency for first fixation duration, indicating that readers were aware of the 
morphological structure by that point.  
Many theories of morphological processing predict a relationship between the status of the 
morpheme boundary and whole-word frequency. In Experiment 3, there was a marginal 
facilitative effect of whole-word frequency on the status of the morpheme boundary in first 
fixation duration. This marginal effect suggests that the influence of whole-word frequency may 
arise early. However, the absence of any stem frequency effect in any of the TL conditions for 
first fixation duration suggests that the presence of a transposition, especially one involving all or 
part of the suffix, disrupted access via the stem and led the processor to attempt access via a full-
form representation. This attempt was short-lived, however, as revealed by the overall significant 
stem frequency effects observed for gaze duration. In other words, this earlier effect of whole-
word frequency may be an artifact of the experimental manipulation. 
The clearest relationship between whole-word frequency and the TL Morph condition 
was observed in total time. Figure 8 shows that as relative whole-word frequency went up, 
readers spent less time rereading words containing transpositions across the morpheme 
boundary. This effect was in addition to a generally facilitative effect of stem frequency. Whole-
word frequency does influence the status of the morpheme boundary, but not decisively so until 
very late in the process of word recognition. Clearly, there is a relationship between whole-word 
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frequency and the status of the morpheme boundary, but more research with a wider variety of 
stimuli and contexts is required to clarify the time-course of this relationship.  
Stem and Whole-Word Frequency. The relationship between stem and whole-word 
frequency measures as revealed in Experiment 3 is competitive and sometimes inhibitory. These 
two frequency measures interact, and they do so quite early on. For gaze duration, whole-word 
and stem frequency interacted, with an inhibitory effect of residualized whole-word frequency 
that disappeared as stem frequency increased. By total time, this competition had apparently 
been resolved and was no longer significant. 
The interaction observed for gaze duration differs from similar frequency interactions 
observed in previous research, in that usually it is the frequency of the component that is 
inhibitory (cf. Luke & Christianson, 2011). It seems clear that the verbs in Experiment 3 were 
accessed via their stems, while in other contexts and for other tasks this may not be the case. 
Regardless, the results of Experiment 3 provide further confirmation that for morphologically 
complex words the relationship between the parts and the whole is competitive and inhibitory. 
Summary 
The experiments reported in Chapter 3 reveal that decomposition occurs quite early in the 
process of complex word recognition. Experiment 3 also revealed that for inflected words, the 
ending letters (i.e. the morpheme boundary and especially the suffix) are more important to word 
recognition than they are for monomorphemic words, and are attended to earlier in the process of 
word recognition. Furthermore, effects of frequency arise after morphological decomposition has 
already occurred. The frequency effects observed in Chapter 3 also reveal a pattern of interactive 
inhibition between the stem and full form that is consistent with previous research. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE TIME COURSE OF MORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSING IN L1 AND L2 
One of the major goals of the research proposed in this document, as outlined in Chapter 1, is a 
comparison of morphological processing in the visual word recognition of native speakers (L1) 
and second language (L2) learners of English. However, the Experiments reported in Chapter 3 
focused exclusively on L1 processing. There are several reasons for this. First, it is unclear 
whether masked priming is an appropriate method to employ with L2 learners. Second, while 
some L2 masked priming research exists (e.g. Silva & Clahsen, 2008), there is no research on TL 
effects in L2 masked priming, so there is no basis for predicting how or if L2 learners would 
respond to masked TL primes. Further, the frequency measures used in Experiments 1-3 do not 
necessarily reflect frequency of exposure for L2 learners; L2 learners vary a great deal in their 
exposure to any given word form, so frequency manipulations in L2 research must be a great 
deal more extreme than those used in Experiments 1-3. Also, it is likely that some of the verbs 
from those experiments were so infrequent that they would not be familiar to many L2 learners. 
Finally, because TL effects have not been explored for inflected words, it was important to 
establish expectations for native performance before the manipulation was tried on L2 learners. 
For these reasons, only native speaker participants were recruited for Experiments 1-3.  
Experiments 4 and 5 explored differences between L1 and L2 processing of morphologically 
complex words. The stimuli in Experiment 4 were inflected words, while derived words were 
used in Experiment 5. As noted previously, some research has suggested that L2 learners differ 
from natives in that they are less sensitive to morphological structure (Clahsen et al. 2010; 
Clahsen & Neubauer, 2010; Neubauer & Clahsen, 2009; Silva & Clahsen, 2008). One purpose of 
the experiments reported in Chapter 4 was to use transpositions within and between morphemes 
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to compare L1 and L2 processing of inflected words. To test this, both experiments reported 
below used eye-tracking to compare natives‟ and L2 learners‟ sensitivity to morphological 
structure. Comparing the magnitude of the disruption caused by fully visible transpositions in 
both complex and monomorphemic words should reveal much about learners‟ awareness of 
morphological structure. The logic behind these experiments is as follows: If learners are 
sensitive to morphological structure, then transpositions across the morpheme boundary should 
be more disruptive for words that have structure than for words that do not. The use of eye-
tracking should help to reveal the time-course of morphological processing as well. 
Experiment 4: Inflected Words 
Experiment 4 contains a simplified version of the TL manipulations used in Experiment 3. 
Letters at the morpheme boundary and in the suffix were transposed in both past-tense verbs and 
third-person plural verbs that do not carry a suffix. This manipulation permitted a comparison of 
L1 and L2 sensitivity to transpositions across the morpheme boundary. 
Method 
 Participants. Thirty-six L2 learners of English who were native speakers of Korean from 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign community participated in Experiment 4. All 
participants were given $12 for participation. Relevant characteristics of the L2 learners group 
are summarized in Table 9. These participants all considered English their L2, and none had 
been exposed to English before puberty. The data in Table 9 reveal that the group of learners was 
experienced and proficient on average, but that there was considerable variation between 
individuals. In addition to the learners, 36 native speakers of English from the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign community participated. The large majority of native-speaking 
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participants were recruited from the Educational Psychology subject pool and were compensated 
for their time with either course credit or $7. 
 
Table 9 
Characteristics of the L2 Learners 
Characteristic Mean Range 
Age 26 years 19-46 
Cloze test score (out of 40) 28.81 9-39 
Years immersed in an English-speaking environment 5 years 0.5-26 
Years spent formally studying English 10 years 2-16 
Self-rated English proficiency (out of 10):   
 Reading 7.5 2-10 
Writing 6.9 3-10 
Speaking 7.6 2-10 
Listening 7.8 2-10 
Grammar 7.2 4-9 
 
 
 Materials. For Experiment 4, 42 higher-frequency regular past-tense verbs were selected. 
They were paired with 42 higher-frequency 3
rd
 person plural (unsuffixed) verbs, so that both 
groups were matched in whole-word frequency and length (ps> 0.82). To ensure that 
participants, in particular the L2 learners, were familiar with these words and with the target 
words for the other experiments reported below, each participant completed a familiarity rating 
task after the main reading experiment. Participants rated their familiarity with each target word 
on a scale from 1 to 7, with a rating of 1 indicating that the participant was not at all familiar 
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with the word, and 2-7 indicating increasing familiarity, from very little exposure to daily 
exposure to the word. 
For each pair of verbs, a sentence with a plural NP was constructed so that either verb 
could serve as the main verb of the sentence (see (2) and (3)). Both verbs appeared in one of 
three transposition conditions: no transposition (None), with the second-to-last and third-to-last 
letters transposed (TL Internal), or with the two final letters transposed (TL Final). For the past-
tense verbs, the internal transposition crossed the morpheme boundary, and the final 
transposition involved the suffix letters. These sentences were normed using a sentence fragment 
completion task to ensure that the target words were not predictable from context. Six 
participants were provided with the sentences up to but not including the target word, and were 
instructed to complete the sentence in a way that makes sense and creates a grammatically 
correct sentence. Participants produced a target word only once (< 0.4% of responses), indicating 
that the target words were not predictable. The verbs that participants did produce to complete 
the sentence was in the past tense in 44% of cases.  
 
(2) The climbers entered the cave that had been discovered hundreds of years ago. (None) 
  enteerd (TL internal) 
  enterde (TL final) 
(3) The climbers explore the cave that had been discovered hundreds of years ago. (None) 
  explroe (TL internal) 
  exploer (TL final) 
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This created a 2 (Word Type: Inflected vs. Monomorphemic) X 3 (Transposition Type: 
None, TL Internal, or TL Final) design. The sentences were counterbalanced in a Latin square 
design across six lists. In addition to the 42 sentences from Experiment 4, each list contained the 
46 items from Experiment 5 and 84 items from Experiments 6 and 7 (reported in Chapter 5) for a 
total of 168 sentences. The items for Experiment 4 can be found in Appendix B. 
Procedure. The procedure was the same as Experiment 3. 
Results 
Before analysis, the data were trimmed, with fixations < 80 ms and > 800 ms excluded 
(about 7% of fixations). Trials where the comprehension question was answered incorrectly were 
also excluded (3.5% of trials). If a participant reported not being familiar with a target word, the 
corresponding trial was excluded from the analysis as well (< 1% of trials). 
Three different measures of reading times for the target words were analyzed: first 
fixation duration, gaze duration, and total time. The first two measures are related to early 
processing of the word, while total time reflects later processing. Data were analyzed at the 
target word and at the spillover word to look for delayed effects. Each reading time measure was 
analyzed separately for Native and L2 readers using a linear mixed model analysis. As the 
primary effect of interest is the difference in disruption between the inflected and 
monomorphemic words, each analysis consisted of a series of planned comparisons. Reading 
times for inflected and monomorphemic words were compared separately in each of the TL 
conditions. Additionally, reading times in words containing transpositions were compared to the 
No Transposition condition, and the TL Internal condition was compared with the TL Final 
condition.  
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For the L2 learners, measures of proficiency and exposure to English, specifically Cloze 
Test Scores and Years Immersed in an English-speaking environment, were also included as 
possible fixed effects that might influence sensitivity to morphological structure. These 
continuous predictors were centered, and collinearity was removed by residualizing Years 
Immersed on Cloze Test Scores. Participant and Item were included as random effects. Models 
were fitted using a stepwise selection procedure, and fixed effect and interactions were retained 
in the model only if they were significant or marginally so (i.e. .p < .1). P-values were obtained 
using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling. No effects of interest were observed at the spillover 
region, so only the results at the target region are reported below. 
First Fixation Duration. Results of the LME analysis at the target word are reported in 
Table 10. For native speakers, the inflected and monomorphemic conditions did not differ from 
each other in any TL condition. For L2 learners, there was a marginal effect of Word Type in the 
TL Internal condition only, indicating that learners were somewhat more disrupted by 
transpositions that crossed the morpheme boundary (See Figure 9). This finding suggests that L2 
learners may indeed be sensitive to the morphological structure of the inflected words.  
Natives were slowed down by transpositions, relative to the No Transposition control, while 
learners did not show significant disruption. Figure 9 reveals that learners experienced some 
disruption for inflected verbs but none for monomorphemic ones. 
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Table 10 
Fixed effects for first fixation duration in Experiment 4 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 5.46 0.02 228.13 p < .001* 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Internal 0.0005 0.03 0.02 p < .98 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = None 0.013 0.03 0.43 p > .66 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Final -0.0069 0.03 -0.24 p > .81 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.08 0.02 -3.11 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL Internal vs. TL Type = TL Final 0.01 0.02 0.66 p > .51 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 5.56 0.02 244.8 p < .001* 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Internal -0.064 0.04 -1.69 p= .091. 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = None 0.04 0.04 1.05 p > .29 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Final -0.027 0.04 -0.72 p > .47 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.046 0.03 -1.49 p > .13 
TL Type = TL Internal vs. TL Type = TL Final 0.01 0.03 0.37 p > .71 
Note. Mono = Monomorphemic. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p <.05 
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Figure 9. L2 learners‟ mean first fixation durations in Experiment 4 
 
Gaze Duration. The effects for gaze duration are summarized in Table 11. For natives, 
no difference between the two Word Type conditions was observed in any TL Type condition. 
For L2 learners, sensitivity to the morpheme boundary was contingent on experience; as Years 
Immersed increased, the difference between the monomorphemic and inflected conditions 
increased in the TL Internal condition only (See Figure 10).  
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Table 11 
Fixed effects for gaze duration in Experiment 4 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 5.67 0.04 161.97 p < .001 * 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Internal 0.046 0.04 1.18 p > .23 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = None 0.005 0.04 0.12 p > .9 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Final 0.049 0.04 1.25 p > .21 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.2 0.03 -6.16 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Internal vs. TL Type = TL Final 0.04 0.03 1.52 p > .12 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 5.98 0.04 137.01 p < .001* 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Internal -0.078 0.05 -1.5 p > .13 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = None 0.063 0.05 1.19 p > .23 
Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Final -0.046 0.05 -0.9 p > .37 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.32 0.04 -7.35 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Internal vs. TL Type = TL Final 0.017 0.04 0.48 p > .63 
Years Immersed -0.013 0.01 -1.45 p > .14 
Cloze Test Score -0.015 0.01 -1.97 p < .05 * 
Interaction: Mono vs. Infl. when TL Type = TL Internal X Years -0.023 0.01 -2.11 p < .05 * 
Interaction: Mono vs. Infl. when TL Type = None X Years -0.0003 0.01 -0.03 p > .97 
Interaction: Mono vs. Infl. when TL Type = TL Final X Years 0.0002 0.01 0.01 p > .98 
No Transposition vs. Transposition X Years 0.0001 0.01 0.01 p > .99 
TL Type = TL Internal vs. TL Type = TL Final X Years -0.002 0.01 -0.32 p > .74 
Note. Mono = Monomorphemic, Infl. = Inflected, Years = Years Immersed. „*‟ p < .05 
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Figure 10. Interaction of Years Immersed, TL Type, and Word Type for learners‟ Experiment 4 
gaze duration 
 
Interestingly, although there was a facilitative effect of Cloze Test Score on gaze 
duration, Cloze Test Score did not interact with the contrasts, indicating that proficiency was not 
a significant predictor of early on-line sensitivity to the morphological structure. Furthermore, 
since Years Immersed had been residualized so as to remove any collinearity with Cloze Test 
Score, Years Immersed actually represents the effect of exposure with proficiency held constant. 
When the same analysis was performed using the unresidualized values for Years Immersed (and 
removing Cloze Test Score from the analysis), the interaction was weaker and only marginally 
significant. This shows that for two participants with the same cloze test score, the one with more 
exposure in an immersion setting would be more sensitive to the morpheme boundary. 
 As before, natives showed sensitivity to the presence of transpositions. Learners also 
showed a general sensitivity to the presence of transpositions by this stage, although Figure 10 
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reveals that for more experienced learners, internal transpositions within monomorphemic words 
did not produce significant disruption.  
 
Table 12 
Fixed effects for total time in Experiment 4 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 6.14 0.05 121.99 p < .001 * 
 Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Internal 0.053 0.05 1.05 p > .29 
 Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = None 0.046 0.05 0.88 p > .37 
 Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Final 0.19 0.05 3.88 p < .001 * 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.28 0.04 -6.65 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Internal vs. TL Type = TL Final 0.02 0.04 0.43 p > .66 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 6.57 0.07 98.32 p < .001 * 
 Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Internal -0.15 0.05 -2.94 p < .005 * 
 Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = None 0.045 0.05 0.84 p >.39 
 Mono vs. Inflected when TL Type = TL Final 0.023 0.05 0.44 p >.65 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.368 0.04 -8.45 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Internal vs. TL Type = TL Final 0.027 0.04 0.72 p > .46 
Note. Mono = Monomorphemic. „*‟ p <.05 
Total Time. The results for total time are summarized in Table 12. Natives‟ total times 
revealed an effect of Word Type in the TL Final condition only. This effect is summarized in 
Figure 11. In the TL Final condition, past-tense words were read significantly faster than 
unsuffixed words. In other words, transpositions within the suffix were less disruptive than 
transpositions of the non-affixal final letters. 
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Figure 11. Native speakers‟ mean total time in Experiment 4 
 
  
 
Figure 12. L2 learners‟ mean total time in Experiment 4 
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For L2 learners, there was also an interaction of Word Type and TL Type, but this 
interaction was quite different (see Figure 12). There was a significant difference between 
inflected and monomorphemic words in the TL Internal condition only. Unlike gaze duration, in 
the total time analysis sensitivity to the morpheme boundary was not contingent on exposure. As 
before, both natives and L2 learners were slowed down by the presence of a transposition. No 
difference between the two transposition conditions was observed. 
Frequency Analysis. It is curious that natives, who were expected to be sensitive to 
morphological structure, did not show any signs of sensitivity. A frequency analysis of Natives‟ 
reading times was conducted to explore this issue further. These items were not designed with a 
frequency analysis in mind, so an in-depth analysis like the one reported in Experiment 3 is 
impossible. However, if Natives are decomposing the inflected words, then the effect of whole-
word frequency should be stronger for Monomorphemic than for Inflected words. The results of 
the analysis of gaze duration revealed that whole-word frequency did not influence reading times 
for inflected words (t < 0.64), but did for monomorphemic words (p < .05). The results in the TL 
Internal condition are represented in Figure 13. Figure 13 reveals that for less frequent word 
forms, transpositions actually caused more disruption in the Monomorphemic condition than in 
the Inflected condition. As whole-word frequency increased, the difference between these two 
conditions disappeared. In other words, whole-word frequency was facilitative for 
monomorphemic but not for inflected words, suggesting that readers responded differently to 
transpositions in inflected than in monomorphemic words. Additionally, Figure 13 reveals that 
the affixed verbs were faster than the unaffixed verbs at the lower frequency ranges, indicating 
an alternate lexical access route. Thus, Figure 13 indicates that natives were sensitive to the 
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morpheme boundary in Experiment 4. No significant frequency effects were observed for L2 
learners. 
 
Figure 13. Interaction of Whole-Word Freq. and Word Type for native‟s Experiment 4 gaze 
duration 
 
Discussion 
The primary finding of Experiment 4 is that L2 learners are sensitive to the 
morphological structure of inflected words. Significantly more disruption was observed for 
inflected than for monomorphemic words when letters were transposed across the morpheme 
boundary. Not all learners were equal in their sensitivity to morphological structure, however. 
Learners with more exposure to English in an immersion setting became aware of the morpheme 
boundary during their initial pass through the word, while learners with less exposure did not 
show strong effects of morphological structure until later, as reflected in total time.  
Another interesting finding of Experiment 4 is that, at least based on the results for first 
fixation and gaze duration, natives did not appear to be sensitive to morphological structure. 
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However, the results for total time reveal that natives were, in fact, aware of the morphological 
structure; natives spent less time overall reading a word when the transposition occurred within a 
suffix than when it occurred in the final non-affixal letters of a monomorphemic word. 
Additional evidence that natives were sensitive to morphological structure is provided by the 
frequency analysis reported in Figure 13. L2 learners, on the other hand, never quite completed 
morphological decomposition. They were aware of the structure, but unlike the natives were not 
unable to make use of this structure to facilitate word recognition in the TL Final condition. 
The absence of morphological TL effects here contrasts strongly with the results of 
Experiment 3, where clear effects of stem frequency suggest access via the stem. It is possible 
that in Experiment 4 natives processed the words as whole units when the transposition at the 
morpheme boundary made decomposition more costly, although the findings presented in Figure 
13 seem to speak against this possibility. Another possibility is that the third-person plural verbs 
are not ideal monomorphemic controls, as reading times for the base forms of inflected words 
can also be influenced by stem or lemma frequency and not by whole-word frequency only (New 
et al., 2004), and because the relationship between stem and whole-word frequency is poorly 
understood for these words. A third possibility is that the context in which these words appeared 
had a strong enough influence on word processing that it made transpositions across the 
morpheme boundary less disruptive. This appears likely, based on a comparison with Experiment 
3. In Experiment 3, transpositions of the final (suffix) letters produced more disruption than 
transpositions at the morpheme boundary, but this was not the case for the inflected words in 
Experiment 4. One major difference between the target verbs in Experiments 3 and 4 was that 
the verbs‟ subjects were always singular in Experiment 3 and always plural in Experiment 4. 
This seems to have had an effect on the way natives processed the final letters of the verbs; a 
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plural NP can be followed by an uninflected verb, while a singular NP cannot (e.g. the dogs jump 
vs. *the dog jump), and so the suffix is not as important syntactically when the NP is plural. 
Compared to the participants in Experiment 3, the participants in Experiment 4 appear to have 
been less disrupted by transpositions within the less-syntactically-essential suffix. It is possible 
that this same context effect also changed the amount of disruption caused by transpositions 
across the morpheme boundary. A more certain answer to the question of why natives appeared 
insensitive to transpositions at the morpheme boundary must await future research. 
Another interesting finding of Experiment 4 was that learners were, perceptually, slower 
than natives. Learners did not show clear signs that they had detected the transpositions in first 
fixation duration, while natives did. Experiment 5, which explores learners‟ sensitivity to the 
morphological structure of derived words, will provide another opportunity to assess learners‟ 
overall sensitivity to letter transpositions within words. 
Experiment 5: Derived Words 
Experiment 5 investigated L2 learners‟ sensitivity to the morphological structure of 
derived words. These words were taken from Silva and Clahsen (2008), who observed partial 
priming for L2 learners of English in a masked morphological priming task, suggesting that their 
participants were aware of the morphological structure of these words. It is expected, therefore 
that the participants in Experiment 5 should also show sensitivity to morphological structure. 
Method 
 Participants. The participants were the same as in Experiment 4. 
 Materials. For Experiment 5, 42 derived words were selected. Twenty-one of the words 
carried the suffix -NESS, while the other 21 had the less productive suffix -ITY. These words 
were the same as those used by Silva and Clahsen (2008, Experiments 3 & 4). Each word was 
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paired with a monomorphemic word of similar length, whole-word frequency, and lemma 
frequency (ps >.14). These constraints made it impossible to find a single sentence frame in 
which the derived and monomorphemic words would both fit, so a separate sentence was 
constructed for each word (see (4-7)). Each target word appeared in one of three transposition 
conditions: No Transposition (None), with the letters that correspond to the morpheme boundary 
transposed (TL Mid), or with the second- and third-to-last letters transposed (TL End). Note that 
the TL End condition did not involve the final letters. For words with the suffix -NESS, the final 
two letters are identical, so the penultimate set of letters were transposed instead for both prefix 
types and controls (-NSES and -TIY). 
 
(4) Any dampness in the air causes my joints to ache. (None) 
  damnpess (TL Mid) 
  dampnses (TL End) 
(5) I added cinnamon and sugar to my toast. (None) 
       cinanmon (TL Mid) 
        cinnaomn (TL End) 
(6) The rigidity of the metal caused it to crack. (None) 
  rigiidty (TL Mid)  
  rigidtiy (TL End) 
(7) The treasure is buried seventy paces from the waterfall. (None) 
  treausre (TL Mid) 
  treasrue (TL End)   
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This created a 2 (Word Type: Derived vs. Monomorphemic) X 3 (Transposition Type: 
None, TL Mid, or TL End) design. The sentences were counterbalanced in a Latin square design 
across six lists. In addition to the 42 sentences from Experiment 5, each list contained the 46 
items from Experiment 4 and 84 items from Experiments 6 and 7 (reported in Chapter 5) for a 
total of 168 sentences. The items for Experiment 5 can be found in Appendix B. 
Procedure. The procedure was the same as Experiment 3. 
 
Results 
The data were analyzed as in Experiment 4. Additionally, Suffix Type was included as a 
predictor in the analyses to investigate the possible effect of suffix productivity. Before analysis, 
the data were trimmed, with fixations < 80 ms and > 800 ms excluded (about 7% of fixations). 
Trials where the comprehension question was answered incorrectly were also excluded (4% of 
trials). If a participant reported not being familiar with a target word, the corresponding trial was 
excluded from the analysis as well (< 3% of trials). 
 First Fixation at the Target Word. The results of the analysis of first fixation duration 
on the target word are summarized in Table 13. For natives, derived words were fixated longer in 
the No Transposition and TL End conditions, but not in the TL Mid condition that corresponded 
to the morpheme boundary. This effect is represented in Figure 14. L2 learners fixated derived 
words longer in the No Transposition condition only, as shown in Figure 15. Interestingly, 
learners were less disrupted by transpositions within the suffix than by transpositions at the 
morpheme boundary. Natives did not show any such difference between TL conditions. 
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Table 13 
Fixed effects for first fixation duration at the target word in Experiment 5 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 5.43 0.02 265.78 p < .001 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid -0.038 0.03 -1.28 p > .19 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None -0.13 0.03 -4.4 p < .001 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End -0.064 0.03 -2.16 p < .05 * 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.034 0.02 -1.41 p > .15 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End -0.025 0.02 -1.2 p > .23 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 5.58 0.02 275.16 p < .001 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid -0.034 0.04 -0.89 p > .37 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None -0.13 0.04 -3.17 p < .005 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End -0.041 0.04 -1.06 p > .28 
No Transposition vs. Transposition 0.007 0.03 0.21 p > .83 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End -0.06 0.03 -2.22 p < .05 * 
Note. Mono = Monomorphemic. „*‟ p <.05 
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Figure 14. Natives‟ mean first fixation duration at the target word in Experiment 5  
 
  
Figure 15. L2 learners‟ mean first fixation duration at the target word in Experiment 5  
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Table 14 
Fixed effects for gaze duration at the target word in Experiment 5 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 5.68 0.03 194.4 p <.001 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid -0.061 0.04 -1.48 p >.13 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None -0.11 0.04 -2.71 p <.01 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End -0.1 0.04 -2.48 p <.05 * 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.11 0.03 -3.2 p <.005 * 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End -0.014 0.03 -0.48 p >.63 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 6.19 0.06 106.51 p < .001 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid -0.041 0.05 -0.82 p >.41 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None -0.06 0.05 -1.18 p >.23 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End -0.088 0.05 -1.76 p = .078 . 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.12 0.04 -2.96 p < .005 * 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End -0.03 0.04 -0.85 p >.39 
Note. Mono = Monomorphemic. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
 
Gaze Duration at the Target Word. The results for gaze duration are summarized in 
Table 14. For natives, the pattern was the same as for first fixation duration, and is shown in 
Figure 16. As Figure 17 shows, L2 learners showed a difference between derived and 
monomorphemic words in the TL End condition only. Both natives and learners were slower in 
the two TL conditions than in the control condition. 
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Figure 16. Natives‟ mean gaze duration at the target word in Experiment 5 
 
 
Figure 17. L2 learners‟ mean gaze duration at the target word in Experiment 5 
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Table 15 
Fixed effects for total time at the target word in Experiment 5 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value P 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 6.01 0.04 145.53 p < .001* 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid -0.18 0.05 -3.53 p < .001* 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None -0.12 0.05 -2.39 p < .05 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End -0.23 0.05 -4.43 p < .001* 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.22 0.04 -5.19 p < .001* 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End 0.043 0.04 1.2 p >.22 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 6.6 0.08 87.82 p < .001 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid and Suffix = ITY -0.058 0.07 -0.78 p >.43 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None and Suffix = ITY -0.24 0.08 -3.2 p < .005 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End and Suffix = ITY -0.14 0.08 -1.84 p = .067 . 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.081 0.06 -1.31 p >.18 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End -0.043 0.05 -0.8 p >.42 
Suffix = NESS 0.057 0.05 1.1 p >.27 
Interaction: Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = Mid X Suffix = NESS -0.24 0.1 -2.27 p < .05 * 
Interaction: Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None X Suffix = NESS -0.058 0.11 -0.54 p >.58 
Interaction: Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = End X Suffix = NESS -0.24 0.1 -2.32 p < .05 * 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Suffix = NESS -0.083 0.09 -0.97 p >.33 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type= TL End X Suffix = NESS 0.14 0.07 1.87 p = .062 . 
Note. Mono = Monomorphemic. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
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Figure 18. L2 learners‟ mean total time at the target word in Experiment 5  
 
Figure 19. L2 learners‟ mean total time at the target word in Experiment 5  
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Total Time at the Target Word. The results of the LME analysis for total time are 
summarized in Table 15. In this analysis, natives continued to read monomorphemic words more 
quickly in the TL End and No Transposition condition, but now also showed a difference 
between Word Types in the TL Mid condition (see Figure 18). For L2 learners, Suffix Type 
interacted with the contrasts (see Figure 19). Both -ITY and -NESS words were slower than 
monomorphemic controls in the No Transposition and TL End conditions, but only the -NESS 
words were also slower in the TL Mid condition, where the transposition crossed the morpheme 
boundary. 
First Fixation at the Spillover Word. The results of the analyses for first fixation at the 
spillover word are reported in Table 16. Native speakers show a marginally significant effect of 
Word Type in the TL Mid condition only (see Figure 20). For learners, the contrasts again 
interacted with Suffix Type (see Figure 21). This time, there was a significant effect of Word 
Type in the TL Mid condition only, and only for -ITY words.  
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Table 16 
Fixed effects for first fixation duration at the spillover word in Experiment 5 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value P 
Fixed effect for native speakers 
Intercept 5.37 0.02 248.87 p < .001 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid -0.085 0.04 -1.94 p = .053 . 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None -0.007 0.04 -0.16 p > .87 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End -0.053 0.04 -1.27 p > .20 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.046 0.04 -1.31 p > .18 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End 0.02 0.03 0.65 p > .51 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 5.462 0.03 180.09 p < .001* 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid and Suffix = ITY -0.15 0.06 -2.28 p < .05 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None and Suffix = ITY 0.097 0.07 1.43 p > .15 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End and Suffix = ITY 0.03 0.07 0.45 p > .65 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.061 0.05 -1.11 p > .26 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End -0.028 0.05 -0.61 p > .54 
Suffix = NESS -0.008 0.03 -0.25 p > .8 
Interaction: Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = Mid X Suffix = NESS 0.21 0.09 2.32 p < .05 * 
Interaction: Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None X Suffix = NESS -0.029 0.09 -0.31 p > .75 
Interaction: Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = End X Suffix = NESS -0.015 0.09 -0.16 p > .87 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Suffix 0.06 0.08 0.8 p > .42 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End X Suffix 0.078 0.06 1.23 p > .21 
Note. Mono = Monomorphemic. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
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Figure 20. Natives‟ mean first fixation duration at the spillover word in Experiment 5 
 
 
Figure 21. L2 learners‟ mean first fixation duration at the spillover word in Experiment 5 
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Gaze Duration at the Spillover Word. Results of the analyses for gaze duration are 
reported in Table 17. For both natives (see Figure 22) and L2 learners (see Figure 23), the pattern 
of results was identical to what was observed for first fixation at the spillover word.  
Table 17 
Fixed effects for gaze duration at the spillover word in Experiment 5 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effect for native speakers 
Intercept 5.43 0.03 181.37 p < .001 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid -0.13 0.05 -2.55 p < .05 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None -0.046 0.05 -0.91 p > .36 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End -0.053 0.05 -1.1 p > .27 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.038 0.04 -0.94 p > .34 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End 0.013 0.03 0.36 p > .71 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 5.545 0.04 131.25 p < .001 * 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL Mid and Suffix = ITY -0.14 0.07 -1.91 p = .057 . 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None and Suffix = ITY 0.09 0.08 1.19 p > .23 
Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = TL End and Suffix = ITY -0.014 0.07 -0.19 p > .84 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.065 0.06 -1.06 p > .29 
TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type = TL End -0.062 0.05 -1.21 p > .22 
Suffix = NESS -0.031 0.05 -0.61 p > .54 
Interaction: Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = Mid X Suffix = NESS 0.17 0.1 1.7 p = .09 . 
Interaction: Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = None X Suffix = NESS -0.093 0.1 -0.89 p > .37 
Interaction: Mono vs. Derived when TL Type = End X Suffix = NESS 0.056 0.1 0.55 p > .57 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Suffix = NESS 0.097 0.08 1.15 p > .25 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Mid vs. TL Type= TL End X Suffix = NESS 0.076 0.07 1.08 p > .27 
Note. Mono = Monomorphemic. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
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Figure 22. Natives‟ mean gaze duration at the spillover word in Experiment 5 
 
Figure 23. L2 learners‟ mean gaze duration at the spillover word in Experiment 5 
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Frequency Analyses. In the analyses at the target word, significant slowdowns for 
derived words as compared to monomorphemic controls were observed in the No Transposition 
and TL End conditions. This is surprising, given that the two word types were matched for length 
and frequency, and suggests a penalty associated with processing the derived words. It seems 
possible that competition between the root and the full form is responsible for this effect. The 
frequency effects in Experiment 3 revealed that for inflected words, the stem and the full-form 
interact, which can slow down word recognition. For derived words, this interaction might be 
especially prominent and disruptive; in derived words, the root must be re-integrated with the 
stem because it causes a change in the word‟s syntactic category, and this re-integration has a 
cost (Taft, 2004). If this is the case, then the difference between derived and monomorphemic 
words should be greatest when the competition provided by the root is the most disruptive, 
namely for lower whole-word frequencies. To investigate this possibility, new models were fitted 
to the natives‟ target word data that included Word Type and residualized Whole-Word 
Frequency as predictors. Word Type and Whole-Word Frequency interacted at both gaze 
duration (p = .061) and total time (p <.005; see Figure 24). This figure reveals that reading times 
for derived and monomorphemic words were similar when whole-word frequency was higher, 
but diverged significantly for lower levels of whole-word frequency.  
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Figure 24. Interaction of Whole-Word Frequency and Word Type for natives‟ Experiment 5 gaze 
duration and total time 
 
 
L2 learners displayed a similar pattern, but like the effect of transpositions across the 
morpheme boundary, the effect of frequency was contingent on the suffix type (see Figure 25). 
The interaction of Word Type and Whole-Word Frequency was significant for -ITY words at 
both gaze duration (p < .001) and total time (p < .001). Compared to -ITY words, the slowdown 
for lower Whole-Word frequencies was absent for -NESS words for gaze duration (p > .82) and 
much weaker than the -ITY effect for total time (p < .05). 
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Figure 25. Interaction of Suffix, Whole-Word Frequency, and Word Type for learners‟ 
Experiment 5 gaze duration (top) and total time (bottom) 
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Discussion 
The results of Experiment 5 reveal that L2 learners are sensitive to the morphological 
structure of derived words. Their sensitivity to this structure did not arise until quite late, 
however; for words carrying the more productive -NESS suffix no difference between derived 
and monomorphemic words was observed until total time, and for less productive -ITY words 
the disruption did not appear until the reading times at the spillover word.  
The frequency analyses also revealed that both natives and L2 learners are sensitive to 
morphological structure. When the full form of a derived word is infrequent, there is a 
processing cost associated with integrating the stem and suffix and recognizing the word as a 
whole unit. This processing cost was present for both natives and L2 learners, indicating that 
both groups were sensitive to the morphological structure of the derived words. However, 
learners showed a much reduced processing cost for -NESS words as compared to -ITY words, 
whereas natives showed the same processing cost for both suffix types. The stems of the -NESS 
words were significantly more frequent than those of the -ITY words (425 vs. 181; p < .05), 
while the mean whole-word frequency of the -NESS words was numerically smaller than that of 
the -ITY verbs (43 vs. 89, respectively). Thus, for -NESS words the root would be easier to 
access and more difficult to inhibit. It is possible that once the learners recognized the structure 
of the -NESS words, they accessed the root and did not fully reintegrate the root and affix. This 
would lead to some confusion on the part of the learners, as the root alone would not fit well into 
the sentence. There is some evidence of confusion in the eye-tracking data. L2 Learners spent 
more time rereading -NESS words than -ITY words (t = 2.6, p < .01) and monomorphemic 
controls (t = 4.98, p < .001). Natives did not display this pattern. 
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Interestingly, native speakers did not show any sensitivity to morphological structure 
until about the same time as the learners. For words with no transposition, as well as for words 
containing a transposition within the suffix, there was a reading time penalty for derived words 
compared to matched monomorphemic controls. This penalty appeared on the first fixation of the 
word and continued through total time. When the letters at the morpheme boundary were 
transposed, this difference in reading times did not appear until much later, in total time and in 
reading time measures on the spillover word. This suggests that transposing the letters at the 
morpheme boundary makes it difficult for the natives (and learners) to detect the morphological 
complexity of the derived words, and so the penalty for derived word did not arise until later 
measures of reading. 
Again, learners appeared to be delayed perceptually compared to natives. Learners did 
not appear to immediately detect transpositions later in the word in their first fixations, and so 
showed no difference between monomorphemic and derived words in first fixation duration, 
even though natives did. 
General Discussion 
The experiments reported in this chapter made use of the transposed-letter effect to test 
L2 learners‟ sensitivity to the morphological structure on both inflected (Experiment 4) and 
derived words (Experiment 5). The primary finding of these experiments is that L2 learners of 
English are aware of the morphological structure of both inflected and derived words. When a 
transposition crossed a morpheme boundary, learners experienced increased difficulty reading 
that word as compared to a control condition. Interestingly, sensitivity to the morpheme 
boundary appeared to be contingent on experience; learners who had spent more time immersed 
in an English-speaking environment showed stronger signs of early sensitivity to morphological 
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structure. Earlier sensitivity to the structure was contingent on experience only, not on 
proficiency. 
Experiments 4 and 5 also provided evidence that learners are perceptually slower than 
natives. In Experiment 4, learners did not show evidence of disruption caused by the presence of 
transpositions as early as natives did. In Experiment 5, learners appeared not to detect 
transpositions occurring later in the word on the first fixation. Taken together, these findings 
suggest that learners access words more slowly and have a smaller perceptual span than natives. 
These findings may help to explain the differences between the experiments reported above, 
where sensitivity to morphological structure was observed for inflected and derived words, and 
the masked priming results of Silva and Clahsen (2008). Silva and Clahsen observed no priming 
for inflected words and partial priming for derived words in learners, while natives showed 
evidence of priming for both word types. Given that learners appear to be slower than natives, it 
is doubtful that they had fully processed the prime within the 60 ms that it was available. Partial 
priming effects for the longer derived words may simply have been the result of orthographic 
priming. Clearly, more research is required before masked priming effects with L2 learners can 
be interpreted unambiguously. 
The experiments reported above also reveal interesting differences between inflected and 
derived words. It appears that in reading there is a general processing cost for derived words but 
not for inflected words as compared to monomorphemic controls. Many researchers have 
suggested the existence of a “checking” process that evaluates the appropriateness of a 
combination of possible morphemic subunits (Baayen et al., 2007; Hyönä et al., 2002; Luke & 
Christianson, 2011; Meunier & Longtin, 2007; Taft, 2004). There appears to be a processing cost 
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associated with this checking process, and so this process represents the best explanation for the 
processing cost associated with the derived words in Experiment 5.  
In other studies, a processing cost has been observed for inflected words, but this cost 
disappears when the words appear in a sentence (Hyönä et al., 2002). The general slowdown for 
derived words compared to controls that was observed in Experiment 5 may be the first evidence 
that such a processing cost is associated with derived words as well, and that a sentence context 
does not eliminate this cost. A sentence context can make an inflected word easier to process by 
removing ambiguity and increasing suffix predictability (Bertram, Hyönä & Laine, 2000), but as 
derived suffixes do not contain morphosyntactic information, context would not be as helpful at 
reducing the cost of processing derived words. 
Summary 
The experiments reported in Chapter 4 reveal that learners are sensitive to the 
morphological structure of complex words. Learners showed evidence of disruption in reading 
morphologically complex words compared to monomorphemic control words when the letters at 
the morpheme boundary were transposed, both for inflected (Experiment 4) and derived 
(Experiment 5) words. Learners also appear to be perceptually slower than natives. They were 
slower to detect the presence of a transposition, and appeared to have a smaller perceptual span 
that made it difficult to detect transpositions further from the point of fixation. Finally, the results 
reported in Chapter 4 suggest that there is a general processing cost associated with derived 
words, even when they are presented in a sentence context. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE INFLUENCE OF SEMANTIC AND SYNTACTIC PREDICTABILITY ON 
MORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSING IN L1 AND L2 
The studies reported in this chapter had two main purposes. Previous research has shown 
that the context in which a morphologically complex word appears can alter the relative effects 
of its stem and whole-word frequencies on reading or response times to that word (Bertram et al. 
2000a, 2000b; Luke & Christianson, 2011; Taft, 2004). These findings suggest that context can 
increase or decrease the likelihood of decomposition, most likely by making the suffix more 
predictable, less ambiguous, or easier to integrate with the stem. However, the effect of context 
on morphological processing may not arise until later in the word recognition process (c.f. Taft, 
2004). It is also possible that the nature of contextual influence changes across the time course of 
word recognition. With this in mind, the first purpose of the Experiments reported in Chapter 5 is 
to use TL effects to explore the effects of context across the time course of morphological 
processing, much as was done with frequency effects in Experiment 3 of Chapter 3. The second 
purpose of the studies reported here is to explore differences between L1 and L2 processing of 
words containing transpositions both within and between morphemes, and to compare L1 and L2 
sensitivity to the semantic and syntactic predictability of the morpheme. 
In a sentence, there are two possible top-down factors that might make the past-tense 
suffix -ed more predictable: semantics and syntax. The semantic content of the sentence, the 
presence of a time adverb, for example, could make the past tense and thus the past-tense 
inflection more predictable. The syntactic structure of a sentence could also make a certain 
inflection more predictable. For example, any verb that follows the sentence fragment The boy 
would have must be in the past tense. So, the -ed in opened in The boy would have opened his 
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presents if his parents had allowed him to is at least somewhat predictable. At the opposite 
extreme, the sentence fragment The does not predict the -ed suffix at all, even though The opened 
present delighted the boy is a possible continuation of the sentence fragment. 
 Of the two types of information, what little evidence exists suggests that, for natives, the 
syntactic information will have an effect (see Deutsch et al., 2005) and the semantic information 
will not. If it is true that L2 learners are less sensitive to morphosyntactic information and more 
reliant on lexical-semantic input (Clahsen & Felser, 2006), then L2 processing of inflected words 
should be less affected by syntax than L1 processing and more affected by semantic context. 
To test these ideas, Experiment 6 explored the effect of semantic context on the status of 
the morpheme boundary, using sentences like (8) and (9),which either do or do not contain past-
time adverbials pointing. Experiment 7 explored the effect of the syntactic structure of the 
sentence on early morphological processing, using sentences like (10) and (11),which either 
syntactically predict the presence of the -ed suffix or do not. 
 
(8) In Iowa, the boy opened many presents. 
(9) Last Christmas, the boy opened many presents. 
(10) In my opinion, the opened presents delighted the boy. 
(11) The boy would have opened his presents if his parents had allowed him to. 
 
Sentences (9) and (11) maximize the predictability of the -ed suffix, while sentences (8) 
and (10) minimize it, or even make -ed unpredictable. Because the experiments reported in 
previous chapters employed relatively neutral, non-constraining sentences, the results of those 
experiments will provide an additional control condition. 
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Experiment 6: Semantic Context 
The purpose of Experiment 6 was to explore the effect of semantic context on 
morphological processing. Experiment 6 also included a comparison of the effect of semantic 
context in L1 and L2 morphological processing, in order to reveal any differences between 
native speakers and learners in their sensitivity to the influence of semantic context on 
morphological processing. 
Method 
 Participants. The participants were the same as in Experiment 4. 
Materials. Experiment 6 used 42 regular past-tense verbs as targets. There verbs did not 
appear in Experiment 4. For each of the 42 verbs, a sentence was constructed with two versions. 
The predictable version begins with an adverbial phrase which points to the past, such as 
yesterday or last year, as in (9). The other, unpredictable version of the sentence begins with a 
prepositional or other phrase that does not convey time-related information, as in (8). To test the 
strength of this manipulation, twenty subjects who were native speakers of English (eight female, 
mean age = 19.2 years) participated in a sentence fragment completion task. These participants 
did not participate in Experiments 6 or 7. Participants were presented with the target sentences 
up to but not including the target word and instructed to complete the sentence in a way that 
makes sense and creates a grammatically correct sentence. Half of the target sentences that each 
participant saw were the predictable version, as in (8), and the other half were not. Participants 
completed the sentences using a past-tense verb quite frequently, about 88% of the time, 
indicating that readers tend to expect the past-tense form in reading. Participants were 
significantly more likely to complete the sentence with a past-tense verb when the sentence was 
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preceded by a time adverbial (96%, vs. 80% in the unpredictable condition; p < .001). 
Participants produced the actual target verbs less that 1% of the time. 
Because the focus of Experiment 6 is the status of the morpheme boundary, the three TL 
conditions were as follows: the target verb contained either no transpositions (None), a 
transposition at the morpheme boundary (TL Morph), or with the letters of the suffix transposed 
(TL Suffix). This yielded a 2 (Predictability: Predictable (past-tense adverbial phrase) vs. 
Unpredictable (prepositional phrase)) X 3 (TL Type: None, TL Morph, TL Suffix) design. The 
sentences were counterbalanced in a Latin Square design across six lists. In addition to the 42 
sentences from Experiment 6, each list contained the 42 items from Experiment 7 and 84 items 
from Experiments 4 and 5 (reported in Chapter 4) for a total of 168 sentences. The items for 
Experiment 6 can be found in Appendix C. 
 Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 3. 
Results 
Before analysis, the data were trimmed, with fixations < 80 ms and > 800 ms excluded 
(about 7% of fixations). Trials where the comprehension question was answered incorrectly were 
also excluded (4% of trials). If a participant reported not being familiar with a target word, the 
corresponding trial was excluded from the analysis as well (5% of trials). 
Three different measures of reading times for the target words were analyzed: first 
fixation duration, gaze duration, and total time. The first two measures are related to early 
processing of the word, while total time reflects later processing. Data were analyzed at the 
target word and at the spillover word. Each reading time measure was analyzed separately for 
native and L2 readers, using a linear mixed model analysis. As the primary effect of interest is 
the difference in disruption between the Predictable and Unpredictable conditions, each analysis 
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consisted of a series of planned comparisons. Reading times in the Predictable and Unpredictable 
conditions were compared separately in each of the TL conditions. Additionally, reading times in 
words containing transpositions were compared to the no transposition condition, and the TL 
Morph condition was compared with the TL Suffix condition. Trial number was also included as 
a possible fixed effect to look for strategic effects that might arise across the course of the 
experiment. For the L2 learners, measures of proficiency and exposure to English, specifically 
Cloze Test Scores and Years Immersed in an English-speaking environment, were also included 
as possible fixed effects that might influence sensitivity to morphological structure. These 
continuous predictors were centered, and collinearity was removed by residualizing Years 
Immersed on Cloze Test Scores. Participant and Item were included in the models as random 
effects. Models were fitted using a stepwise selection procedure, and fixed effects and 
interactions were retained in the model only if they were significant or marginally so (i.e. p <.1). 
P-values were obtained using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling. No significant effects were 
observed at the spillover word, and so only results at the target word are reported below. 
First Fixation Duration. The results of the LME analysis for first fixation are reported 
in Table 18. For native speakers, the No Transposition condition was faster than the TL 
conditions, and the TL Suffix condition was slower than the TL Morph condition. No difference 
between the Predictable and Unpredictable conditions was evident.  
For the L2 learners, the contrasts interacted significantly with Cloze Test. Learners with 
higher close test scores were more sensitive to the presence of a transposition than learners with 
lower cloze test scores (see Figure 26). Interestingly, Figure 26 reveals that learners with lower 
cloze scores fixated words without a transposition longer than words with a transposition. This 
was primarily due to the fact that learners were significantly more likely to re-fixate words 
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containing transpositions than words without transpositions (mean number of first run fixations = 
2.01 times for words with transposition vs. 1.63 times for words without transpositions (t = 6.17, 
p < .001). 
Table 18 
Fixed effects for first fixation duration in Experiment 6 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 5.47 0.03 217.93 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph 0.0049 0.03 0.16 p > .87 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None 0.0045 0.03 0.14 p > .88 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.02 0.03 0.76 p > .44 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.11 0.03 -4.13 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.054 0.02 2.5 p < .05 * 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 5.63 0.03 215.54 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph -0.016 0.04 -0.42 p > .67 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None 0.047 0.04 1.17 p > .24 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.01 0.04 0.26 p > .79 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.01 0.03 -0.3 p > .76 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.007 0.03 0.25 p > .80 
Cloze Test Score -0.0015 0.005 -0.33 p > .74 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Morph X Cloze -0.0037 0.0069 -0.54 p > .59 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = None X Cloze -0.0005 0.0071 -0.07 p > .94 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Suffix X Cloze -0.0029 0.007 -0.41 p > .68 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Cloze -0.012 0.006 -2.02 p < .05 * 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix X Cloze  -0.006 0.005 -1.29 p > .19 
Note. Pred. = Predictable, Unpred. = Unpredictable, Cloze = Cloze Test Score. „*‟ p < .05 
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Figure 26. Interaction of Cloze Test Score and TL Type for learners‟ Experiment 6 first fixation 
duration 
 
Gaze Duration. The results for gaze duration are reported in Table 19. The results for 
natives are similar to those obtained for first fixation, with the exception that as the experiment 
progressed participants became less disrupted by the transpositions. This effect was driven by a 
reduction in disruption caused by the TL Suffix condition. At the beginning of the experiment, 
the TL Suffix condition was more disruptive than the TL Morph condition, but as the experiment 
progressed, reading times in the TL Suffix condition decreased until the two TL conditions were 
equivalent (see Figure 27).  
Learners displayed the same pattern of interactions for gaze duration that they had for 
first fixation duration. Learners with higher close test scores were still more sensitive to the 
presence of a transposition than learners with lower cloze test scores (see Figure 28). This time, 
there was no difference between the transposed and untransposed conditions for learners with the 
lowest cloze scores, indicating that they were insensitive to the presence of transpositions.  
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Figure 27. Interaction of Trial and TL Type for natives‟ Experiment 6 gaze duration 
 
 
Figure 28. Interaction of Cloze Test Score and TL Type for learners‟ Experiment 6 gaze duration 
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Table 19 
Fixed effects for gaze duration in Experiment 6 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 5.79 0.04 143.4 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph -0.015 0.07 -0.2 p > .83 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None -0.11 0.07 -1.54 p > .12 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.11 0.08 1.47 p > .14 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.37 0.06 -6.02 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.21 0.05 3.96 p < .001 * 
Trial -0.001 0.0002 -4.29 p < .001 * 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Morph X Trial -0.0001 0.0008 -0.13 p > .89 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = None X Trial 0.0013 0.0008 1.55 p > .12 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Suffix X Trial -0.0013 0.0008 -1.59 p > .11 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Trial 0.0011 0.001 1.66 p = .097 . 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix X Trial -0.0015 0.0006 -2.69 p < .001 * 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 6.18 0.05 103.1 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph -0.004 0.05 -0.07 p > .94 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None 0.01 0.05 0.19 p > .84 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.056 0.05 1.11 p > .26 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.2 0.04 -4.83 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.093 0.04 2.61 p < .01 * 
Cloze Test Score -0.0094 0.009 -1.02 p > .3 
Trial -0.0009 0.0003 -2.73 p < .01 * 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Morph X Cloze 0.0008 0.0091 0.09 p > .93 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = None X Cloze -0.0036 0.009 -0.39 p > .69 
Table continued     
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Table 19 (continued) 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Suffix X Cloze 
 
-0.015 
 
0.009 
 
-1.63 
 
p > .1 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Cloze -0.015 0.0075 -2.03 p < .05 * 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix X Cloze  -0.003 0.006 -0.54 p > .59 
Note. Pred. = Predictable, Unpred. = Unpredictable, Cloze = Cloze Test Score. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
 
Total Time. The results for total time are reported in Table 20. As with gaze duration, 
native‟s total reading time decreased in the TL Suffix condition as the experiment progressed, so 
that the two TL conditions produced equivalent disruption by the end of the experiment (see 
Figure 29).  
 
Figure 29. Interaction of Trial and TL Type for natives‟ Experiment 7 total time 
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Table 20 
Fixed effects for total time duration in Experiment 6 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 6.13 0.05 126.15 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph -0.045 0.09 -0.52 p > .6 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None -0.04 0.09 -0.48 p > .63 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix -0.03 0.09 -0.31 p > .75 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.3 0.07 -4.22 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.18 0.06 2.81 p < .01 * 
Trial -0.002 0.0003 -6.33 p < .001 * 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Morph X Trial 0.0001 0.0009 0.12 p > .9 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = None X Trial 0.0008 0.001 0.81 p > .41 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Suffix X Trial 0.0006 0.0009 0.63 p > .53 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Trial -0.00001 0.0008 -0.02 p > .98 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type= TL Suffix X Trial -0.001 0.001 -1.97 p <.05 * 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 6.72 0.08 85.1 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph 0.05 0.11 0.46 p > .64 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None 0.065 0.11 0.58 p > .56 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.06 0.11 0.59 p > .55 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.5 0.09 -5.53 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.31 0.07 4.18 p < .001 * 
Trial -0.001 0.0003 -3.87 p < .001 * 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Morph X Trial -0.001 0.0011 -0.91 p > .36 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = None X Trial -0.0016 0.0012 -1.36 p > .17 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Suffix X Trial 0.0001 0.0011 0.05 p > .96 
Table continued     
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Table 20 (continued) 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Trial 
 
0.0025 
 
0.001 
 
2.63 
 
p < .005 * 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type= TL Suffix X Trial -0.003 0.001 -3.2 p < .005 * 
Note. Pred. = Predictable, Unpred. = Unpredictable. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
 
At this late stage in reading, all learners were sensitive to the presence of transpositions 
within the target words. This sensitivity decreased as the experiment progressed in a manner 
similar to natives (see Figure 30). At this point, no effects of Cloze Test Score were evident. 
 
Figure 30. Interaction of Trial and TL Type for learners‟ Experiment 6 total time 
 
Discussion 
 The primary goal of Experiment 6 was to investigate whether the semantic predictability 
of the suffix can influence the status of the morpheme boundary. Semantic predictability did not 
appear to influence either natives or learners. This finding will be discussed further in the 
General Discussion. 
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Another interesting finding of Experiment 6 is that learners are slower to detect 
transpositions than natives and that in the earlier reading measures learners show a graded 
sensitivity to these transpositions contingent on proficiency. This is further evidence that L2 
learners‟ lexical processing is delayed compared to natives, and is consistent with the findings of 
Experiments 4 and 5. It is interesting that general sensitivity to transpositions was contingent on 
proficiency and not on experience only. In Experiment 4, general sensitivity to morphological 
structure was contingent on experience but not proficiency. This suggests that sensitivity to 
morphology specifically is purely a function of experience and not proficiency. Proficiency does 
seem to influence other word-level factors, such the position of letters within a word, which 
presumably are dependent on general speed of word recognition. It seems that these two 
constructs may have distinct and dissociable effects on learners‟ word recognition and 
processing. The relationship between L2 proficiency, experience, perceptual sensitivity and 
morphological processing is an interesting topic for future research. 
While natives did not show sensitivity to semantic context, they may be expected to show 
some sensitivity to syntactic context, while learners may be expected not to. This possibility is 
explored in Experiment 7. 
Experiment 7: Syntactic Context 
The purpose of Experiment 7 was to explore the effect of syntactic context on 
morphological processing. Experiment 7 also included a comparison of the effect of syntactic 
context in L1 and L2 morphological processing, in order to reveal any differences between 
native speakers and learners in their sensitivity to the influence of syntactic context on 
morphological processing. There are two possible ways that syntax might influence 
morphological processing. First, it is possible that when syntax predicts a particular suffix, 
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spreading activation should make access via the full form easier and faster, thereby reducing 
reliance on decompositional processes. If this is the case, then transpositions across the 
morpheme boundary should be less disruptive when the syntax predicts morphological structure. 
On the other hand, it is also possible that a context that predicts a particular suffix might reduce 
the need to process that suffix carefully and to verify its relationship with the stem. If this is the 
case, then reliance on morphological structure should increase in predictable contexts, and 
transpositions across the morpheme boundary should be more disruptive in such contexts.  
Given that very little research has been done investigating the effects of context on 
morphological processing, it is difficult to predict which of the above possibilities is most likely. 
Furthermore, there is no literature on how morphological processing changes as the sentence 
content or structure changes. Nevertheless, the research that exists has shown that complex 
words are processed differently in sentences than in isolation (Bertram et al., 2000a, b; Luke & 
Christianson, 2011). The general finding of these studies is that when context reduces the 
importance of the relationship between stem and suffix, decomposition becomes more likely. 
Therefore, the most likely outcome of Experiment 7 is that morphological decomposition will be 
more likely when the morphological structure in syntactically predictable. 
 
Method 
 Participants. The participants were the same as in Experiment 4. 
Materials. Experiment 7 used 42 regular past-tense verbs. The verbs were carefully 
evaluated to ensure that they could be used in sentences both as main verbs and to modify nouns. 
For each of the 42 verbs, two sentence frames were constructed: a predictable and an 
unpredictable version. In the first type of sentence, the words would have preceded the target 
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verb, as in (11). In the second type of sentence, the verb appeared as a modifier of a noun, as in 
(10).These sentences were normed to test the strength of the predictability manipulation, in the 
manner described in Experiment 6. Participants completed the sentences with a word in the past 
tense and/or carrying the -ed suffix 87% of the time in the predictable condition, but only 1.4% 
of the time in the unpredictable condition (p < .001). This indicates that readers should have a 
much greater expectation of morphological structure in the predictable than in the unpredictable 
condition. 
The transposition conditions used in Experiment 7 were the same as those used in 
Experiment 6. This yielded a 2 (Predictability: Predictable vs. Unpredictable) X 3 (TL Type: 
None, TL Morph, TL Suffix) design. Thus, 33% of the sentences did not contain any 
transposition, while the other 66% did contain transpositions. 
The sentences were counterbalanced in a Latin square design across six lists. In addition 
to the 42 sentences from Experiment 7, each list contained the 42 items from Experiment 6 and 
84 items from Experiments 4 and 5 (reported in Chapter 4) for a total of 168 sentences. The 
items for Experiment 7 can be found in Appendix C. 
 Procedure. The procedure was the same as Experiment 3. 
 
Results 
The data were analyzed as described in Experiment 6. Before analysis, the data were 
trimmed, with fixations < 80 ms and > 800 ms excluded (about 7% of fixations). Trials where the 
comprehension question was answered incorrectly were also excluded (5% of trials). If a 
participant reported not being familiar with a target word, the corresponding trial was excluded 
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from the analysis as well (2% of trials). No significant effects were observed at the spillover 
word, and so only results at the target word are reported below. 
 
Table 21 
Fixed effects for first fixation duration in Experiment 7 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 5.42 0.02 271.87 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph 0.0047 0.03 0.16 p > .87 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None 0.052 0.03 1.72 p = .087 . 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.058 0.03 1.95 p = .052 . 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.097 0.02 -3.92 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.058 0.02 2.76 p < .01 * 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 5.565 0.02 267.43 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph -0.05 0.04 -1.29 p > .19 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None -0.02 0.04 -0.5 p > .61 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.016 0.04 0.42 p > .67 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.067 0.03 -2.09 p < .05 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.042 0.03 1.57 p > .11 
Note. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
First Fixation Duration. Results of the LME analysis of first fixation duration for both 
natives and L2 learners are reported in Table 21. Natives fixated words containing transpositions 
longer, and TL Suffix words longest of all. They also read words in the Predictable condition 
faster than words in the Unpredictable condition, except in the TL Morph condition, where the 
two predictability conditions were equal. Figure 31 reveals the reason for this pattern of results: 
In the Predictable condition, the two TL conditions were equally disruptive compared to the No 
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Transposition control, whereas in the unpredictable condition only the transposition of the final 
letters was disruptive. In other words, when a complex word was expected, transpositions across 
the morpheme boundary were disruptive, but when a complex word was not expected, the target 
word was processed more like a monomorphemic word. The equivalent fixation times between 
the predictable and unpredictable conditions in the TL Morph condition also suggests that part of 
the reason the predictable condition was read faster was that participants relied on the 
morphological structure to process the word in the predictable but not the unpredictable 
condition. When a transposition across the morpheme boundary made that structure harder to 
detect, response times in both conditions were equivalent. 
For the learners, no effect of syntactic predictability was evident. Learners were 
significantly slower in the TL conditions compared to control. Although the TL Suffix condition 
was numerically slower than the TL Morph condition by about 10 ms, the difference was not 
significant. 
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Figure 31. Native speakers‟ mean first fixation duration in Experiment 7 
 
 
Gaze Duration. Results for gaze duration at the target word are reported in Table 22. 
Predictable targets were read more quickly in all TL conditions. However, the significant 
interaction of the TL Morph contrast with Trial indicates that at the beginning of the experiment, 
gaze durations in the TL Morph predictable and unpredictable conditions were equivalent. This 
pattern of disruption, with later internal transpositions causing very little disruption and external 
final transpositions causing significant disruption, suggests that these words were being 
processed like monomorphemic words (cf. White et al., 2008). As the experiment progressed, 
predictable words were read faster in the TL Morph condition than they were in the TL Suffix 
condition. In other words, over time the reading time patterns in the unpredictable condition 
came to match those in the predictable condition, with transpositions across the morpheme 
boundary more disruptive than the control (see Figure 32). This suggests that natives became 
sensitive to the predictability manipulation as the experiment progressed and began to expect 
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complex words in the unpredictable condition as well. Additionally, transpositions within the 
suffix became less disruptive as the experiment progressed in a manner identical to what was 
observed in Experiment 6. 
 
Figure 32. Interaction of Trial, TL Type, and Predictability for natives‟ Experiment 7 gaze 
duration 
 
For L2 learners, TL nonwords were read more slowly than words without transpositions. 
Additionally, the TL Suffix condition was the slowest. As Cloze Test Score increased, the 
difference between the TL Morph and TL Suffix conditions decreased (see Figure 33). Figure 33 
also reveals that learners with lower cloze test scores were insensitive to transpositions at the 
morpheme boundary, and that the disruption caused by such transpositions increased as 
proficiency increased. 
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Table 22 
Fixed effects for gaze duration in Experiment 7 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 5.682 0.03 166.87 p < .001* 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph 0.12 0.04 2.84 p < .005 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None 0.13 0.04 2.92 p < .005 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.19 0.04 4.5 p < .001 * 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.27 0.03 -7.83 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.12 0.03 4.21 p < .001 * 
Trial -0.001 0.0003 -4.01 p < .001 * 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TLType= TL Morph X Trial 0.0016 0.0009 1.78 p = .075 . 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = None X Trial -0.0005 0.0009 -0.52 p > .6 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Suffix X Trial -0.001 0.0009 -1.51 p > .13 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Trial 0.0005 0.0007 0.65 p > .51 
Interaction: TL Type =TL Morph vs. TL Type=TL Suffix X Trial -0.002 0.0006 -2.83 p < .005 * 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 6.168 0.06 103.87 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph -0.022 0.05 -0.44 p > .65 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None 0.057 0.05 1.09 p > .27 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.014 0.05 0.28 p > .77 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.26 0.04 -6.2 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.13 0.04 3.6 p < .001 * 
Cloze Test Score -0.011 0.009 -1.28 p > .29 
Trial -0.0006 0.0003 -2 p < .05 * 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type= TL Morph X Cloze 0.0048 0.0093 0.51 p > .6 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = None X Cloze -0.0003 0.01 -0.03 p > .97 
Table continued     
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Table 22 (continued) 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Suffix X Cloze 
 
0.0094 
 
0.009 
 
1.06 
 
p > .29 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Cloze -0.0013 0.008 -0.17 p > .86 
Interaction: TL Type= TL Morph vs. TL Type=TL Suffix X Cloze  -0.021 0.006 -3.35 p < .001 * 
Note. Pred. = Predictable, Unpred. = Unpredictable, Cloze = Cloze Test Score. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
 
 
Figure 33. Interaction of Cloze Test Score and TL Type for learners‟ Experiment 7 gaze duration 
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Table 23 
Fixed effects for total time in Experiment 7 
Predictor Coefficient SE t value p 
Fixed effects for native English speakers 
Intercept 6.062 0.05 122.23 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph 0.2 0.05 4.09 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None 0.2 0.05 3.87 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.29 0.05 5.79 p < .001 * 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.33 0.04 -8.11 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.076 0.03 2.19 p < .05 * 
Trial -0.002 0.0003 -5.35 p < .001 * 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Morph X Trial 0.002 0.001 1.91 p = .056 . 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = None X Trial 0.0008 0.001 0.76 p > .44 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Suffix X Trial -0.001 0.001 -0.74 p > .45 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Trial 0.0008 0.0009 0.94 p > .34 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix X Trial -0.003 0.0007 -3.52 p < .001 * 
Fixed effect for L2 learners 
Intercept 6.78 0.08 85.79 p < .001 * 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Morph 0.098 0.05 1.86 p = .063 . 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = None 0.083 0.05 1.51 p > .13 
Predictable vs. Unpredictable when TL Type = TL Suffix 0.19 0.05 3.63 p < .001 * 
No Transposition vs. Transposition -0.41 0.04 -9.18 p < .001 * 
TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix 0.18 0.04 5 p < .001 * 
Cloze Test Score -0.014 0.012 -1.15 p > .25 
Trial -0.0013 0.0003 -3.98 p < .001 * 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Morph X Cloze 0.034 0.0098 3.49 p < .001 * 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = None X Cloze 0.0028 0.01 0.27 p > .78 
Table continued     
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Table 23 (continued) 
Interaction: Pred. vs. Unpred. when TL Type = TL Suffix X Cloze 
 
0.02 
 
0.009 
 
2.13 
 
p < .05 * 
Interaction: No Transposition vs. Transposition X Cloze -0.009 0.008 -1.11 p > .26 
Interaction: TL Type = TL Morph vs. TL Type = TL Suffix X Cloze  -0.016 0.007 -2.34 p < .05 * 
Note. Pred. = Predictable, Unpred. = Unpredictable, Cloze = Cloze Test Score. „.‟ p < .1, „*‟ p < .05 
 
Total Time. The results for total time are summarized in Table 23. For native speakers 
the pattern of results was the same for total time as for gaze duration. Again, the significant 
interaction of the TL Morph contrast with Trial indicates that as the experiment progressed, 
predictable words were read faster in the TL Morph condition (see Figure 34). Transpositions 
across the morpheme boundary in the unpredictable context caused nearly twice as much 
disruption at the end of the experiment (about 100 ms) as they did at the beginning (about 50 
ms); the amount of disruption in the predictable condition stayed relatively constant at about 80 
ms. This result confirms the findings from gaze duration that participants became more sensitive 
to morphological structure in the unpredictable condition as the experiment progressed. 
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Figure 34. Interaction of Trial, TL Type, and Predictability for natives „Experiment 7 total time 
 
 
Figure 35. Interaction of Cloze Test Score and TL Type for learners‟ Experiment 7 total time 
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For L2 learners, the pattern of results that was observed for total time was nearly the 
same as that observed for gaze duration. As was the case for gaze duration, learners with higher 
cloze test scores had faster total reading times in all conditions except the TL Morph condition, 
where reading times were constant for all levels of proficiency (see Figure 35).  
Interestingly, for total time Cloze Test Score also mediated the effect of predictability in 
both of the TL conditions. As this effect was not present in the analysis of gaze duration, it 
indicates that predictability affected rereading times in the two TL conditions. This effect is 
illustrated in Figure 36, where the two TL conditions are collapsed together for clarity of 
presentation. Figure 36 shows that total reading time in the TL conditions was unaffected by 
proficiency, while reading times in the predictable condition were contingent on proficiency. 
Learners with lower cloze test scores spent more time rereading the target word when it was 
predictable, and they did not appear to be disrupted by the transposition in the unpredictable 
condition. In contrast, more proficient learners spent less time rereading words in the predictable 
condition. More proficient learners showed earlier sensitivity to the presence of transpositions in 
the gaze duration analysis and in Experiment 6, so the absence of significant disruption here 
from transpositions in the predictable condition indicates that when syntactic information was 
available to help guide word recognition, more proficient learners were able to complete word 
recognition on the first pass and move on, without needing to return to the target word. Less 
proficient learners, who did not show the same early sensitivity to the presence of transpositions, 
were also sensitive to syntactic information, but that information had no influence until later; 
instead of affecting reading times during the first pass, syntactic predictability information 
became available only after leaving the word and inspired less proficient learners to return to the 
target word and spend longer re-reading it when the context indicated that a particular suffix was 
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required. Thus, the fact that the effect of syntactic predictability on rereading patterns shifted as 
proficiency improved suggests that syntactic information can guide word processing earlier for 
more proficient learners.  
 
Figure 36. Interaction of Cloze Test Score, TL Type, and Predictability for learners‟ Experiment 
7 total time 
 
 Frequency Analysis. To further confirm the observation that natives detected 
morphological complexity earlier in the predictable than in the unpredictable condition, the first 
fixation and gaze duration data were reanalyzed to look for the onset of stem frequency effects in 
the two conditions. As these items were not selected specifically with a frequency analysis in 
mind, the stem and whole-word frequencies were highly collinear. This means that any 
frequency effect observed for these items might be difficult to interpret, and so the analyses were 
restricted to investigating whether stem frequency had any effect on reading times over and 
above whole-word frequency. This was accomplished by residualizing stem frequency on whole 
word frequency. The data were analyzed using linear mixed models, with Predictability and 
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residualized Stem Frequency as fixed effects and Participant and Item as random effects. For 
first fixation duration, the effect of Stem Frequency was significant in the Predictable condition 
(Estimate = -0.039, SE = 0.014, t = -2.77, p < .01), but a significant interaction with 
Predictability (Estimate = 0.043, SE = 0.02, t = 2.19, p < .05) indicated that there was no effect 
of stem frequency in the unpredictable condition. For gaze duration, Stem Frequency was not 
significant in the Predictable condition (t < -0.03), but an interaction with Predictability 
(Estimate = -0.06, SE = 0.029, t = -2.09, p < .05) indicated that stem frequency effects were 
significant only in the Unpredictable condition. The fact that stem frequency effects appeared at 
first fixation in the predictable condition but not until gaze duration in the unpredictable 
condition supports the conclusion that the morphological structure of the word was recognized 
later in the unpredictable condition. 
Discussion 
 The purpose of Experiment 7 was to use transposed-letter effects to investigate the 
influence of the syntactic predictability of morphological structure on natives‟ and learners‟ 
sensitivity to that structure. Natives showed early sensitivity to the syntactic predictability of 
complexity. At first fixation, they were disrupted by transpositions across the morpheme 
boundary only when the presence of a suffix was syntactically predictable. This general pattern 
was also evident early on in the experiment for the gaze duration and total time measures, but as 
the experiment progressed, words in the unpredictable condition were also processed more like 
complex words. 
 Learners did not show any sensitivity to syntactic predictability until total time. This 
sensitivity was contingent on proficiency; less proficient learners were influenced by syntactic 
context later than more proficient learners were. Although learners‟ general word recognition can 
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be influenced by syntactic context, at no point in Experiment 7 did learners show any sensitivity 
to the influence of syntactic context on morphological processing.  
General Discussion 
 The experiments reported in Chapter 5 show that context affects morphological 
processing in natives. Previous research into the effects of context on morphological processing 
(Bertram et al, 2000a, b; Luke & Christianson, 2011; Taft, 2004) demonstrated that 
morphological processing changes in response to the task that a participant is performing. The 
results reported above are among the first to investigate whether linguistic context (semantic 
and/or syntactic information) can affect morphological processing during reading. Experiments 6 
and 7 also revealed interesting differences between natives and L2 learners in their sensitivity to 
context. The relationship between linguistic context and morphological processing in natives will 
be discussed first, followed by differences between L1 and L2 sensitivity to context. 
Context and Morphological Processing in Natives 
 No evidence of a semantic influence on morphological processing was observed in 
Experiment 6. This may be because morphological processing is insensitive to semantic context, 
but there are several reasons to be cautious about such an interpretation. First, the sentence 
completion task results revealed that the semantic manipulation, although significant, was not 
particularly strong, primarily because participants had a default tendency to expect the past tense. 
It may be that a stronger semantic manipulation would have an effect on readers‟ sensitivity to 
morphological structure. Second, it may be that the syntactic context overrode any effects of 
semantics. The verbs in Experiment 6 all appeared as main verbs immediately following the 
sentential subject, so natives almost certainly were unsurprised by the appearance of a verb, 
which in English typically carries a suffix, and always so when the NP is singular as it was in 
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Experiment 6. Transpositions at the morpheme boundary were disruptive for first fixation 
duration in Experiment 6, as they were in the predictable but not unpredictable condition in 
Experiment 7, suggesting that an NP wanting a verb is sufficient syntactic context to predict the 
presence of a suffix. 
 Unlike semantic context, syntactic context had a clear effect on natives‟ morphological 
processing. When natives were expecting a complex word, they were sensitive to transpositions 
across the morpheme boundary, but when syntax did not predict morphological complexity, 
transpositions across the morpheme boundary did not produce disruption. This effect appeared 
on the first fixation, suggesting that syntax has an early influence on morphological processing 
(cf. Deutsch et al., 2005). In later measures, participants came to process the targets similarly in 
the predictable and unpredictable conditions as the experiment progressed. This is likely a 
strategic effect that arose as participants became familiar with the experimental manipulation and 
came to expect complex words in the unpredictable condition as well. However, the fact that in 
total time measures the transpositions within the suffix were less disruptive in the predictable 
condition indicates that the early head start provided by syntactic predictability lead to 
processing advantages later on.  
L2 Processing and Context 
 Like natives, learners‟ morphological processing appeared insensitive to semantic 
predictability. Learners morphological processing was also insensitive to syntactic context. In 
general, it appears that learners‟ morphological processing is less flexible and adaptive than 
natives‟ 
 The results of Experiments 6 and 7 confirm that learners are less sensitive to the presence 
of transpositions than natives are. In both experiments, learners‟ sensitivity to the presence of 
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transpositions appeared to be contingent on proficiency. Learners‟ sensitivity to syntactic context 
was also contingent on experience; although all learners were influenced by context eventually, 
more proficient learners took advantage of syntactic context earlier. This observation is relevant 
to the finding on L2 morphosyntactic insensitivity discussed in Chapter 2 and suggests that using 
more precise measures such as eye-tracking as well as more powerful statistical tools such as 
mixed models might help to reveal when, as well as which, learners are sensitive to 
morphosyntactic violations. 
Summary 
The experiments reported in Chapter 5 reveal that morphological processing is sensitive 
to syntactic context in natives but not learners. Natives recognized the morphological complexity 
of inflected words sooner, and completed morphological decomposition sooner, when those 
words appeared in a syntactic context that predicted complexity. Learners also appear to be 
perceptually slower than natives. They were slower to detect the presence of transposition than 
natives, and the speed with which they did so was contingent on proficiency. Finally, the results 
reported in Chapter 5 suggest that learners‟ general sensitivity to syntactic context arises later 
than natives and is also contingent on proficiency. 
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CHAPTER 6 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 The experiments reported above show how the role of morphology changes during the 
course of lexical access. They also show how the role of morphological complexity in word 
recognition is (or is not) affected by other factors, such as the frequency of the word and its 
components or the context in which a word appears. Lastly, they extend the investigation of 
these factors into the realm of second language processing, and shed light on the differences 
between native and non-native processing of morphologically complex words. The use of 
transposed-letter stimuli in all these experiments reinforces the notion that the transposed-letter 
effect can be exploited in order to study morphological processing and other issues. The 
discussion that follows will focus on the contributions of the above experiments to the issues 
addressed in Chapter 2: the time-course of morphological processing in word recognition, the 
nature of various influences on morphological processing, differences between morphological 
processing in L1 and L2, and a general discussion of the transposed-letter effect. 
Morphology and the Time-Course of Visual Word-Recognition 
The experiments reported above, primarily those in Chapter 3, confirm findings from 
other studies (Marslen-Wilson et al., 2008; Rastle et al., 2004) that morphological decomposition 
occurs very early in the process of word recognition. The self-paced reading with masked 
priming experiments (Experiments 1 and 2) revealed that a prime containing a transposition can 
facilitate word recognition unless that transposition occurs at the morpheme boundary. Primes 
that contained between-morpheme transpositions were no more facilitative than nonword primes 
containing letter substitutions. Experiment 3 also provides evidence that the morphological 
structure of complex words plays an early role in word recognition. In Experiment 3, stem 
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frequency had a significant effect starting at first fixation duration, indicating that participants 
had detected the stem at that early stage of lexical access. Thus, there is good reason to conclude 
that morphological decomposition occurs early and automatically. 
Influences on Morphological Processing 
Several possible influences on morphological processing were investigated in the 
Experiments reported above. Chapter 3 explored the effects of frequency, and the experiments in 
Chapter 4 also contributed to this topic. Chapter 5 focused on the influence of semantic and 
syntactic context. Besides these two major foci, the experiments in Chapter 4 also addressed two 
other possible influences: word formation type (inflection vs. derivation) and affix productivity. 
Each of these influences will be discussed in turn. 
Frequency 
As regards the relationship between frequency and morphological decomposition, the 
experiments reported in Chapter 3 reveal that the morphological structure of a word is detected 
before frequency effects arise. No significant differences in the pattern of priming effects were 
observed between the different frequency groups in Experiments 1 and 2. Furthermore, while 
frequency did influence reading times in Experiments 1 and 2, frequency effects appeared later 
than priming effects. Experiment 3 confirmed that frequency effects arise after morphological 
decomposition. Stem frequency effects were detectable in first fixation duration measures, 
indicating that by the first fixation the verb stem was the primary unit of processing. This finding 
contradicts models of morphological processing that suggest that highly frequent complex words 
are stored as whole units and are not decomposed (Caramazza et al., 1988). 
While frequency did not appear to influence whether morphological decomposition 
occurred, it had a significant influence on word processing in the intermediate stages of lexical 
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access. The significant interaction between stem and whole-word frequency observed in the gaze 
duration measures in Experiment 3 indicates a competitive, inhibitory relationship between the 
stem and full form (cf. Luke & Christianson, 2011). The results from the frequency analysis for 
the derived words in Experiment 5 similarly revealed slower reading times compared to matched 
monomorphemic controls as a result of inhibition between the parts and the whole. Thus, it 
appears that frequency does not determine whether morphological complexity is detected, but it 
does determine whether, and how easily, that complexity is ignored. 
Context 
 Experiment 6explored the influence of semantic context on morphological processing and 
the status of the morpheme boundary. No effect of semantic predictability on morphological 
processing was evident. While Experiment 6 did not completely rule out the possibility that 
semantic context could influence morphological processing, it suggests that semantic 
information is not a primary influence. 
 Syntactic context, on the other hand, influenced morphological processing starting at the 
first fixation. When a complex word appeared in a syntactic position where complexity was not 
expected, transpositions at the morpheme boundary were not significantly disruptive, indicating 
that participants were not immediately aware of the morphological structure of the word. When 
the syntactic context made complexity highly predictable, participants were sensitive to 
transpositions across the morpheme boundary earlier, indicating that the processor was prepared 
for a complex word. This finding shows that, while morphological structure is detected early, 
“early” may mean different things for different words and in different contexts. In combination 
with previous research showing task-based contextual effects (Bertram et al. 2000; Luke & 
Christianson, 2011; Taft, 2004), the results reported in Chapter 5 emphatically show that 
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studying morphological processing outside of a sentence context can lead to an incomplete or 
even inaccurate understanding of the role of morphology in word recognition during reading. 
 The results from all three Chapters point to another contextual influence on 
morphological processing: subject-verb agreement. In Experiments 3, 6 and 7, the NPs were 
always singular, and in these experiments transpositions within the suffix were more disruptive 
than internal transpositions, even transpositions at the morpheme boundary. In Experiment 4, 
where the NPs were plural, transpositions within the suffix did not produce greater disruption 
than internal transpositions. As mentioned in the discussion of Experiment 4, in English the 
suffix is less morphosyntactically important when the subject in plural. The combined results 
reported in this dissertation suggest that subject-verb agreement can have an effect on how 
closely readers attend to the suffix of inflected verbs. 
Other Influences 
 Most of the target words in the experiments reported above were inflected verbs. The 
inclusion of derived words as targets in Experiment 5 provides an opportunity to explore the 
influence of word formation type on morphological processing. Experiment 5 provided evidence 
that, like inflected words, derived words are decomposed quite early during the process of word 
recognition. Interestingly, Experiment 5 also revealed a significant processing cost associated 
with derived words. Derived words were read more slowly than matched monomorphemic 
controls, and obscuring the morphological structure of the words by transposing the letters at the 
morpheme boundary postponed the onset of this cost. Furthermore, the processing cost was 
reduced or absent for derived words with higher whole-word frequencies. Taken together, these 
findings suggest that as the morphological structure of derived words becomes harder to ignore, 
the cost of processing that word increases. This observation contrasts sharply with the results for 
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inflected words, where higher stem frequency (i.e. more obvious morphological structure) was 
generally associated with faster reading times.  
 The reasons for this difference between inflected and derived words must await further 
empirical exploration, but several possibilities suggest themselves. First, derivational suffixes 
change the syntactic class, and sometimes the meaning, of the base, and so integrating the base 
and affix is much more important for derived words than for inflected words. Second, because 
derived suffixes change a word‟s class, the base alone would not fit syntactically into the 
sentence, and so there would be more pressure to inhibit it. Third, sentence context can make 
inflectional suffixes more predictable and easier to process, but this is seldom the case for 
derived words because derivational suffixes do not carry morphosyntactic information. It should 
be unsurprising, therefore, that derived words are not processed primarily via their 
morphological components as inflected words often appear to be. 
 Experiment 5 also included a manipulation of affix productivity. As -ITY is a less 
productive suffix than -NESS, it might be expected that participants would be less likely to 
detect the morphological structure of the -ITY words, as has been demonstrated in other research 
(Bertram et al., 1999; Bertram et al., 2000c; Forster & Azuma, 2000; Golato, 2006; Vannest & 
Boland, 1999). No evidence of a productivity effect was observed here. The previous studies 
primarily relied on paradigms such as lexical decision and masked priming that presented words 
in isolation. Under such circumstances, participants‟ processing was more strongly influenced by 
morphological structure when the suffix was productive than when it was not. The processing 
cost observed for all derived words in Experiment 5 suggests that participants in the current 
studies detected and then suppressed the morphemic subunits of the derived words. This 
morphological structure was suppressed for both the productive and the unproductive affix 
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groups. It may be that when words are presented in isolation, there is less pressure to resist the 
influence of morphological structure when the affix is productive, but in the context of a 
sentence, it appears that all derived words are ultimately processed as whole units regardless of 
affix productivity. Clearly, more research is needed to clarify this issue.  
When is morphology involved in lexical access? 
 The primary question behind the investigations of frequency effects and sentence context 
was this: when is morphology involved in lexical access? The evidence presented above 
indicates that morphology is detected early in the process of word recognition. This fact does not 
mean that the detected morphological subunits continue to be involved in the process of lexical 
access, however. As noted in Chapter 2, a host of influences appear to determine when 
morphological structure is attended to and when it is suppressed.  
 Many researchers have proposed the existence of a “checking” process that attempts to 
distinguish true instances of morphological complexity from false ones (Baayen, et al., 2007; 
Hyönä  et al., 2002; Luke & Christianson, 2011; Meunier & Longtin, 2007; Taft, 2004). This 
checking process appears to rely primarily on frequency to determine the legitimacy of 
morphological structure (Baayen et al., 2007). Evidence of this checking process can be found in 
the results from Experiment 3, which revealed that stem and whole-word frequency interacted, 
with an inhibitory effect of whole-word frequency appearing for lower stem frequencies. This 
indicates that the processor was hesitant to accept the morphological structure of those word as 
genuine when the full form was highly frequent and the verb stem less frequent. 
 The processing cost observed for derived words in Experiment 5 can be attributed to this 
checking process as well. The difference between inflected and derived words outlined above 
indicates that the processor is more insistent on verifying the morphological structure of derived 
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words than inflected ones. As noted above, morphological structure seems to play a greater role 
in the processing of derived words presented in isolation, so it is unclear whether the processing 
cost for derived words is the result of word-specific factors like frequency or affix productivity 
or the result of some contextual factor such as the mismatch between the syntactic context and 
the root of the derived words.  
This checking process also appears to be sensitive to strategic task effects. When the task 
being performed does not require a careful checking of the relationship between stem and affix, 
this verification is not performed and strong facilitative effects of morphological structure 
emerge (Luke & Christianson, 2011; Taft, 2004). Luke & Christianson observed significant 
effects of stem frequency when a set of inflected verbs were presented in isolation, but when 
those same verbs appeared in a sentence context, whole-word frequency effects emerged, along 
with inhibitory stem frequency effects. Luke & Christianson interpreted these results to indicate 
that the checking process was more rigorous for words embedded in a sentence context. The 
results of Experiment 3 qualify this observation. In Experiment 3, significant facilitative effects 
of stem frequency were observed, along with inhibitory whole-word frequency effects. This 
pattern of results indicates that simply embedding words in a sentence context is not enough to 
cause the processor to completely suppress access via the stem. Describing the nature of this 
checking process and the factors that influence it is an important task for future research in this 
area. 
Morphology and Second Language Processing 
The primary finding of the above experiments with regards to morphological processing 
by L2 learners is that learners are sensitive to morphological structure. When a letter 
transposition occurred across a morpheme boundary, learners experienced increased disruption 
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relative to a control condition where the transposition occurred within a morpheme. This 
sensitivity to morphological structure appeared to be contingent on experience, with more 
experienced learners (as measured by years immersed in an English-speaking environment) more 
sensitive to the presence of a morpheme boundary. Even though the onset of morphological 
decomposition appears to be contingent on experience, in later reading time measures all learners 
showed sensitivity to transpositions across the morpheme boundary. This finding clarifies other 
research that has indicated that learners are less sensitive to morphological structure in online 
processing (Clahsen et al. 2010; Clahsen & Neubauer, 2010; Neubauer & Clahsen, 2009;Silva & 
Clahsen, 2008). The present studies suggest that learners are not insensitive to morphological 
structure, but they do not become aware of morphological structure as quickly as natives do. 
Thus, learners appear to differ quantitatively rather than qualitatively from natives (cf. Lim, 
2011; McDonald, 2000, 2006). However, given that learners‟ sensitivity to morphological 
structure arises later in the process of word recognition, it is possible, as Clahsen et al. suggest, 
that qualitative L1/L2 differences are restricted to the earliest stages of lexical access (i.e. 
modality-specific access units). 
Unlike natives, L2 learners‟ morphological processing does not appear to be sensitive to 
context. However, syntax did have an effect on learners‟ orthographic encoding, as a context that 
predicted a certain suffix helped learners to detect and/or resolve transpositions, depending on 
proficiency. Like natives, learners experienced a processing cost when reading derived words as 
compared to monomorphemic controls. Also like natives, learners did not show a processing cost 
associated with inflected words. While natives did not show any signs of sensitivity to the 
productivity of the derived suffixes used in Experiment 5, learners did; learners processed less 
productive -ITY words in much the same way that natives did, but they appear to have made less 
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effort to reintegrate stem and affix for -NESS words (i.e. they treated -NESS words more like 
inflected words). This is the pattern of results usually observed for native speakers in isolated 
word studies, suggesting again that while natives‟ morphological processing is sensitive to 
context, learners‟ morphological processing is not. 
When is morphology involved in L2 lexical access? 
 The weight of the evidence presented above indicates that L2 learners are sensitive to 
morphological structure. This sensitivity is delayed compared to natives, but appears earlier for 
more experienced learners. Accounts of L2 morphological processing that assume learners 
access many complex words via dedicated full-form representations and do not become aware of 
the morphological structure (e.g. Clahsen et al., 2010) would have difficulty explaining why 
learners should be more disrupted by letter transpositions that cross a morpheme boundary than 
transpositions that do not.  
Claiming that learners do not, or cannot, detect the subunits within larger words is 
tantamount to claiming that learners cannot read text without spaces. It seems unlikely that 
learners would fail utterly in their attempts to read a sentence without spaces such as 
themanatethecheeseburger or a web address like www.stuffonmycat.com. It would not, however, 
be surprising if learners were less efficient at reading such text than natives. It is also possible 
that there would be individual differences between learners in their ability to decode such text. 
Similarly, when reading complex words like walked, hunter, or raindrop, one might expect to 
observe differences between natives and learners and between more or less advanced learners in 
how quickly individuals detect the parts within the whole. In the experiments reported above, 
this is exactly what was observed; natives generally detected structure earlier than learners, and 
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more experienced learners detected the morphological structure earlier than less experienced 
learners. 
Of course, a major difference between a sentence without spaces and a complex word is 
that both the parts and the full form of a complex word have meaning and could be stored in the 
lexicon. As noted previously, this fact complicates the relationship between the parts and the 
whole, leading to a competitive, inhibitory relationship. In natives, the morphological subunits 
are sometimes inhibited in favor of the full form as a result of the checking process proposed by 
Baayen et al. (2007) and others. There is no reason to believe that this process is not active in 
learners as well. However, while this checking process appears to be flexible in natives, in that it 
is sensitive to context and task effects, it does not appear to be as adaptive in learners as it is in 
natives. Although more research is needed to be sure, the absence of any effect of context on 
learners' morphological processing, as well as learners‟ sensitivity to affix productivity in 
Experiment 5, suggests that learners process complex words in the same manner regardless of 
context. 
Thus, if Clahsen et al. (2010) are correct in stating that learners are less sensitive to 
morphological structure, this decreased sensitivity might arise from one of two possible sources: 
either they are less efficient at detecting the parts within the whole, or this checking process is 
less flexible or otherwise different in learners than in natives, leading learners to respond 
differently to morphological structure than natives. The aforementioned differences in the time-
course of sensitivity to morphological structure between natives and learners and between 
experienced and inexperienced learners speak to the first point: learners do not see the parts as 
quickly as natives do. The second possibility, that learners‟ morphological processing is not as 
adaptive as natives‟, must await further research. 
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The Transposed Letter Effect 
 As outlined in Chapter 2, the transposed-letter effect has been used quite effectively in 
the study of visual word recognition. The TL effect has helped to develop and refine theories of 
visual word recognition with regard to letter position encoding and other issues (Gomez et al., 
2008; Grainger & Whitney, 2004; Lupker et al., 2008). Recent research has shown that the TL 
effect could be used to study morphological processing as well (Christianson et al., 2005; 
Duñabeitia et al., 2007). The experiments reported here provide further confirmation that the TL 
effect can be a useful tool for exploring the processing of both complex and simplex words.  
The current experiments have also extended the findings of Christianson et al. (2005) and 
others in several ways. First, Christianson et al. showed that the morpheme boundary is 
privileged for compound and derived (-er) words, and Experiments 1 and 2 extended this finding 
to inflected words as well. Second, Experiments 3-5 transitioned from masked priming to full 
visual presentation of TL nonwords, and showed that even in this paradigm the transposed-letter 
effect can be an effective tool for exploring word recognition in general and morphological 
processing in particular (cf. White et al., 2008; Velan et al., 2010). Because Experiment 3 used 
the same TL manipulation as White et al., it also revealed significant differences between the 
processing of inflected and monomorphemic words. Specifically, Experiment 3 revealed that for 
inflected words, the ending letters (i.e. the letters at the morpheme boundary and within the 
suffix) are more important to word recognition than they are for monomorphemic words, and are 
attended to earlier in the process of word recognition. Finally, Experiments 6 and 7 used the 
transposed-letter effect in combination with manipulations of semantic and syntactic context to 
explore the influence of context on morphological processing. The positive results of those 
experiments indicate that presenting TL nonwords in sentences using eye-tracking or other 
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methodologies can be a powerful tool for exploring the relationship between top-down and 
bottom-up processes in reading. 
Experiments 4 through 7 also revealed that the transposed-letter effect can be used to 
clarify issues related to second language morphological processing, at least when the 
transpositions are presented unmasked. The use of TL nonwords in Experiments 4 through 7 also 
revealed facts about learners‟ word recognition not specific to morphology. In general, L2 
learners were slower to detect the presence of transpositions than natives were. This finding is 
consistent with intuition as well as theory and prior research (McDonald, 2006; Mueller, 2005). 
The observation that learners are perceptually slower than natives has significant implications for 
many theories of L2 acquisition and processing. 
The use of transposed-letter stimuli also revealed that learners‟ sensitivity appears to be 
contingent on proficiency, with more proficient learners detecting the presence of transpositions 
sooner than less proficient learners. As mentioned in the previous section, sensitivity to 
morphological structure was contingent on experience but, significantly, not on proficiency. 
Thus, the results from the above experiments involving L2 learners suggest a dissociation 
between different types of linguistic knowledge and/or skills; some, like morphological 
processing, are contingent on experience alone, while others, like general word recognition, are 
more contingent on proficiency than experience.  
This distinction between experience-based and proficiency-based influences on 
processing is highly consistent with Ullman‟s (2001) declarative/procedural model. The 
declarative/procedural model distinguishes between declarative memory, which is responsible 
for lexical knowledge, and procedural memory, which is responsible for grammatical, rule-based 
knowledge. In the context of the proficiency/experience distinction discussed above, recognizing 
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a word quickly (and quickly detecting a misspelling) is a function of episodic memory. Because 
a learner's ability to decompose a word into constituent morphemes appears to increase with 
practice and experience, it can be conceptualized as a function of procedural memory. The 
findings reported above suggest that learners can become more reliant on procedural memory as 
they gain more experience, but even so, learners‟ morphological processing may never become 
as automatized as natives‟. Using experience-based measures (years immersed, age of 
acquisition/first exposure) as proxies for the strength of the procedural system may provide an 
interesting new way to test the predictions of the declarative/procedural model. The above 
experiments suggest that studying these variables would be especially revealing in combination 
with the transposed-letter effect. 
Conclusion 
The morphological components of a complex word become involved in lexical access 
quite early. Awareness of morphological structure does not appear to be contingent on frequency 
effects, but the onset of morpheme detection can be influenced by syntactic context and the 
predictability of morphological structure. Once the morphological structure is detected, various 
factors, such as frequency and context, appear to determine whether these components continue 
to be involved in lexical access or are inhibited in favor of access via the full form of the word. 
In light of the evidence presented here and elsewhere that the components and full form of a 
word appear to actively inhibit each other, it is perhaps time to propose a “slug-fest” model of 
morphological processing that describes how and when this competition is resolved. The 
evidence concerning contextual effects points to a need for more research that examines 
morphological processing in sentences and not with words presented in isolation. This 
contextualized research would help to integrate theories of visual word recognition and theories 
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of reading, and could serve to resolve certain persistent issues in the morphological processing 
literature. 
Morphological structure plays a similar role in L1 and L2 lexical access, although both 
general word recognition processes and morphological processing specifically are delayed in L2 
processing as compared to native processing. Interestingly, general orthographic encoding 
appears to be contingent on proficiency, while morphological processing appears to be 
contingent on experience (but not proficiency), suggesting a dissociation between the two 
processes. Learners‟ morphological processing is less adaptive than natives‟, in that context has 
less influence on L2 morphological processing than on L1 processing. 
In general, recognizing complex words is a two-stage process. First, the reader detects the 
morphological subcomponents of a word. A great deal of evidence exists indicating that 
detection of these subcomponents is early and automatic. Second, the visual word recognition 
system must determine if those subcomponents must be inhibited or allowed to participate in the 
process of lexical access. This second stage has not been examined as carefully as the first, and 
future research in morphological processing should focus on this stage and on the factors that 
influence the role of morphemes in lexical access after detection. For L2 learners, both the 
detection and exploitation of morphological structure in visual word recognition appears to differ 
from natives. At present, it appears that the initial detection of morphemes with a complex word 
occurs in L2 processing as in L1 processing, only slower. There are indications that this second, 
“checking” stage may be significantly less adaptive and flexible in learners than in natives, and 
so more attention should be paid to this stage in L2 processing as well.  
A final consideration that has been insufficiently addressed in the morphological 
processing literature is the ultimate outcome of lexical access for these complex words. 
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Generally, theories and models of complex word recognition have assumed that even if the 
morphological subunits of a word are involved in lexical access, the final  representation(s) 
activated in the lexicon include all relevant orthographic, semantic, and morphosyntactic 
information. In other words, whether walked is processed as a single unit or is decomposed and 
processed as walk + ed, the ultimate output of the visual word recognition system is assumed to 
be the same. 
This may be true, but then again, it may not be. The word walked, and indeed any 
complex word, represents a complex, ambiguous visual stimulus with more than one possible 
interpretation. Research in the visual word recognition of monomorphemic words has revealed 
that recognizing a word, even a simple one, is a complicated process. A word like hat can be 
activated by orthographic neighbors, such as had or pat (Grainger, O‟Regan, Jacobs & Segui, 
1989; Pollatsek, Perea & Binder, 1999), or by words (or nonwords) that contain hat as a subset 
(e.g. hatch; Bowers, Davis & Hanley, 2005; Davis & Taft, 2005). If this is the case for non-
complex words, it is surely the case for complex ones.  
The work of Baayen et al. (2007) and others cited above suggest that subsets are activated 
for any words, and a checking process then sorts out the true instances of morphological 
complexity from the false ones. This resolution of orthographic ambiguity is analogous to the 
processes involved in resolving other ambiguities, such as semantic ambiguity (Swinney, 1979) 
or morphological ambiguity (i.e. words with more than one possible parse; Libben, Derwing & 
de Almeida, 1999; Pollatsek, Drieghe, Stockall, & de Almeida, 2010), although it appears to 
occur earlier than these. As noted above, interactions between frequency measures of the 
morphological components and those of the full form are consistent with the idea of a checking 
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process. It may be, therefore, that complex words are not initially processed differently from 
simplex words containing orthographic subsets.  
The subsets of complex words appear to be involved in word recognition much more 
consistently than the subsets of simplex words, however. The factors that influence this 
involvement have been discussed above. One final question concerning the role of morphemes in 
lexical access, a question that has thus far been unaddressed, is this: When a complex word liked 
walked is recognized via its stem, what lexical representation(s) are ultimately activated? When 
we read walked do we see walked, walk + ed or simply walk? If, as Bowers et al (2005) observed, 
we can see hat in hatch, and activate irrelevant semantic information (i.e. 'a piece of clothing'), it 
seems possible that we can also see the walk in walked and then fail to activate other relevant 
semantic or morphosyntactic information. The answer to this question might differ for different 
individuals, for different syntactic contexts, or for different languages with different degrees of 
reliance on morphology. Whatever the answer is, it will have a significant impact on theories of 
visual word recognition, morphological processing, and second language processing.  
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APPENDIX A 
STIMULI USED IN CHAPTER 3 
LowWW-LowStem Items from Experiments 1 and 3 
Sentence Word 
WW 
Freq. 
Stem 
Freq. 
The developer alleged that the corporation was conspiring against him. alleged 55 82 
My friend assured me that his mother knew I would be staying to dinner. assured 201 319 
Jonas McGee coveted the chairmanship for years but never got it. coveted 6 11 
Several months elapsed before I heard from my friend again. elapsed 8 13 
The craftsman encased the wooden box in rich leather. encased 11 17 
Nature endowed her with beauty and intelligence. endowed 18 31 
He once engaged in anti-government activity. engaged 274 464 
The careless worker injured his hand while operating one of the machine tools in 
the workshop. 
injured 225 269 
The careful man insured the house for a lot of money, but it turned out not to be 
enough. 
insured 70 86 
A British salvage company located the Russian wreck. located 217 286 
The soloist obliged with yet another encore. obliged 80 144 
His yacht was originally called Erica but he renamed it after the divorce. renamed 7 10 
Even though she was somewhat rebellious, she revered her father all her life. revered 9 16 
As he sloshed through the wet snow he wrestled with a rising feeling of self-pity. sloshed 11 21 
It was this last argument which completely subdued the professor. subdued 105 124 
His fiery speech agitated the crowd. agitated 102 111 
The Secretary-General's actions were subsequently unanimously approved by the 
General Assembly. 
approved 105 208 
All sorts of problems assailed us suddenly. assailed 8 15 
Soon they assigned him to a new post. assigned 53 84 
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The swiss watchmaker attached new hands to the watch. attached 135 201 
The talented fellow composed mystery stories as well as love poems. composed 113 200 
During this interval I confined myself to the house. confined 151 272 
His definition of my duties confused me more than it helped. confused 355 581 
Despite the protests, the conference convened on schedule. convened 6 11 
The worker detached a gear from the machine. detached 159 176 
Lord Henry elevated his eyebrows and looked at him in amazement. elevated 39 61 
Her beauty enslaved many young men. enslaved 6 11 
If you fail three times,you are not entitled to try any more. entitled 104 124 
The nurse executed the doctor's orders. executed 33 66 
To clean off the chicken blood he immersed the knife in boiling water. immersed 12 24 
The jury indicted all eleven men named by the FBI. indicted 8 16 
The young teacher infected the whole class with her enthusiasm infected 29 54 
Gnats and mosquitoes infested the field by the river. infested 5 10 
The secretary informed me of his arrival. informed 234 366 
The memory of my father inspired me to write my best novel. inspired 175 268 
For months Bill obsessed about the election, then felt empty when it was over. obsessed 35 40 
It seemed that fate ordained that he should die in poverty. ordained 13 22 
Knowing the truth relieved the anxious parents. relieved 258 369 
He sided with the students and resigned his post as chancellor. resigned 97 174 
The rich secluded themselves from contact with the poor. secluded 43 44 
The engineers designing the electric car situated a couple of batteries near each 
axle. 
situated 198 203 
He caught a glimpse of her before she vanished into the crowd. vanished 105 207 
 
LowWW-HighStemItems from Experiments 2 and 3 
Sentence Word WW Stem 
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Freq. Freq. 
We admired the grandeur of the mountains as we hiked. admired 71 322 
Man adopted animal husbandry practices beginning nearly 10,000 years ago. adopted 111 337 
The fugitive avoided the more lighted and populous streets. avoided 84 710 
The sailor climbed to the top of the mast to look for land. climbed 121 1110 
Each delegate defined freedom in a different way. defined 100 341 
Many disturbing facts emerged as a result of the investigation. emerged 124 628 
An unexpected inheritance enabled him to pay off his mortgage. enabled 51 429 
The clever fox escaped the hunter. escaped 71 911 
Other nations existed around the Roman empire, but they were barbarians. existed 117 1805 
The paint remover exposed the grain of wood. exposed 115 292 
Loud cheers greeted the prime minister's announcement. greeted 68 306 
The experienced pilot handled the small airplane with great dexterity handled 53 956 
Dennis ignored the warning and put his hand into the lion's cage. ignored 108 490 
The government imposed censorship on the press after the article was 
published. 
imposed 75 358 
Many senators opposed the bill, but it eventually passed. opposed 136 405 
The hounds pursued the fox across the meadow. pursued 57 333 
The rich man relaxed by riding horseback and playing tennis. relaxed 106 280 
He acquired a great deal of knowledge by dilligent study. acquired 116 340 
The General Assembly approved the Secretary-General's actions. approved 105 208 
The swiss watchmaker attached new hands to the watch. attached 135 201 
My friend Henry belonged to a unique family. belonged 84 748 
Theo borrowed his friend's chainsaw to cut down the oak tree in his yard. borrowed 46 299 
The talented fellow composed mystery stories as well as love poems. composed 113 200 
The brave knight defeated each antagonist and won the tournament. defeated 59 553 
The teacher really deserved the award that she received. deserved 53 273 
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Everyone disliked him because of his hot temper. disliked 43 324 
The detective examined the window frame for fingerprints. examined 111 553 
The writer expanded his short story into a novel. expanded 48 445 
The baron extended an invitation to Lady Morgan and her husband. extended 129 535 
Rowdy mobs gathered on the major streets. gathered 131 679 
She imagined that she could pass her exam easily, so she did not study. imagined 105 646 
The weekend furlough improved the company's morale. improved 111 677 
The student obtained a degree in psychology obtained 97 399 
The people of Panama operated the canal themselves. operated 55 848 
I recalled the things he had told me while I lay awake in bed. recalled 65 486 
The patient's body rejected the heart transplant. rejected 120 383 
The judge reminded the witness that he was still under oath. reminded 95 443 
The second scan revealed a brain tumor, and an operation was scheduled. revealed 135 619 
He squeezed an orange to get the juice out while preparing breakfast. squeezed 44 294 
My words startled me, and I quickly apologized. startled 62 260 
Few buildings survived the bombing raids intact. survived 100 636 
She vanished into the crowd as quickly as she had appeared. vanished 105 207 
 
HighWW-HighStem Items from Experiments 2 and 3 
Sentence Word 
WW 
Freq. 
Stem 
Freq. 
The farmer accused me of trespassing on his land. accused 188 343 
All of the guests arrived late for a variety of reasons. arrived 396 1018 
Tina incorrectly assumed that he was familiar with the subject. assumed 147 813 
My friend assured me that his mother knew I would be staying for dinner. assured 201 319 
The preacher blessed the congregation after his sermon. blessed 193 440 
The teacher divided our class into four groups. divided 141 480 
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He once engaged in anti-government activity. engaged 274 464 
Everyone, except John, enjoyed the walk home. enjoyed 180 1009 
We entered the harbor at daybreak. entered 194 900 
The careless worker injured his hand while operating one of the machine tools in 
the workshop. 
injured 225 269 
The visiting professor invited his audience to ask questions. invited 166 435 
A British salvage company located the Russian wreck. located 217 286 
The firemen managed to keep the fire under control. managed 245 799 
The black smoke reduced visibility to about fifty yards. reduced 183 858 
The new process refined the oil much more efficiently than the old one. refined 164 211 
Britain and France refused to lift their embargos. refused 231 782 
The water filter removed some impurities. removed 230 693 
The athlete retired early for health reasons. retired 224 391 
The nurse treated me very kindly after my surgery. treated 187 699 
He achieved his goal after several years of hard work. achieved 208 668 
His speech affected the audience deeply. affected 264 736 
The band arranged for a series of concerts. arranged 177 495 
The snow and darkness combined to make driving dangerous. combined 152 469 
He compared my paper with hers and decided that hers was better. compared 189 494 
I confined myself to the house during this interval. confined 151 272 
His explanation confused me more than it helped. confused 355 581 
The psychiatrists declared the killer insane. declared 168 370 
The truck driver detached the trailer from the cab. detached 159 176 
This university educated many famous, and infamous, people. educated 315 401 
The secretary informed me of his arrival. informed 234 366 
My friend insisted on going with me to the police station. insisted 142 552 
My father inspired me to write my best novel. inspired 175 268 
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I intended to visit my friend in the hospital. intended 199 428 
Scientists isolated the virus causing the epidemic after many months. isolated 362 416 
I observed the whole proceedings from my post by the window. observed 136 433 
He proposed to set off immediately after I had finished eating. proposed 148 372 
Frank soon realized that he should not have taken a shortcut. realized 366 1123 
The waitress received a large tip, probably because of her flirting. received 300 1023 
The truth relieved the anxious parents, and they were finally able to sleep. relieved 258 369 
The witness repeated her statement word for word. repeated 344 721 
Electric lights replaced candles and gas lamps quickly after the invention of 
electricity. 
replaced 140 441 
The engineers situated a couple of batteries near each axle of the electric car. situated 198 203 
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APPENDIX B 
STIMULI USED IN CHAPTER 4 
Items for Experiment 4 
Monomorphemic Verb Past-tense (Complex) Verb 
Those accountants assist everyone in my neighborhood 
with their tax returns in the weeks before tax day. 
Those accountants helped everyone in my neighborhood 
with their tax returns in the weeks before tax day. 
The yearly floods destroy all the plants and trees near 
the river. 
The yearly floods drowned all the plants and trees near 
the river. 
Those men exploit many young women who want to be 
actresses. 
Those men stalked many young women who want to be 
actresses. 
The passengers embrace the firemen joyfully, thanking 
them for rescuing them from the burning airplane. 
The passengers greeted the firemen joyfully, thanking 
them for rescuing them from the burning airplane. 
The old ladies observe the young children who like to 
play in the park where the men take walks. 
The old ladies avoided the young children who like to 
play in the park where the men take walks. 
The squirrels squeal loudly after every one of the dog's 
barks. 
The squirrels moaned loudly after every one of the dog's 
barks. 
The women mutter quietly to themselves in the back of 
the church. 
The women prayed quietly to themselves in the back of 
the church. 
Those children breathe more quickly than any other 
children I have met. 
Those children blinked more quickly than any other 
children I have met. 
My parents remind me constantly that graduation day is 
coming soon. 
My parents warned me constantly that graduation day is 
coming soon. 
My teachers inspire me to succeed in my university 
studies in spite of my disability. 
My teachers allowed me to succeed in my university 
studies in spite of my disability. 
Many parents attend the school board meetings about 
the budget problems. 
Many parents joined the school board meetings about the 
budget problems. 
Those cranes remove the larger pieces of debris out of Those cranes lifted the larger pieces of debris out of the 
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the rescuers' way. rescuers' way. 
My friends listen to the fire that we made at our 
campsite under the stars. 
My friends tended to the fire that we made at our 
campsite under the stars. 
Many patrons possess books that they had checked out 
at the library. 
Many patrons renewed books that they had checked out 
at the library. 
These businesses improve their practices regularly at 
every one of their factories. 
These businesses altered their practices regularly at every 
one of their factories. 
The climbers explore the cave that had been discovered 
hundreds of years ago. 
The climbers entered the cave that had been discovered 
hundreds of years ago. 
The mechanical arms squeeze the oranges on the 
conveyor belt. 
The mechanical arms grasped the oranges on the 
conveyor belt. 
Those companies deliver the water used by the 
thousands of homes in the area. 
Those companies treated the water used by the thousands 
of homes in the area. 
My grandparents cherish the family photo albums that 
we gave them for christmas. 
My grandparents enjoyed the family photo albums that 
we gave them for christmas. 
The party-goers stumble into the boat that they had 
rented for the festivities. 
The party-goers bounded into the boat that they had 
rented for the festivities. 
Mountain goats inhabit the ridges and hillsides near the 
village. 
Mountain goats climbed the ridges and hillsides near the 
village. 
The security guards inspect every single bag and 
backpack at the concert, looking for weapons and drugs. 
The security guards checked every single bag and 
backpack at the concert, looking for weapons and drugs. 
His letters mention my kind uncle over and over again. His letters thanked my kind uncle over and over again. 
My cousins publish many interesting facts in that 
magazine. 
My cousins learned many interesting facts in that 
magazine. 
My coworkers discuss their favorite television show 
constantly. 
My coworkers watched their favorite television show 
constantly. 
My friends agree that boys are jerks who should not be My friends added that boys are jerks who should not be 
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trusted. trusted. 
His books assert that they pyramids were built by aliens 
to land their space ships on. 
His books showed that they pyramids were built by 
aliens to land their space ships on. 
My children assume that I would bring home souveniers 
from my trip to Florida. 
My children wished that I would bring home souveniers 
from my trip to Florida. 
Those magicians suppose that my age is somewhere 
between 20 and 25, but I'm older than that. 
Those magicians guessed that my age is somewhere 
between 20 and 25, but I'm older than that. 
Your parents intend to go jogging every day, which 
surprises me. 
Your parents ceased to go jogging every day, which 
surprises me. 
Those toys belong in the children's bathtub, not in the 
dirty toilet. 
Those toys soaked in the children's bathtub, not in the 
dirty toilet. 
Some families remain in the city in spite of the powerful 
hurricane. 
Some families stayed in the city in spite of the powerful 
hurricane. 
Many birds survive in unexplored parts of the rain 
forest. 
Many birds existed in unexplored parts of the rain forest. 
The employees conform to every one of their boss's new 
and absurd policies. 
The employees yielded to every one of their boss's new 
and absurd policies. 
These procedures convert the harmless chemicals to 
dangerously radioactive substances. 
These procedures exposed the harmless chemicals to 
dangerously radioactive substances. 
The scientists handle the container with glowing green 
liquid. 
The scientists filled the container with glowing green 
liquid. 
The mice vanish quickly at the sound of the opening 
door. 
The mice reacted quickly at the sound of the opening 
door. 
The shoppers compare the curtains to the hard wooden 
floor. 
The shoppers knocked the curtains to the hard wooden 
floor. 
Those stores receive all of the unsold winter coats and 
hats in boxes. 
Those stores packed all of the unsold winter coats and 
hats in boxes. 
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The brothers follow their father toward the edge of the 
pool. 
The brothers pulled their father toward the edge of the 
pool. 
The workers operate the dump truck at the same time 
for some reason. 
The workers pushed the dump truck at the same time for 
some reason. 
Her lips frown in a very unpleasant and unattractive 
way. 
Her lips curled in a very unpleasant and unattractive way. 
 
Items for Experiment 5 
Derived Words Monomorphemic Words 
The bareness of the walls was relieved only by a small 
painting of a cow eating hay. 
The bike was made of titanium and was very strong. 
He was a man of intelligence and of firmness of will.  I hate to eat broccoli unless it is covered with cheese. 
His nearness unsettled her even more, and she wished 
he would sit somewhere else.  
Jim saw a scorpion on the rock and ran away. 
As a result, reports of shoulder soreness and stiff necks 
are on the rise. 
My favorite beverage is root beer. 
Don't mistake our restraint for weakness or imagine that 
you can take advantage of us.  
This semester I am taking lots of classes. 
They were shocked by her rudeness and left as soon as 
they could.  
The hunter saw a kangaroo hop out from behind a bush. 
Dogs have a natural fondness for humans, but cats are 
more picky. 
The barbecue is in the backyard on the patio. 
She was surprised at the mildness of his reply. It is the nicotine in cigarettes that makes them addictive. 
His symptoms included low energy level, as well as 
paleness and shortness of breath.  
Because of the blizzard I did not want to go outside. 
Any dampness in the air causes my joints to ache 
severely. 
I added cinnamon and sugar to my toast. 
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There was no hint of meanness in his face or voice, so 
she chose to trust him.  
There is a big mosquito on your arm. 
His dumbness means that he isn't interest in this kind of 
things.  
The tip of the Washington monument is made of 
aluminum and is quite shiny. 
The farmers harvest their tomatoes at peak ripeness and 
ship them to market. 
The boys hung the ornament on their christmas tree. 
The flatness of the road make the rest of their trip more 
comfortable.  
Soon, this cucumber will turn into a pickle. 
There is a noticeable coolness in his manner.  The little girls learned the alphabet very quickly. 
My parents' farm is a place of unbearable dullness and 
boredom. 
The ridicule he received from hs classmates made him 
cry. 
Wilson acted with customary boldness in this great 
challenge to his leadership  
The lovers ordered espresso and cookies and sat together 
in the corner. 
The government measures the limpness of a dollar bill 
to decide if it should be taken out of circulation. 
The small squirrel climbed quickly up the tree. 
Answers will be marked for neatness as well as for 
accuracy.  
The workers read the bulletin and were very surprised. 
His heart bumped in his chest with frightening loudness 
and force.  
On the island, a tortoise was lying on the beach, hiding 
inside its shell. 
The richness of the desert was too much for my taste 
buds. 
The tiny molecule was too small to be seen even with a 
microscope. 
Where farming has already caused aridity or serious soil 
erosion, the local governments should intervene.  
Only a fragment of the original letter remains. 
Counteracting acidity in the stomach helps treat 
heartburn. 
There was a lot of friction between the parts, and the 
machine stopped working. 
He follows his father with docility and submissiveness.  The teenagers entered the cemetery at about midnight. 
The city has a high traffic fatality rate that they are My most famous ancestor is King Henry the eighth. 
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trying to bring down. 
It is common practice to screen for toxicity in the 
evaluation of the safety of new insecticides.  
The specimen was examined by all of the scientists. 
Clearly, some of the arguments have greater validity 
than others.  
They went around the obstacle and continued their 
journey. 
Mercury was the presiding divinity over commerce, 
while Neptune ruled the sea.  
Tina looked at the calendar and realized she had 
forgotten her mother's birthday. 
My traces the development of a young man from 
childhood to maturity to old age.  
My brother is a bachelor who does not want to ever get 
married. 
The rigidity of the metal caused it to crack.  The treasure is buried seventy paces from the waterfall. 
He taught his students that mobility is very important in 
warfare.  
I like ketchup on my hot dogs and hamburgers. 
He explained that humidity is a measure of moisture in 
the atmosphere. 
The janitor cleaned up the soup that the children had 
spilled. 
They called on their members to demonstrate against 
the brutality of the police.  
There was an avalanche and many skiers were buried in 
the snow. 
The higher the liquidity ratio is, the more able the 
corporation is to pay off its short-term debts. 
A lazy crocodile sat on the log and looked at me. 
Arthur wore a dark suit, in keeping with the solemnity 
of the occasion.  
I rented a limousine to take us all to the dance. 
The doctor explained that sterility is some permanent 
factor preventing reproduction.  
My father is a talented carpenter who has made many 
pieces of furniture. 
A unicorn is fabled creature that symbolizes virginity 
and purity. 
After the hurricane was over, people started to return to 
the city. 
He has risen from obscurity to international fame.  The manager checked his store's inventory and found that 
some items were missing. 
The farmers used manure to improve the fertility of I like to eat spaghetti more than any other Italian food. 
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their land.  
Not a word was spoken,but she could feel the hostility 
in the room.  
She poured detergent into the washing machine before 
starting it. 
If you use profanity in your speech, you will seem 
unprofessional  
The messenger brought unsettling news that made 
everyone upset. 
The President issued an official proclamation of 
neutrality as the war commenced. 
The most important ingredient in any recipe is love. 
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APPENDIX C 
STIMULI USED IN CHAPTER 5 
Items for Experiment 6 
Yesterday/Unfortunately, the baker tempted my mother to eat his cookies. 
Last week/In Canada, the bear sniffed the campers' backpack, which was full of snacks. 
Last month/Quite unexpectedly, the blimp hovered over our city until the game was over. 
Last year/Not surprisingly, the boy yearned to be an astronaut or a fireman. 
Last winter/Quite skillfully, the butcher weighed our steaks and pork chops. 
Last spring/At camp, the cat hissed at my sister and tried to scratch her. 
Several thousand years ago/In the Egyptian desert, the civilization erected a monument to their great king. 
Last fall/In Texas, the clown frowned at the obnoxious child who was throwing popcorn. 
Last weekend/In Seattle, the company catered our party and several other events. 
Yesterday night/For dinner, the cook mashed the potatoes and chopped the carrots and onions. 
Last Monday/Very thoughtlessly, the corporation dumped toxic waste in the river near the village. 
Last year/As promised, the couple adopted twin boys from Somalia. 
Last Wednesday/Near Chicago, the dog licked my face and hands after I petted him. 
Last Thursday/In Iowa, the farmer coaxed his cow out of the road and back to the barn. 
Last Friday/As a favor, my friend edited my term paper and found several mistakes. 
Last Saturday/At school, the girl roamed around the playground looking for her friends. 
Last Sunday/In France, the girl plucked the petals off the flower and sang a song. 
A few minutes ago/In the art museum, the guard scowled at us and told us not to touch anything. 
A few hours ago/Outside the shoe store, the chocolate melted on the hot sidewalk. 
Twenty minutes ago/For some reason, the jerk evicted my brother even though he only owed a month's rent. 
Yesterday/Quickly, the lizard crawled across the rock in the front yard. 
Last week/In jail, the man boasted about how tough he is. 
Last month/Quite unexpectedly, the man clasped my hand in friendship. 
Twenty minutes ago/In the zoo, the monkey peeled bananas and threw coconuts. 
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A few minutes ago/On the Colorado ranch, the mosquito sucked blood from the horse and its rider. 
Last spring/Very lovingly, the woman mended her husband's socks and pants. 
Last summer/At my home, the painting adorned the wall in the hallway. 
Last fall/During practice, the player tossed the ball to his teammate. 
Last weekend/In Greece, the protester hurled a rock at the policeman. 
Yesterday night/Very cowardly, the punk slashed my tires and ran away. 
Last Monday/Quite annoyingly, the rat chewed through my extension cord. 
Last Tuesday/Without fail, the salesman knocked loudly on our door several times. 
Last Wednesday/In Iraq, the sergeant obeyed the officer's order to attack. 
Last Thursday/For fun, the student belched during my class repeatedly. 
Last Friday/In college, the student cheated on his test and was expelled. 
Last Saturday/Near Danville, the teenager steered his car into a tree and smashed the front end. 
Last Sunday/In Washington, the veteran hoisted the flag at the ceremony. 
A few minutes ago/In the hot desert, the vulture soared high above our heads. 
Last year/In Rome, the waiter poured our drinks and took our dinner orders. 
Twenty minutes ago/At the party, the woman blushed when I complimented her. 
Yesterday/Sadly, the worker toiled in the hot sun all day. 
Last season/In Hollywood, the writer adapted the novel into a hit television show. 
 
Items for Experiment 7 
Syntactically Unpredictable Syntactically Predictable 
In the hallway, the abused child told her teacher that she 
was afraid to go home. 
The child would have abused his sister's teddy bear if 
she had not stopped him. 
In the interview, the alleged mistress hinted that the 
mayor was guilty of other crimes 
The reporter would have alleged that the mayor was a 
crook, but he was scared. 
To her husband, the amused look on Susan's face was 
infuriating. 
The monkey would have amused all of my younger 
brothers and sisters. 
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In the bedroom, the annoyed woman was looking 
everywhere for her cell phone. 
The phone's ring would have annoyed everyone at the 
cafe except the phone's owner. 
In his hands, the blunted axe chopped as well as a new 
one would. 
The drug would have blunted my senses, so I chose not 
to take it. 
In her mind, the bored housewife imagined that her 
neighbors led very exciting lives. 
The housewife would have bored everyone at the party, 
but she had to leave early. 
At the hospital, the burned patient was treated and given 
skin grafts. 
The man would have burned the letter, but his lawyer 
wanted him to keep it. 
At the auction, the carved chest sold for several million 
yen. 
The artist would have carved the statue out of wood, but 
he wanted it to be durable. 
In our house, a closed door means that daddy does not 
want to talk right now. 
The father would have closed the door, but there were 
too many toys on the floor. 
In our county, the covered bridges are popular with 
tourists. 
The leaves would have covered the entire lawn if Tom 
had not raked them all up. 
In the yard, the crushed rock was added to prevent 
weeds from growing. 
The rock would have crushed his head, but he was 
wearing a hard hat. 
In the forest, the defeated army made camp and tried to 
rest. 
The knight would have defeated all his opponents, but 
the drawbridge would not open. 
At the session, the elected representatives could not 
agree and no law was passed. 
The citizens would have elected the candidate if he had 
promised to be tough on crime. 
Besides a name, the faded photograph was the only clue 
she had to her grandfather's identity. 
The photograph would have faded if she had not stored it 
properly. 
To my grandfather, the fixed income that a retiree lives 
on is quite sufficient. 
My grandfather would have fixed the car himself, but 
grandma would not let him. 
In Eastern Europe, the haunted castle is a popular tourist 
attraction. 
The memories would have haunted the man if he had not 
gotten the therapy he needed. 
At the clinic, the healed tissue was examined by the The tissue would have healed more quickly if it had not 
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doctor. become infected. 
In the kitchen, the hired cook was trying to make a 
cherry pie. 
The family would have hired a cook, but nobody wanted 
to work for them. 
At the meeting, the invited speaker delivered an exciting 
and uplifting presentation. 
The speaker would have invited questions, but his time 
was already up. 
In the alps, an isolated village was cut off when an 
avalanche closed the only road. 
The avalanche would have isolated the village, but dog 
sleds were able to get through. 
In the park, the mounted policeman chased down the 
mugger and retrieved the woman's purse. 
The policeman would have mounted his horse, but the 
stirrup had broken. 
To his neighbor, the offended man seemed to be 
overreacting. 
The man would have offended his neighbor if he had 
been overheard. 
In the swamp, the paved roads were always covered in 
snakes and alligators. 
The workers would have paved the road, but the work 
permits were out of date. 
In the mountains, the polluted lakes and streams are no 
longer safe to swim in. 
The factory would have polluted the river if the city had 
allowed it to be built. 
At the convention, the prepared speech was greeted with 
raucous applause. 
The president would have prepared a speech, but he was 
on a trip. 
At that school, the revered mascot is a goat that they call 
Chompers. 
The students would have revered their mascot if it had 
not been so silly. 
At the ceremony, the reviled movie won an academy 
award. 
The critic would have reviled the movie, but the director 
gave him a bribe. 
At your command the selected files will be deleted, so 
be sure this is what you want. 
The programmer would have selected the files he 
needed, but the mouse was not working. 
To the veterinarian, the singed fur on the dog smelled 
terrible, and he held his nose. 
The dog would have singed his fur if he had leaned up 
against the hot stove. 
At the playground, the spoiled child threw a tantrum 
when he heard the word no. 
The foul weather would have spoiled our vacation if we 
had forgotten to pack games. 
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In the barn, the startled horse reared up and knocked 
over the rancher. 
The rancher would have startled the horse if he had fired 
his gun near the barn. 
On the farm, the starved cows were scrawny and pitiful. The cow would have starved if someone had not found 
her alone in the forest. 
On the subway, the tired man fell asleep and missed his 
stop. 
The strenuous workout would have tired any other 
athlete. 
On the airplane, the welded metal parts were beginning 
to rust and had to be replaced. 
The worker would have welded the parts together, but 
his torch was out of fuel. 
In the garden, the wilted leaves told us that we had 
utterly failed to grow tomatoes. 
The leaves would have wilted if we had left the plant 
outside last night. 
In my memory, the withered flowers are as beautiful as 
they were a year ago. 
The flowers would have withered if I had not watered 
them regularly. 
In the field, the wounded bird fluttered to the ground at 
the hunter's feet. 
The bank robber would have wounded the guard, but he 
did not aim carefully. 
In my opinion, the missed opportunity was a big turning 
point in my life. 
The man would have missed the opportunity if his friend 
had not reminded him. 
In the play, the betrayed man seeks revenge against his 
brother. 
The man would have betrayed his own brother if he 
thought he could get away with it. 
In my opinion, the adjusted estimate is the most accurate 
statistic in your report. 
The employee would have adjusted the estimate if he 
had been given more information. 
On the shore, the maimed walrus bellowed loudly and 
insistently. 
The walrus would have maimed the Eskimo, but the 
Eskimo was very quick. 
In my painting, the clenched fist symbolizes anger and 
intolerance. 
The man would have clenched his fist, but his finger was 
broken. 
 
